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My dissertation explores the presence of what has been called the “persistence of the 
sacred” in modern and contemporary Western culture. More specifically, I focus on the 
intertwining dimensions of the human body and the experience of the sacred in selected works 
by Dacia Maraini, Elena Ferrante, Cristina Campo, and Alda Merini. Despite their different 
voices, and the “secular” or “religious” labels with which each of these Italian authors could be 
defined or confined, I identify and analyze patterns, similarities, and differences in the 
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The connection between the reality of the body and that of the sacred that I explore and 
analyze in selected works by Cristina Campo, Elena Ferrante, Dacia Maraini, and Alda Merini 
is neither obvious, nor easy to pinpoint. Yet, I will attempt to demonstrate that in these authors’ 
works, the connection exists, and that its existence challenges – at least as far as the literary 
field is concerned – what some scholars call “the overarching narrative of modernity – the 
myth of the progressive and emancipatory secularization of the West.” (1) 
With this dissertation, I intend to show that a strict divide between genres, disciplines, 
fields of knowledge and experience is limiting and not always helpful to our efforts in 
understanding ourselves, reality, and the way in which these interact. My analysis incorporates 
authors that have never been analyzed together before at least as far as the theme of the relation 
between the body and the sacred in their works is concerned. 
While discussing mysticism, Luisa Muraro warns against the labeling of experiences 
that, because of this labeling, remain separated from us, out of our reach, and therefore unable 
to benefit and help deepen an understanding of our human experience: 
“Mistica”, “mistico” sono diventati etichette che rischiano di isolare nella specialità e 
nello specialismo parole ed esperienze che possono stare nella nostra mente come il 
pane sulla tavola: preziose e comuni. Il problema ulteriore è di non separare fra loro 
(e da noi) testi e autrici che si parlano attraverso distanze e barriere (generi letterari, 
periodi storici, appartenenze confessionali e religiose…). (9) 
In keeping with Muraro’s point, my exploration will not be limited to one genre only, 




This experience is, for the most part, isolated, if not altogether ignored, in the modern, 
scientism-oriented culture of the West. Nonetheless, I attempt to investigate the “often porous 
boundaries” that religion and modernity share, and how they come to the surface in the artistic 
output of some of the most well-known and celebrated contemporary Italian women writers (1- 
2).1 
Richard Kearney explains the intellectual climate historically prevalent in the West: 
 
The split between the intellect and the senses, pronounced by Plato, prevailed. With 
some notable exceptions in medieval mystics and romantics, the dominant metaphysical 
mind-view continued to deem reason the prime agency of interpretation; while the flesh 
was relegated to an inferior realm to be governed and supervised. (26) 
To Kearney’s description of the mind-body and body-soul split, typical of Western 
thought, it is important to add that, historically, whereas the superior realm of reason was 
associated with masculinity, the inferior realm of flesh was associated with femininity.2 The 
works of the women writers I analyze appear to challenge, implicitly or explicitly, this 
ontologically and ethically problematic dualism. They do not challenge it by reversing it, thus 
creating a new kind of dualism, but by breaking it open and pointing at its limitedness, 
incompleteness, and inaccuracy. 
I contend that these authors point to and represent the contact and unity that can exist 
between the realm of the sacred and the human. They achieve this nexus through portrayals of 
women’s experiences that are at times fictional, at times biographical, and at times 
 
1 See Snyder, Falasca-Zamponi, and Wittmann. Here, I should also note that Cristina Campo, unlike Maraini, 
Ferrante, and Merini still remains a somewhat obscure Italian writer and poet. 





autobiographical. In their works that detail experiences of psychological and physical trauma, 
pleasure, and healing, the union between or the experience of human bodies with the sacred 
appears to be possible because of the very existence of the body: “flesh is precisely ‘the edge’ 
where the human meets worlds that exceed and entreat it – animal and environmental, sacred 
and profane.” (Kearney and Treanor 11). 
These authors’ works display a search for unifying meanings and explanations that go 
beyond the mind-body and body-soul split typical of Western thought. They present to us, 
together with the dynamics of their own (or their characters’) search, some of the unifying 
meanings and explanations they (or their characters) have found. Yet, “search” is not an 
exhaustive enough term when describing their works. Their disposition to search evidently 
stems from openness: openness to reality and a desire to observe, understand, and narrate it. 
This (human) openness is itself embodied in the flesh, otherwise it would not be at all. 
Definitions of the term “sacred” mostly point to religious worship and veneration. 
Etymological definitions of this word point to multiple linguistic layers of Indo-European 
origin, and meanings such as invocation, ban, bar, but also attachment and adherence (to the 
divine) – all meanings that inform our notion of holiness and sacred as something that is secret 
and set apart. 
In the works I analyze there do not appear to be explicit definitions of the meaning of 
the word “sacred” or of ideas concerning a sacred reality that use uniquely abstract, intellectual 
categories detached from everyday life. On the contrary, a shared characteristic of these texts is 
the presentation of personal, existential trajectories that from the narrated-narrating subject 
point both deeper within and beyond physical, psychological, social, and historical 





on mysticism, Jon R. Snyder, Simonetta Falasca-Zamponi, and Laura Wittman write: “de 
Certau made it possible to recognize that the attempt to give voice to the sacred involved not a 
fixed body of doctrines, but rather the opening up of a field in which specific procedures and 
processes (prayers, poems, bodily regimes, etc.) can be deployed towards this elusive end” (5). 
The works I analyze all display or reflect on concrete and “specific procedures and processes” 
such as “prayers, poems, bodily regimes, etc.” that in some cases allow for significant 
characters’ change and development, or an expansion or transformation of their point of view. 
The “specific procedures and processes” portrayed in these authors’ works appear to be 
motivated, implicitly or explicitly, by a yearning for transcendence. 
These works present an acute awareness of the puzzling, perplexing, and often violent 
impact that reality has on the subject. Yet, the narrated-narrating subjects paradoxically – and 
mysteriously – appropriate these circumstances, and then challenge, and overcome traumatic 
constraints and limitations. With their works, these authors reveal an openness to search for 
and connect to a deeper and unifying ground of consciousness. They narrate experiences of 
restricted personal freedom and revolt, as well as of physical and emotional trauma, and 
present reflections on our search for meaning that often goes beyond what is visible. These 
experiences and reflections often map passageways to a wholesome and integrated self. The 
artistic elaboration of these experiences speaks of an enhancement of being; their connection 
with the territory of the sacred and bodily-sense experience is at times explicit, at other times 
implicit. 
Some of the works that I will examine are fictional, namely Elena Ferrante’s novel 
L’amore molesto (Troubling Love) that, as I show in my second chapter, displays the presence 





partly historical, such as Dacia Maraini’s novel Chiara di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza 
(Claire of Assisi. In Praise of Disobedience). In the first chapter, I analyze Maraini’s depiction 
of a fictional character, Chiara Mandalà, a young Italian girl who is searching for meaning. The 
girl, through the help of the author herself, and in a mutual act of discovery, learns about and 
decides to follow the example of St. Clare of Assisi. Some essays by Cristina Campo, which 
are part of two collections, namely Gli imperdonabili (The Unforgivable Ones) and Sotto falso 
nome (Under the Pen Name) are the focus of the third chapter. These essays mostly deal with 
Campo’s interpretation of works of art and their connection with ultimate reality. My analysis 
attempts to trace the development of and find a unifying ground in Campo’s reflections first on 
attention versus imagination, and then on the body and incarnation. In the fourth and last 
chapter, I analyze some poems from Alda Merini’s collections La Terra Santa (The Holy Land) 
and Mistica d’amore (Mystic of Love). Here, I analyze the nature of Merini’s poems, in verse 
and free verse, as reflections on and interpretations of both her life and the main figures of her 
Christian faith, which she explores and revisits through the lenses of intimate life experiences. 
I also discuss the mystic and prophetic nature of her poetry. 
Despite differences in style, tone, genre, and point of view in the works I selected there 
are still some thematic connections and similarities that allow for an overarching analysis. All 
of these works portray and offer reflections on the experience of suffering, counter-intuitive 
actions, and separation and integration of various aspects of being human.3 With the exception 
of Campo’s writings, all the works I analyze also portray the salvific function that the maternal 
role can have. 
 
 
3 For a philosophical and theological analysis of the relationship between and importance of all that makes up our 
humanity see N. T. Wright’s “Mind, Spirit, Soul, and Body: All for One, and One for All. Reflections on Paul’s 





Maraini focuses on the concrete, material aspects of the malaise that afflicts the co- 
protagonist of her novel. Chiara “herself” suggests to the author that perhaps her psycho- 
physical malaise has a spiritual origin (21). Thus, Maraini implicitly challenges the Platonic 
and Cartesian belief in the gap between body and spirit through the depiction of this character, 
whose function is, among others, to reveal that there can indeed be a connection between 
physical and spiritual suffering. This perspective challenges the notion of a supposed split 
between body and spirit. In the first section of the novel Chiara argues that one of the root 
causes of her suffering is the absence of a discourse on women’s religious and mystical 
experience in modern, secular Italian culture (29-30). The emaciated, anorexic Chiara will not 
recover her health unless the order of culture provides her with “spiritual food”, i.e., the story 
of a holy woman who can become a symbolic mother for her (51). Because culture is lacking, 
Chiara suffers. She is, after all, a symbolical being: according to Jacques Lacan, culture 
belongs to the symbolical order. In the first chapter, I argue that St. Clare becomes a symbolic 
mother for Chiara. Chiara heals at the end of the story when, after having been exposed to the 
author’s narration of the life of St. Clare, which includes realistic, detailed references to her 
words, actions, and representations of her holy body, she joins the Poor Clares’ convent in 
Assisi (249-250). Maraini’s novelistic re-inscription of St. Clare in the order of culture seems 
to be in line with Muraro’s criticism of the neglect that surrounds and isolates mystic and 
religious experiences from common knowledge. Her novel appears to be a direct response 
aimed at filling this cultural void. 
Suffering and a troubled relationship with the mother figure are also the hallmarks of 
Delia, the protagonist of Ferrante’s L’amore molesto. Through a first person narration, Delia 





sexual abuse. Her psychological suffering comes from corporeal abuse; her adult body still 
suffers the consequences of this violence. Like her psyche, Delia’s body is still blocked by the 
trauma (109-110). I argue that Ferrante too, like Maraini, seems to challenge with this novel 
the notion of a divide between body and soul. Like Chiara, Delia goes through a healing 
process that involves the uncovering of memories of Amalia who is her biological mother. 
Delia’s healing also passes through concrete, “bodily” actions whose aim is the recovering of 
her memories, which in turn cause her to engage in a series of specific actions. I analyze how 
Delia’s actions are intrinsically ritualistic and prompted, more or less consciously, by her 
mother’s salvific sacrifice, which is in turn characterized by ritualistic motifs. The counter- 
intuitive, ritualistic nature of both Delia’s and Amalia’s actions suggest that Delia needs a 
supra-rational, therefore, transcendental nexus if she is to overcome the bodily and 
psychological impasse in which she finds herself.4 Delia attains liberation from violence and 
trauma and finally reconciles with her mother through a series of ritual actions. Her entire self, 
her very body, and that of her mother are invested in the recovery of memories involving them 
both. This recovery of memories, together with the ritual actions in which both mother and 
daughter engage, albeit at different times, are of fundamental importance for Delia’s 
subsequent healing. 
The stress that the narrator/protagonist places on the description of bodies and a series 
of apparently incongruous actions that ultimately restore wholeness to the self in L’amore 
molesto calls to mind Campo’s observation on the human mind’s limited understanding. 




4 In this regard it may be helpful to consider the etymology of the word psyche, which derives from the Ancient 
Greek psykhe, “soul, mind, spirit, breath, life, one’s life, the invisible animating principle or entity which occupies 





alone cannot experience and understand: “Su questo discrimine la ragione stessa si ritira nel 
suo modesto luogo naturale ed è piuttosto il corpo che viene chiamato a riconoscere, salutare, 
ricevere l’invisibile” (245).5 Campo here refers to the paradox of understanding the invisible, 
which, according to the dualistic view of body and mind, is supposed to escape and transcend 
the senses. However, Campo states that an understanding of what is invisible can be attained 
with one’s body, not necessarily one’s reason. She mainatins that when human reason reaches 
its limit, the body may step in and lead the whole person to an otherwise impossible 
understanding. The invisible to which Campo refers is the realm of the divine. In my analysis 
of some aspects of Campo’s intellectual itinerary, I trace the connections between her initial 
reflections on “external” reality with its focus on works of art and aesthetics, and her later 
focus on the sanctification and transformation of the body. I show how Campo’s initial 
reflections on attention, imagination, and beauty flow into her later reflections on ritual bodies, 
liturgical actions, healing, and transformation. Campo’s itinerary points to the possibility for an 
integration – via distinction, not confusion – of soul and body, and their 
transformation/sanctification, which in her analysis can take place on both a natural and a 
supernatural plane. 
Like Campo’s musings, a large part of Merini’s poetry also deals with both visible and 
invisible realities, specifically the relationship and lack of integration between body and soul 
and the suffering that this lack caused her. In the early stage of her mainly autobiographic 
poetry, Merini lingers on the tormenting divide between carnality and spirituality that 
sometimes becomes a longing for death and liberation from her earthly body. In the second 
stage of her poetry, especially her 1984 masterpiece, La Terra Santa (The Holy Land), Merini 
 





writes of the physically and spiritually harrowing experience of her internment in insane 
asylums. In this work, Merini attempts to make sense of her tragic experience by revisiting and 
relating it to several biblical episodes, the most recurring one being the exile and sufferings of 
the Jewish people. In La Terra Santa suffering becomes a medium of transcendence, an 
experience of the limits of human life, through which the beginning of a recognition of or 
identification with what can transcend and redeem us may take place.6 In the last phase of her 
poetry, specifically in the collection Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria (Magnificat. An 
Encounter with Mary) Merini describes the perfect conjunction of body and soul in Mary, who 
as mother of Christ and co-redemptrix is the meeting place of heaven and earth, the mother in 



































Chapter 1. Dacia Maraini’s Chiara di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza 
 
Dacia Maraini's Chiara di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza published in 2013, is an 
epistolary, partly fictional and partly historical novel characterized by the use of first person 
narrative, alternating between the voice of a girl, Chiara Mandalà, and the author herself. 
Chiara, a fictional character, is a well-read, anti-conformist, Sicilian teen ager looking for her 
identity, and the initiator of an e-mail exchange with Maraini. From her e-mails we also learn 
that Chiara comes from a dysfunctional family background, suffers from anorexia, and is at 
odds with contemporary culture. 
Chiara’s name and place of origin – the fictional town of Santo Pellegrino – reveal 
important information about her. Mandalà calls to mind mandala, the Sanskrit word for circle, 
which in Buddhism and other Indian religions represents the universe. The circle also 
symbolically represents perfection, harmony, and balance. Santo Pellegrino evokes the idea of 
pilgrimage, therefore readers can immediately infer that Chiara is a seeker aspiring to spiritual 
and physical wholeness, as it is revelaed later in the story. 
The novel is divided into three sections. The first and last sections form the epistolary 
frame or cornice. After the initial e-mail exchange between the author and Chiara, as seen in 
the first section, Maraini goes on to describe the life of St. Clare of Assisi in the second 
section.7 She uses two main narrative devices to do so: the historical, documented testimonies 
of the nuns of San Damiano that were used in St. Clare’s canonization process, and her own 
dreams and reflections about the saint. A digression on the life and letters of early Christian 
martyr Vibia Perpetua and later women mystics is also included in this second part of the 
 
7 For clarity’s sake, in this chapter I will use “St. Clare” to refer to the saint of Assisi and the Italian name 
“Chiara” to refer to Chiara Mandalà. Thus, Maraini’s mirroring of the two characters (she uses the name Chiara to 





novel, highlighting some of the similarities and differences with St.Clare’s spiritual experience. 
The e-mail exchange between Maraini and Chiara is resumed in the third and final section of 
the novel, where we learn that Chiara had been spying on the author’s computer files on 
St.Clare all along. We also learn that she has finally overcome her emotional and physical 
suffering by deciding to begin her novitiate with the order of the Poor Clare Sisters in Assisi. 
In this chapter I argue that the novel Chiara di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza 
represents an attempt to restore a historically significant female figure to her rightful place in 
both Italian and women’s history and culture. Maraini’s critique of St. Clare’s almost total 
absence from contemporary cultural and historical memory calls to mind Elisabeth Schüssler 
Fiorenza’s reflections on kyriarchy.8 One of the implications of Maraini’s novel is that this 
medieval woman represents a real challenge to the kyriarchal status quo, which would partly 
explain what seems to be collective, contemporary amnesia. The author goes to great lengths to 
show that St. Clare’s example is still relevant, despite the temporal divide between the Middle 
Ages and our own. Importantly, Maraini accomplishes this by comparing and contrasting, in a 
realistic and convincing manner, St. Clare to a modern day Italian girl – a mystic in the 
making. I will also show how the author’s work is connected to a larger, trasnational discourse 
aimed at salvaging women’s history from oblivion. Maraini’s novel can be considered part of a 
transnational, interdisciplinary discourse that includes politics, feminism, religion, and feminist 
theology. In order to show these various interdisciplinary connections, I will highlight the 
 
8 Kyriarchy is a neologism coined by Fiorenza in her work Transforming Vision, which indicates: 
A complex pyramidal system of intersecting multiplicative social and religious relations of 
superordination and subordination, of ruling and exploitation. Kyriarchal relations of domination are 
built on elite male property rights as well as on the exploitation, dependency, inferiority, and obedience 
of wo/men who signify all those subordinated. Such kyriarchal relations are still today at work in the 






many points of contact between this novel, and the reflections of feminist theologians, 
theorists, and religion scholars such as Luisa Muraro, Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Elizabeth 
A. Johnson, Serene Jones, Luce Irigaray, Emmanuel Levinas, Sara Ritchey, Celia Kourie, Amy 
Hollywood, and Damien Casey. 
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section narrativizes Maraini’s 
inscription of an exemplar woman into the symbolic order, with the intention of saving a 
rebellious teen-age girl’s life. The second section focuses on the mirror structure of the novel, 
and explores the mother-daughter, mother substitute, and mentor-pupil relations that emerge. 
In this section, I argue that Maraini’s mirror structure as narrative device reflects St. Clare’s 
mysticism, a mysticism based on the notion of mirroring and imitating the example of Christ. 
The third section deals with the meaning of poverty and virginity. Here, I argue that Maraini 
treats both conditions as two sides of the same coin as they were in St. Clare’s life, further 
demonstrating that Maraini structured her novel in a way that closely reflects St. Clare’s 
spiritual experience. I also maintain that Maraini’s focus on poverty and virginity expresses the 
author’s acknowledgement of kyriarchy – a concept developed by Fiorenza – and her 
articulation of a way of being that challenges kyriarchy as reflected in the narration of both St. 
Clare’s and Chiara’s experience. The fourth and last section deals with the concepts of 
mimesis, community, and performance. Here, I argue that Maraini evokes a community of 
women spanning through the centuries and bound together by similar spiritual aspirations and 
experiences. In this last section, I maintain that Maraini’s passion for theatre comes to the 






1.1 Inscribing Clare in the Symbolic Order 
 
Chiara, the novel’s coprotagonist, explains to the author that St. Clare has often been 
forgotten, almost removed from Italy’s historical, collective memory. Notwithstanding the 
selective amnesia, Chiara claims that without St. Clare Italian culture and our way of being in 
the world would be somberly mono-dimensional, vulgar, and impoverished on the whole. For 
this reason, she decides to contact Maraini in order to convince her to write a book about the 
saint: 
Tengo per mano una donna straordinaria che è stata troppo spesso dimenticata, 
trascurata, ignorata dalla memoria civile di questo paese. Tutti quei libri che le ho citato 
sono pubblicati quasi interamente dalla benemerita Casa Porziuncola di Assisi. Ma 
quanti leggono i libri della Porziuncola se non sono studiosi della materia? Eppure, le 
dico con sfacciata sincerità che se non ci fosse stata Chiara di Assisi oggi saremmo tutti 
più volgari e più soli. Senza Chiara non ci sarebbe l'altra Italia, quella della passione 
gentile e della povertà scelta come libertà del cuore. (29-30) 
Chiara’s mention of the publishing house Casa Porziuncola, a small, local company of Assisi 
specializing in religious and spiritual literature highlights the situation of neglect, isolation, and 
indifference with which certain historical figures, especially women, and religious women in 
particular, are met in broader cultural discourses. This is why Chiara uses the verbs trascurare 
and ignorare when referring to the ways St.Clare’s example and heritage have been neglected 
by Italian culture.9 Prompted by Chiara's insistence, Maraini sets out to write about St.Clare 
and make her known outside the small, virtually unknown circle of the publishing house 
 
 





Porziuncola, hoping to bring her back to her rightful place within Italian culture, and to the 
awareness of a broader, secular, reading public. 
Chiara’s words echo what both Maraini and philosopher Luisa Muraro write about the 
exclusion of Italian as well as non-Italian women mystics and writers from literary and 
historical canons, their absence from school curricula, and the necessity and hope to divulge 
their unknown works (to which Muraro refers metaphorically as a gold bearing vein) that 
articulate a different way of being in the world. Maraini writes that there is a copious amount 
of women’s literature that is still “trascurata, nascosta, obliata” (177), and that she is sure that 
one day “comporremo un’altra storia della letteratura in cui gli scritti delle donne, cominciando 
dalle mistiche, saranno messi accanto ai grandi autori considerati oggi i soli classici degni di 
lettura” (ibid). 
Muraro writes that the battleground of women’s mysticism, or “teologia in lingua 
materna” as she prefers to call it, is the symbolic order, an invisible but fully operational order 
because it is something that “impariamo imparando a parlare” (26). The absence of women’s 
mysticism from the battleground of the symbolic order is what impels Chiara to contact 
Maraini, because of her hunger for words, tales, books, and refusal of food. 
C’è un filone d’oro che attraversa la nostra cultura, dal Medioevo fino ai nostri giorni, 
un vero tesoro, sono i testi della mistica femminile o, come io preferisco dire, della 
teologia in lingua materna…testi della scrittura mistica femminile, finora assenti dalla 
cultura che la scuola ci mette a disposizione…Del movimento religioso delle donne del 
Medioevo – cui dobbiamo un numero notevole di testi e alcuni capolavori – non esiste 
una narrazione storica unitaria, come esiste invece delle lotte per il potere politico- 





nostro stare al mondo…Il terreno di lotta era l’ordine simbolico, intendo l’ordine 
invisibile ma attivo e operante – lo impariamo imparando a parlare – cui attiene il 
rapporto tra quello che c’è e quello che non c’è, o non si vede, tra le cose e le parole, tra 
i corpi e i segni, tra i desideri e la legge, tra l’esperienza e la possibilità di dire il vero. 
(9-26) 
Chiara’s hunger for words, her struggle with more “conventional” forms of nutrition, 
and her desire to be reconnected with a medieval, Christian woman can be read as implicit 
references to the famous scriptural verse “man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word 
that proceeds out of the mouth of God” (Matthew 4:4). Uncoincidentally, the Scriptures were 
the main symbolic source in St. Clare’s life. Chiara’s hunger for words reveals her desire for 
spiritual food that can be made available in the current symbolic order, and she chooses 
Maraini to provide her with it. Maraini herself explains that the ordinary food Chiara refuses 
can be seen as a metaphor for her refusal of culture. Thus, Chiara’s refusal of food/culture is 
directly connected to her request for spirituality, and her condition of spiritual hunger: “forse 
alla fine” Chiara explains to the author “nel rifiuto del cibo di molte donne e ragazze c’è una 
richiesta di spiritualità” (21). 10 
To reinforce the idea of hunger for words as if they were ordinary food, Chiara 
compares the rhythm of certain authors’ writing to a “succo nutriente” that speaks to the mind 
(22). Soon afterwards, well aware of the distinction between St. Clare and herself, Chiara 









compares and contrasts through Chiara’s voice the conditions of hungering for words and 
inhabiting silence, while underlining Chiara’s passivity and helplessness. Chiara’s condition of 
passivity and helplesness is contrasted with St. Clare’s sense of independence, which enabled 
her to actively invoke silence and surrender to the otherness of the divine reality. Unlike 
Chiara, St. Clare invoked silence but not out of a lack of meaning and signifying voice. St. 
Clare invoked silence through a symbolic order intrinsically embedded in human reality, even 
though its signifying apparatus can lead only so far in one’s exploration of a divine reality. 
This divine reality, in its utter otherness, cannot ultimately be contained, nor fully grasped by 
human symbols and understanding. Therefore, St. Clare’s silence may indicate the realization 
of the insufficiency of our symbolic order vis-à-vis otherness, and a welcoming of otherness in 
her life which is signaled by the deliberate arrest of human words: 
Lo spirito mistico…sembrerebbe richiedere una interruzione del pensiero razionale 
classico. La logica doveva essere messa da parte per favorire la meditazione sul sacro, 
per cercare qualcosa che vada al di là del verosimile, del comprensibile, dello 
spiegabile, del decifrabile; per inseguire e penetrare in uno stato di rapimento, l’estasi. 
Una ebbrezza mentale che postula l’allontanamento da ogni pensiero mondano. Postula 
la liberazione dagli istinti egoistici. Vuole la gioa dell’incanto, della perdita di sé. (176) 
 
 
As opposed to St. Clare’s vow of silence, Chiara’s inhability to speak with a signifying 
voice can be explained by the still persisting inaccessibility of language and the lack of a 
resonant, symbolic order for women in contemporary culture. In the first section of the novel 
Chiara still inhabits a culture, and therefore a language, that does not leave room for a different 





Word, oppressing and silencing individuals who are not at ease in their inhabiting one rather 
than another decoding of the symbolic order. Chiara is looking for an alternate decoding of her 
being in the world, and a way to give voice to her experience. Theologian Rebecca Chopp 
offers some reflections on an alternative (especially for women) decodification and experience 
of the symbolic order that, according to some thinkers, has religion as cornerstone: 
At the heart of women’s future rests this wager and this risk: that there is today a Word 
not only of order but also of love, not only of law but also of grace. If this is possible, 
then feminist theology can hear the Word anew and proclaim the grace of freedom, not 
from the Word that thunders down on bent backs with a no to women’s desires, but 
with the Word that speaks through women…for a yes of emancipation and 
transformation. The reconstruction of the Word might begin with the common problem 
in feminist theory and practice of women’s access to language; a problem that usually 
calls to attention the inability of language – indeed, perhaps its unwillingness – to give 
voice to women’s experience. (186) 11 
Chiara claims to occupy an existential domain that is marked by the inhabitation of 
silence, and the inability to communicate meaningfully with others in a manner that might 
nurture a signifying voice (22). She reveals to the author that to become a happy body is her 
greatest aspiration (16). Chiara’s intuitional drive is motivated by the opportunity to fully 
comprehend her being by discovering it in St. Clare (19). Her inability to express what she 
knows with the “sensi profondi…del corpo”, and her subsequent hunger for words is the 




11 For a discussion on religion as the cornerstone of the symbolic order see: Casey, Damien. “Luce Irigaray and 





freely. She knows that the transformative emancipation she desires for her body cannot take 
place until she learns to speak freely. There will be no transformation, until she can fully enter 
and affect the symbolic order that has disenfranchised, and armed her in body and spirit. 
Chiara’s predicament as an individual lacking meaningful, “nutritious” words, as well as her 
need to be satiated invoke another scriptural passage: the need for words of life.12 
Chopp’s reflections on the direct link between women’s ability to speak freely and their 
emancipation clarify how the openness and freedom offered by meaningful, nutritious words is 
(for religious people like Chiara) directly connected to utterances, representations, and 
incarnations of the Word. This is seen as the antidote to cultural oppression: 
The possibilities of speaking of freedom may depend, at least in part, upon learning and 
being graced to speak freely. The values, attitudes, visions, and practices of 
emancipatory transformation must be born and reborn in the very process of women 
speaking and thus the Word must become incarnate in words to speak freely of 
freedom…Signs, as Charles Peirce argued, anticipate new meaning, and are inherently 
transformative, open to new signification. The plurivocity of signs, in feminism’s 
theological semiotics, may offer the greatest resistance against the oppression of 
totalitarian discourses and practices. (31) 
Chopp reminds us that the connection between signifying words, the ability to speak 
freely, and the emancipatory transformation of a woman’s embodied reality has much to do 
with the fact that “language, too, is physical” to borrow her phrase (28). This helps explain 
 
12 “Simon Peter answered Him, ‘Lord, to whom shall we go? You have words of eternal life’ ” (John 6:68). This 
reply is part of a context in which spiritual and bodily/spiritual nutrition are discussed. Peter here replies to Jesus’s 
question “Will you also go away?” (John 6:66), which refers to the fact that many followers had left Jesus after 
He revealed that those who wish to have life must eat Him, the bread of life. This was perceived as a scandalous, 





Chiara’s literal hunger for words. To Maraini she writes “intanto mi ingozzo di libri. Un libro 
tira l’altro. Sono peggio delle ciliegie” (27). Chiara’s predicament is that of a suffering body 
that has no other choice but to go through signification if it wants to transform. It must find 
healing and become happy: “diventare un corpo felice”, as she writes (16). 
Chiara is moved by the desire to find meaningful words, and act accordingly. She hopes 
that by finding meaningful words she will have the possibility of creating a novel, wholesome, 
and inclusive way of experiencing reality. The power of language and naming explains 
Chiara’s desire for inscribing St.Clare in contemporary culture, the current symbolic order of 
the Western world.13 This inscription enables Chiara and Maraini to alter the contemporary 
symbolic order as Maraini is urged by Chiara not to neglect to portray the saint in her entirety, 
the indivisibility of her inner and outer reality. Chiara desires a narrative that will show the 
indivisibility of St. Clare’s body and mind. She seeks a portrayal that defies the ordinary 
assumptions of a system that too often has interpreted and judged reality on the basis of a 
dualistic mind-body division. This system has traditionally relegated the body to the inferior 
realm of nature and femininity, while elevating the mind to the superior realm of the intellect 
and masculinity. It has neglected to appreciate the necessity of integrating these two 
dimensions. 
In this regard it is important to recall that Chiara’s last name, Mandalà, is a reference to 
the Hindu and Buddhist visual representation of a unified reality, whereas her fictional place of 




13 For an in depth discussion on the power of naming and language see Rebecca Chopp’s The Power to Speak: 





fictional name and place of origin inform the readers that she is a seeker.14 In fact, we soon 
learn that Chiara is in search of personal unity and an integration of various aspects of her 
human experience. These are physical, linguistic-symbolic, psychological, and spiritual 
markers that binary oppositions and dualisms fail to take into consideration. 
Chiara’s inhabitation of silence and St. Clare’s invocation of the same reflect the 
different stages of spiritual experience the two women inhabit. This can be read as a mirroring 
trope that connects them, despite important differences between them. Chiara explains that she 
inhabits silence because she is unable to talk with people, and cannot find someone who speaks 
with a signifying or nutritious voice that could feed her mind: 
Chiara invocava il silenzio. Ed io abito nel silenzio. Non riesco a parlare con 
nessuno…Non riesco a trovare qualcuno che parli con una voce significante…Gli 
scrittori parlano? No, gli scrittori scrivono…Ma la loro scrittura ha un ritmo musicale 
che, quando è riconoscibile, si infila nelle orecchie come un succo nutriente e quel 
ritmo parla alla mente…Intanto mi ingozzo di libri. Un libro tira l’altro. Sono peggio 
delle ciliegie. (22-23; 27) 
Chiara’s experience in the first section of the novel is one of hollowness as expressed 
by the metaphors of inhabiting silence and possessing a hunger for words. Chiara does not fit 
well into contemporary society and the company of her peers: she lacks identity, voice, health, 












the novel, she only reports experiences of suffering and isolation as she looks for her identity 
and a sense of grounding in her life.15 
As Amy Hollywood explains, modern accounts of mysticism are usually connected to 
experiences of the “putative source of wholeness and plentitude in which (or in whom) the 
individual actively participates” (148). In her analysis of experiences with this “putative 
source,” Hollywood explains that for some individuals, for example French writer George 
Bataille, experiences of separateness, partiality, incompleteness, and contingency that are 
usually accompanied by states of various kinds of psychological, emotional, and physical 
suffering, can also be considered mystical experiences. In fact, it is known that in the very 
initial stage of mystical experience the individual typically experiences an ungrounding, a 
general sense of meaninglessness, and various forms of physical and/or psychological 
suffering. This brings us back to Chiara’s condition of abrupt awakening recounted in the first 
part of the novel. 
By way of enumerating to Maraini what she is lacking Chiara gives voice to her aching 








15 The following are various examples of Chiara’s commenting on her malaise that can be found in the first 
section of the novel: “Mi dicono gli amici che sembro un poco scema” (18); “Chiara digiunava. Anch’io 
digiuno…sono diventata bravissima. Un dito in gola e viene fuori ogni cosa, con grande speditezza” (19-20); 
“Chiara era vergine. Io sono vergine…per inappetenza sessuale e forse per pura noia…Chiara invocava il silenzio. 
Ed io abito nel silenzio. Non riesco a parlare con nessuno…Non riesco a trovare qualcuno che parli con una voce 
significante” (22); “Non le sembra strano che a diciannove anni sia ancora vergine? Le mie amiche mi 
considerano un caso eccentrico” (23); “Io non ho scelto la povertà. Io l’ho subita” (25); “Io Chiara di Santo 
Pellegrino…Io Chiara senza talenti e senza prospettive, io Chiara chiusa in una vita umiliante e solitaria, io Chiara 
vergine e pigra, dolente e sognante…le chiedo umilmente di prendere in considerazione la mia offerta” (28-29); 
“Io so tutto questo con i sensi profondi del mio corpo. Ma vorrei che la mia consapevoleza diventasse parola, 




wholeness”. Therefore, it can be argued that Chiara’s initial suffering embodies in her very self 
an apophatic way of approaching the “putative source” Hollywood mentions. 16 
The stage of spiritual awakening is described by Evelyn Underhill in her treatise 
Mysticism where she explains that “in the moment of its awakening” the soul “is abruptly made 
aware of (its) disability” (137). Underhill explains that the purgative stage is the second, 
temporary stage (generally taking place after the awakening, although different stages can also 
occur simultaneously) on the way to the union of the soul with the Godhead, or Reality. In 
Underhill’s analysis the disability that initially afflicts the mystic is caused by “those elements 
of normal experience which are not in harmony with reality: of illusions, evils, imperfections 
of every kind…false desires and false thoughts…” (136). It may be that Maraini meant to 
depict a girl who is in a later stage of spiritual awakening, especially if one considers that 
Chiara has had the time to realize what is happening to her, otherwise she would not have been 
able to explain her predicament to the author. It seems, therefore, that in Chiara we encounter a 
character who has already started the purgation process, which in her case consists of a practice 
of self-denial of food, company, and sexual pleasure. 
Chiara’s refusal of food, social interaction, and sex can be interpreted as a refusal of a 
culture that she feels deprives women of their voices, meaning, and dignity, rendering them 






16 See Holywood’s further reflections on suffering and incompleteness as mystical experience in Bataille: “For 
Bataille, communication occurs through an embrace of death’s possibility and radical realization of the absence of 
the absolute (what is communicated, finally, are the affects engendered by that absence) (145). Holywood also 
expands on Bataille’s realization of human finitude, and the experience of ecstasy that can be derived by this 





achieving new signification and meaning through the reinsertion of St. Clare in the 
cultural/symbolic order with the help of Maraini’s experienced voce scrivente. 
Chiara asks for Maraini’s help to find a way out of her suffering and disorientation. It is 
a task she cannot undertake alone, but in communion with others including Maraini’s narrating 
voice, the life example of St. Clare, and of all the women, mystics, martyrs, and nuns 
mentioned by the author in the course of the novel. The first section of the novel closes with a 
description of Chiara’s feelings of inadequacy, her desire to continue to suffer in body and 
spirit, with the ever dimmer hope that she will find renewal, rebirth, transformation, and a 
happy body: 
Ho la testa leggera come una noce bacata. Ho la bocca asciutta e la lingua impastata. Il 
mio sogno di un corpo felice regredisce invece di andare avanti. Mi sento senza peso, 
tanto che volerei via come una piuma stracciata. Vorrei smettere di sognare. Ma forse 
no, forse riprenderò a digiunare, tanto da lasciare sul letto la mia spoglia come un bruco 
ansioso di trasformazione, per tirare fuori le ali sgualcite e prendere faticosamente il 
volo. (59) 
In this section of the novel Chiara deals with lack, loss, and absence, which partly 
derive from her uneasiness with the culture that surrounds her. However, with the profound 
senses of her body, Chiara glimpses wholeness, identity, and a grounding of being and purpose 
in the example of St. Clare (30). It is as if Chiara is suspended between absence and presence, 
and seeks to inhabit the latter. Paradoxically, if Chiara did not first experience lack and absence 
she could not have approached the experience of wholeness. Therefore, Chiara fits into the 





A quest for the absolute, for that which would ensure meaning, stability, and being, 
(and) encounters instead that which radically destabilizes subjectivity and meaning – 
mysticism seeks the transcendental signifier but discovers the paradoxical interplay of 
presence and absence through which signification is made possible. (149) 
Another way in which Chiara fits into the category of mystic is clarified by the 
definition of the term “mysticism” coined in the seventeenth century as “designat(ing) a 
specific mode of theologizing that is grounded in individual experience rather than in 
scripture” (147). In one of her e-mails to Maraini, Chiara refers to a bodily awareness that 
speaks to her of the importance of St. Clare but it is a kind of awareness that is waiting to be 
expressed through words. In the following passage Chiara is perhaps suggesting that what has 
been for a long time, especially in the modern era, considered a purely “mental” activity 
disengaged from the body – the intellectual function – is on the contrary permeated by 
intuition, which is an immediate, almost sensorial kind of understanding: 
Io busso alla sua porta come umile personaggio. In cerca di qualcosa che nemmeno io 
so, ma che mi fa girare la testa e prosciugare la bocca. Io Chiara di Santo Pellegrino, un 
paese delle Madonie, io Chiara senza talenti e senza prospettive, io Chiara chiusa in una 
vita umiliante e solitaria, io Chiara vergine e pigra, dolente e sognante, io Chiara 
appartenente allo “zoccolo duro” … ma dal pensiero spezzato e mutilato, le chiedo 
umilmente di prendere in considerazione la mia offerta…Senza Chiara non ci sarebbe 
l’altra Italia, quella della passione gentile e della povertà scelta come libertà del cuore. 
Io so tutto questo con i sensi profondi del mio corpo. Ma vorrei che la mia 





Chiara’s request for help has the rhythm of a lithany or petitionary prayer as the 
anaphora “io Chiara” suggest. As in a prayer, Chiara describes her suffering to Maraini hoping 
for help and compassion. Chiara reveals to Maraini that she suffers from anorexia. The relation 
between language and eating disorders has been extensively studied by psychologist Kim 
Chernin in her groundbreaking work The Hungry Self, where she suggests that “an eating 
disorder (can) be seen as a reflection of a culture’s troubled relationship to its women” (XII), 
and a “problem with female identity” (XXI) that can be only overcome by gaining self- 
awareness and understanding, processes both involving language. Overcoming an eating 
disorder can be a long, trying process involving an in-depth search and analysis of the unsaid 
and repressed. It is “a question of correctly naming, stripping back, finding the roots, moving 
beyond that skein of impulse and inhibition, troubling fantasy, lost memory, and hidden desire 
that ties us to the past” (ibid): 
Cara scrittrice 
 
La mia aspirazione vera le sembrerà eccessiva. La mia aspirazione vera… è diventare 
un corpo felice… Vorrei imparare a smettere di digiunare ma questo succederà solo se 
arriverò a possedere un corpo felice. (16; 51) 
The passages above indicate that Chiara feels that there is indeed a connection between 
her psychological and physical suffering. Chiara suffers in body because she suffers in soul, 
and vice versa. The communion or unity between mind and body experienced and expressed by 
Chiara can find a theoretical basis in philosopher Ann J. Cahill’s reflections on the recent 




The modern model of the autonomous, rational, disembodied self has been rejected; in 
its place stands a self marked by its own materiality, a self always and already 
embedded in a web of contexts and relationships. The body…has been recognized as 
central to the processes of becoming that mark human subjects, rather than as 
peripheral and sometimes obstructionist force that the disembodied soul or will must 
control. Flesh no longer stands in for passivity, or a regrettable association with the 
non-human world, but constitutes an openness to the other, a medium of 
transformation, and yes, a vulnerability without which subjects cannot come into being. 
(X)17 
To borrow Chernin’s words, Chiara’s request that Maraini explore and write about St. 
 
Clare’s life is a request for “naming” and “finding the roots” which could put an end to her 
“troubling fantasy” (XXII) – specifically her fantasy about dying young. Chiara in fact goes as 
far as to confess that “nonostante tutto, la morte mi sembra più sorprendente, più misteriosa, 
più viva della vita stessa” (26-27). It is a clear statement about her dissatisfaction with life as 
she has known it so far, and her desire for death that represents something mysterious, 
unknown, and therefore, new and exciting. Chiara’s desire to approach St. Clare can also be 
seen as an attempt to recover her lost memory. Both her “troubling fantasy” and “lost memory” 
are caused by her predicament as a not yet historical subject. She is unaware of the potentiality 
of belonging to a meaningful, matrilineal, historical heritage that could offer her a means of 
expression, and a valid alternative to the culture she rejects, and by which she feels silenced. 




17 For recent theoretical developments in the study of human experience and embodiment aimed at overcoming 
philosophical and psychological dualisms see also Kearney, Richard, and Brian Treanor. Carnal Hermeneutics. 





formed identity, a way to find meaning and express herself, and consequently a less arduous 
relation with life and embodiment: 
Conosco la mia voce ma non conosco me. E penso che lei possa aiutarmi. Ad 
approfondire il senso di questo nome che mi sembra tanto pesante da comunicarmi un 
senso di responsabilità storica. Ho la strana sensazione che scoprendo chi era Chiara io 
possa scoprire chi sono io. Anche perché, continuando le mie letture, mi stupisco 
sempre di più delle affinità che ci legano, oltre il nome. Qualcosa di disperato per 
esempio e di lacerante che accompagna la sua vita e che, con tutte le distinzioni 
possibili, con tutto il rispetto per la sua santità, accompagna anche la mia di vita. Le 
sembra sconveniente questa mia lettura di una grande santa? (19) 
The selection of an influential albeit almost forgotten historical female figure is an 
integral part of Chiara’s attempt to recover lost memories that amount to hidden traces and 
forgotten examples of how else life can be lived and experienced. As Fiorenza reminds us 
women’s experience is historically that of an “oppressed group struggling to become full 
historical subjects” (XVIII). It calls for a recovery, discovery or reconstruction (in case of 
documental non traceability) of the historical role of women – early Christian women in 
Fiorenza’s case. Fiorenza’s reflections help locate Maraini’s novel within a transnational 
endeavor aimed at the recovery of women’s history. While, unlike Fiorenza’s research field, 
Maraini’s novel does not explore the life of an early Christian woman (with the important 
exception of a digression on early Christian martyrs Vibia Perpetua and Felicita) it too, 
nonetheless, addresses and contributes to the discussion on postbiblical culture, and reminds 
feminist audiences that it is important for them not to “relinquish their historical roots and their 





Fiorenza explains that the cause of feminists’ relinquishment of solidarity with women 
in biblical religion and biblical theology is the obliteration of women from history due to two 
main factors: androcentric Western language, and patriarchal religion. Yet, Fiorenza argues, a 
dismissal of the historical and living experience of women in biblical religion is 
counterproductive and dangerous: 
Recognizing that androcentric Western language and patriarchal religion have “erased” 
women from history and made them “non-beings”, such feminists argue that biblical 
religion (and theology) is sexist to the core…Yet such a postbiblical feminist stance is 
in danger of becoming ahistorical and apolitical. It too quickly concedes that women 
have no authentic history within biblical religion and too easily relinquishes women’s 
feminist biblical heritage. Nor can such stance do justice to the positive experiences of 
contemporary women within biblical religion. It must either neglect the influence of 
biblical religion on women today or declare women’s adherence to biblical religion as 
“false consciousness”. Insofar as biblical religion is still influential today, a cultural and 
social feminist transformation of Western society must take into account the biblical 
history and the historical impact of the biblical tradition. Western women are not able 
to discard completely and forget our personal, cultural, or religious Christian history. 
We will either transform it into a new liberating future or continue to be subject to its 
tyranny whether we recognize its power or not. (XVIII-XIX) 
A further link between Fiorenza’s reflections on the importance of rediscovering the 
history of early Christian women, and Maraini’s exploration of a medieval saint can be found 
in the very example of both St. Francis and St. Clare of Assisi, who were intent in reenacting 





and divisions that were endangering the unity of the medieval church, such as the Cathar 
heresy. Concerning the “new liberating future” argued for by Fiorenza, it is evident that Chiara 
is determined to become a historical, symbolically functional subject by discovering St. Clare 
and inserting herself in a specific line of women who follow a biblical religion, and live her life 
accordingly. Chiara wants to achieve both physical and psychological liberation within the 
framework of a Christian heritage modeled after the lifestyle of the Poor Clare Sisters, albeit 
making some important concessions to the way spirituality can be practiced in the 
contemporary world: 
Credo di aver capito solo ora cosa significhi un corpo felice. Non mi stringerò il petto 
con una corda fatta di peli di coda di cavallo, né mi legherò alla vita un corpetto 
foderato di pelle di porco. Ma credo che canterò in chiesa, dove finalmente la mia voce 
potrà aprire le sue ali. Dormirò su un lettino sobrio, ma non per terra e non su un sacco 
pieno di paglia o di sarmenti di vite…Forse abbiamo imparato che il corpo può 
praticare la castità senza essere torturato. Per pura gioa d’amore. (249-250) 
As Chopp explains in her reflections about creativity, change, and transformation, there 
is a socio-cultural as well as spiritual connection between womanhood and the Word – the 
ultimate foundational reality held sacred by Monotheistic religions. However, the creational 
and transformational powers of the Word, and of one of its many embodied manifestations, 
namely the very being of woman as perpetuator of the social-symbolic order have often been 
ignored or censored. The close connection between the Word and its embodied, plurivocal, 
life-affirming manifestations has been denied many times: 
 
The Word of creation and transformation is intimately linked with woman as the 





shackled and hidden, ignored because of its openness to difference and specificity, 
denied because of its solidarity and embodiment, oppressed because of its plurivocity 
and fluidity. (29-30) 
Chopp’s musings on the intimate connection between the Word and woman call to 
mind the reflections of Diotima on the biblical revealing of the Word made flesh (John 1:14).18 
These reflections focus on the reality of the Word as being above nationality, class, and gender, 
as opposed to the notion of divinity imagined as a masculine entity. This concept is also 
present in one of Paul’s letters: “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, 
there is neither male nor female: for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3:28). Diotima 
reflects on the female aspect of the tortured and crucified Christ. The experience and image of 
the crucified Christ in fact denies and breaks any relation to traditional modes of masculinity 
that have been historically perceived and performed as the physically and intellectually 
stronger gender that is bound to dominate and oppress: 
Il sesso del Figlio sulla Croce è di fatti invisibile in questa cultura, esso si sottrae alla 
vista non tanto per un “naturale” pudore, quanto per il fatto che è concettualmente 
irrappresentato. Il corpo di Cristo è il corpo di un uomo, ma sulla Croce è il simbolo di 
una incarnazione concettualmente neutra in quanto universale nel suo effetto di 
redenzione per uomini e donne…per la cristiana…l’autoriconoscimento passa 
attarverso la mediazione del patire. Nelle esperienze mistiche femminili c’è infatti una 
viva identificazione della donna con il corpo sofferente di quest’uomo diverso dagli 
altri uomini, uomo inerme, oggetto di violenza física e, a causa di ciò esaltato, innalzato 
 
 
18 Diotima is the female philosophical community of the University of Verona to which belong Italian 





sulla Croce. Le sofferenze fisiche del crocefisso sono così presenti in tutte le mistiche, 
piccole o grandi…l’immagine dell’essenza della donna…trova eccellente fondazione in 
quel concetto di duale originario dell’uomo e della donna parimenti somiglianti in Dio 
nella loro differenza sessuale che… la tradizione ha trascurato. (69-70) 
Maraini highlights the neutralization of rigid gender barriers that could prevent 
relatability between women and the divine reality, as well as limiting the latter to human 
categorizations by two visions she recounts in the novel. Maraini reports both a vision by St. 
Clare, and a second one by early Christian martyr Vibia Perpetua. These visions also point at 
similarities between these women’s experience of the sacred: 
Chiara sogna di salire su per una scala…Quando arriva in cima alla scala trova 
Francesco che con gesto gentile e materno tira fuori dal saio una mammella e la porge 
alla amica da suggere. Lei beve quel latte tanto “dolce e delectevole” che non trova le 
parole per dirlo. Francesco le ordina di bere ancora e lei attinge felicemente alla 
mammella del frate e quando ha finito di succhiare quel latte divino…lo raccoglie con 
le dita e si rende conto che scintilla come fosse oro, e lei vi si specchia dentro…Un 
sogno coraggioso e bellissimo, che sarebbe facile e volgare trasformare in un simbolico 
atto erotico…C’era tanta sensualità, ma anche tanta sapienza linguistica e una aderenza 
personale e fiera al sistema metaforico di un mondo privo di malizia e di secondi fini. 
(119-120) 
Vidi un immenso giardino e nel mezzo un uomo grande, dai capelli bianchi…vestito da 
pastore…Egli levò il capo, mi guardò e disse: ‘Sei la benvenuta, bambina’. Mi chiamò 
e mi diede…un boccone del formaggio che stava preparando. Lo presi con entrambe le 




sogno di Perpetua assomiglia al sogno di Chiara. C’è una scala da salire, c’è un uomo 
materno in cima ai gradini, c’è un cibo che viene offerto ed è dolce. Un cibo che se non 
è latte, è fatto col latte. (146-147)19 
Considering Chiara’s lack of admiration for her biological, nameless mother “mia 
madre è una semianalfabeta: una ragazza di paese che ha pensato di realizzare un affare 
sposando un uomo modesto e bruttino” (11), and the apparently non-existent relationship with 
her (the previous citation is one of only two mentions Chiara makes of her mother) the author 
may thus be seen as representing a new mother figure for Chiara. This is someone who 
nurtures and feeds her symbolically with signifying, meaningful words. It is a type of nurturing 
that her biological mother was not able to provide: “Cara Chiara…Capisco che lei è scontenta. 
Che ha trovato in una Chiara lontana i bagliori di uno specchio appannato ma invitante,” 
Maraini immediately links Chiara’s admiration for Clare to the need of a motherly figure 
“Capisco la sua voglia di mettere in moto una scrittura quale sia, purché fattrice e materna” 
(29). 
1.2 Maternal role and mirror structure 
 
Despite the lack of an edifying, nurturing mother figure and role model, Chiara with her 
request to Maraini displays the ability to “salvare i fenomeni” (55). “Salvare i fenomeni” is a 
phrase contained in Muraro’s famous work L’ordine simbolico della madre. In other words, 
Chiara is able, eager in fact, to accept substitutes of the mother. For lack of other relevant 




19 For an extensive treatment of the topic of feminine attributes of the divine see: Bynum Walker, Caroline. Jesus 
as Mother. Studies in the Spirituality of the High Middle Ages. See also: Bledsoe, Jenny. “Feminine Images of 





voice, readers can infer that Chiara’s assessment of her mother within the fictional scope of her 
character’s description is truthful or, most importantly, consistent with respect to her 
predicament. This includes other biographical information she provides, such as her name and 
place of birth. These are, despite their fictitiousness, apt metaphors of Chiara’s existential 
condition. However, the role of Chiara’s mother is not necessarily nor fundamentally a 
negative one. One can assume that besides being given life and a name that initiates a specific 
identity quest, Chiara was fed, albeit with “ordinary” food, and taken care of by her mother, all 
tasks that are essential for the protection and preservation of life: 
A questa capacità di accettare i sostituti della madre io faccio corrispondere 
l’operazione di “salvare i fenomeni”…ossia d’interpretare realisticamente la nostra 
esperienza e non riguardarla come un’apparenza che nasconde altro…È proprio grazie 
alla fissazione, io sostengo, che le sostituzioni sono possibili e danno luogo al 
simbolico. Grazie ad essa, infatti, gli eventuali sostituti della madre sono riconoscibili 
come tali e possono così restituircela nel presente: ce la rappresentano, nel pieno 
significato del ri-presentare. (56-57) 
In contrast to Chiara’s semi-present, semi-literate, and symbolically unnurturing 
mother, Maraini presents us with a portrait of St. Clare’s mother, Ortolana of Assisi, who 
joined her daughter in the convent after the death of her husband. Ortolana was a strong, 
edifying example of faith and determination for her daughter, as Maraini’s description shows. 
The parallel between Chiara’s and St. Clare’s mother is one of diametrical opposition. It 
reinforces the mirroring trope encountered earlier with Chiara’s passive condition of inhabiting 
silence and its relation to the lack of meaningful, nurturing words and role models in contrast 





Ortolana, la madre di Chiara…aveva avuto una buona istruzione…era una donna colta, 
indipendente. Mentre il marito era impegnato in guerre lontane e crociate, era andata a 
Roma per visitare la tomba degli apostoli. Poi, in compagnia di Pacifica di 
Guelfreduccio, si era voluta spingere fino in Terrasanta, era voluta andare di persona a 
visitare la grotta dove il bambino Gesù era stato scaldato dal fiato di una mucca e di un 
asino, in quel di Betlemme. Non erano viaggi facili e privi di pericolo per due giovani 
donne. (70-71) 
La leggenda vuole che, quando era gravida, la madre Ortolana andò a pregare in chiesa 
“et stando denante alla croce mentre che attentamente orava, pregando Dio che la sub 
venisse et adiutasse nel periculo del parto” sentí una voce che veniva dal crocifisso che 
diceva: “Tu parturirai uno lume che molto illuminerà el mondo. (240) 
As we learn from one of the canonization testimonies reported by Maraini, Ortolana 
also had a role in at least one of her daughter’s healing miracles. In this particular case, we 
learn that the healing of a child with an eye problem was divided in two steps: first St. Clare 
touched the child’s eye, and then sent him to her mother who made the sign of the cross on 
him. Maraini reflects on the meaning of this mother-daughter “cooperative” miracle, and the 
message it sent to both the people of Assisi, and indirectly to the church that, she suggests, 
could have persecuted the two women for witchcraft or heresy: 
Suona strana la testimonianza che parla di Ortolana, la madre di Chiara, implicata in un 
caso di guarigione. Cosa voleva dire Chiara con il suo gesto? Voleva dimostrare che 
chiunque, solo se dedito alle preghiere e all’amore per Cristo, poteva guarire un 
mammolo malato? Oppure voleva rivelare che Ortolana, proprio perché sua madre, 





figlia ereditava le qualità della madre e che se lei era capace di alleviare il male, lo 
doveva a sua madre che prima di lei aveva avuto questa capacità? Si potrebbe perfino 
ipotizzare che Chiara si proteggesse dalle pressioni dei suoi concittadini demandando a 
sua madre la cura dei malati che chiedevano di essere guariti. Una fama simile in effetti 
può essere pericolosa. (194-195) 
Maraini’s reflections suggest that matrilineal heritage combined with an active 
participation in Christian worship and spiritual life can partly explain St. Clare’s healing 
powers. Besides the political dimension of the mother-daughter collaborative miracle which 
was probably performed, as the author points out, to prevent St. Clare from receiving unwanted 
attention, the suggestion that there might have been a hereditary factor in the ability to heal 
highlights the nurturing, constructive, and life-giving function of the mother, a function that in 
this case is extra-ordinary. Maraini does not neglect to describe Ortolana’s education, nor her 
sense of independence and determination. She further suggests that Ortolana was a mother who 
passed to and shared with her daughter the power to positively affect and change reality 
through healing. Through acts of speech and liturgy that are both illocutionary acts, thus deeply 
embedded in the symbolic order the two women alter contingent reality by healing a disease. 
Jacques Lacan maintains that disease can be viewed as a manifestation of the real, that there is 
a connection between the real, neuroses, and psychosomatic reactions. The real is something 
almost completely ungraspable for our limited, human senses and intellect as symbolic beings, 
because it lies beyond the symbolic order. However, we can glimpse the real because it still 




absolument sans fissure” (120), therefore it can, and does invade our symbolic order as shown 
in the case of psychosomatic reactions that, he concludes, are at the level of the real. 20 
Elaborating on Lacan’s view of language Hollywood explains that the jouissance of the 
body is caused by experiencing the real, and that this experience has a linguistic dimension, 
since the unconscious is structured as a language. The experience of language creates a divide 
between the subject and her body that ecstasy seems to bridge: 
In language itself…there is something of the One, a striving after the point that would 
fix meaning…(The) jouissance of the body belongs neither to the imaginary nor to the 
symbolic, but to the real…When it/ça speaks, the speaking body experiences 
jouissance…the body is the support of the subject, yet when the subject begins to speak 
it is always already at a remove from its own body…Ecstatic subject can never be fully 
united with themselves and the Other, but through psychoanalytic and mystical 
practices, the real emerges, “the mystery of the speaking body, the mystery of the 
unconscious.” (165-167) 
Following Hollywood’s analysis of Lacan’s view of language as applied to the realm of 
mysticism, one is led to wonder whether the ability to heal people through illocutionary acts 
could also be seen as a form of bodily jouissance that transcends physical borders and is passed 
unto others. When Chiara makes the decision of becoming a poor Clare sister she describes an 
experience of sudden physical and psychological healing that could be interpreted as a form of 
 
 
20 Si quelque chose est suggéré par les reactions psychosomatiques en tant que tells, c’est bien qu’elles sont en 
dehors du registre des constructions névrotiques. Ce n’est pas une relation à l’objet. C’est une relation à quelques 
chose qui est toujours à la limite de nos élaborations conceptuelles…Les relations psychomatiques sont au niveau 





jouissance. This experience uncoincidentally happens thorugh the hearing of a voice, and the 
use of language. Then and only then, Chiara’s body experiences comfort and healing: 
Ho sentito la voce di Chiara. Non che mi abbia chiamata, sarei troppo presuntuosa se lo 
dicessi, ma ho sentito la sua voce serena e gentile…È struggente quello che sento. Non 
so se si tratti di una vera vocazione. Ma da quando ho deciso di rinchiudermi, sono 
passate tutte le mie paure, i miei dubbi, le mie inquietudini…ho ripreso pure a 
mangiare senza vomitare. (219; 221)21 
In this novel, the representation of the possibility and choice of interpreting and 
experiencing the symbolic order in an alternative way is of central importance. Based on the 
representation of St. Clare as someone who radically shifted away from the rule of cultural 
conformity and its totalizing, monologic suppression of difference, it can be argued that the 
author intends to present St. Clare as a paradigm, at least for Chiara, of the possibility of 
inhabiting and adhering to the order of the symbolic in an extra-ordinary, non-conformist way. 
Maraini addresses St. Clare’s peculiar way of inhabiting the symbolic order throughout the 
novel. It is evident when she describes the healing of a child through the use of 
liturgical/illocutionary acts, and can be seen in the cooperation of mother and daughter in the 
healing mentioned earlier. It is also evident in St. Clare’s choice of absolute poverty as 
freedom of the heart. As Casey explains in his analysis of Luce Irigaray’s theology and the 
inescapable centrality of the symbolic order: 
The body is the symbol of man. We are more than our bodies, but we only come to be 
in and through our bodies…The body is the primordial place of every symbolic joining 
 
 





between myself and others, of the inside and outside, nature and culture…The body is 
the arch-symbol of the whole symbolic order. It provides the clearest example of the 
mutual interdependence of materiality and meaning… The symbol, then, is neither a 
merely objective entity “out there” in the world, nor is it a purely subjective entity in 
the mind. (8) 
Through the representation of the healing of the child, St. Clare and Ortolana are shown 
to fully inhabit and adhere to the symbolic order by using and effecting it positively from 
within. The representation of the passage of healing energy from body to body through the 
medium of words and actions suggests a sealing of the fracture of communication and 
connection between bodies. The fracture becomes an illusory, subject/object separation that 
pertains to the imaginary order which Casey defines as “the narcissistic domain of the ego.” 
Casey further states that “the imaginary is the totalizing and stabilizing domain of the ego, 
providing the necessary illusion of completeness and stability. The ego is an imaginary unit 
that deflects discourse away from its fragmentation. The interest of the ego is self-love” (9). 
Maraini presents Chiara’s mother only as a biological source of life, while presenting 
Ortolana also as an example of strength, communion, and faith for St. Clare. St. Clare and 
Ortolana are examples of a truer and joyful self, and a fulfilling life for Chiara. Additionally, 
Maraini presents herself as a bridge into the culture, a purveyor of words, and of meaning: 
“Quello che voglio è che mi accompagni in questo viaggio dentro la memoria, alla ricerca di 
una donna che non c’è. Così mi vedo io: invisibile e senza nome…vorrei che lei scrivesse 
qualcosa sulla Chiara di quell’epoca per farmi capire qualcosa della Chiara di oggi” (14). 
These four women can be considered part of a matrilineal structure that defies the apparent 





Chiara is instinctively attracted to this structure. She senses that in order to understand or 
appreciate herself, and follow her life calling, she must first learn about St. Clare through the 
imaginative representation of Maraini: “Mi sto appassionando alla storia di Chiara di Assisi. Il 
perché non mi è chiaro. Vorrei che fosse lei a farmelo capire” (14). 
It can be argued that both Chiara and Maraini play intermediary and bridging roles, 
because without her request Maraini would not have approached St. Clare. Chiara explains to 
Maraini that she wants to involve her, and engage in a form of mutual help by discovering St. 
Clare: 
Credo sinceramente di essere io il personaggio che bussa alla sua porta e le chiede di 
raccontare una storia, per coinvolgerla, per indurla a scrivere di Chiara…Quello che 
desidero oltre ogni dubbio è trovare un interlocutore onesto. Che abbia voglia di fare un 
viaggio con me dentro una storia antica ma modernissima, che potrebbe aiutare me ma 
anche lei, ne sono sicura. Perché non proviamo? (15; 21-22) 
This novel presents a double intermediary approach in correspondence with the saint of 
Assisi, consisting of both Chiara’s and Maraini’s approach. Chiara’s role is that of convincing 
the author to discover and write about St. Clare. At the same time Maraini constructs a 
narrative structure based on the idea of specularity as the homonymy between Chiara and St. 
Clare, and the opposition between St. Clare’s and Chiara’s mother suggest. The specular or 
mirror structure on which the story is constructed can be interpreted as an implicit reference to 
St. Clare’s spiritual practice and innovative prayer technique that, as Sara Ritchey explains in 
Holy Matter: Changing Perceptions of the Material World in Late Medieval Christianity 
became very influential in the life of the Franciscan order for decades to come (93). Ritchey 





and that Clare provided her sisters with a powerful “mirroring trope” based on a very specific 
meditation technique that is recounted in her analysis of Clare’s epistolary exchanges with 
Agnes of Bohemia (100): 
In 1253, drawing near her death, Clare wrote a final letter to Agnes…she gave them a 
new technique of prayer designed to bring them closer to a true understanding of God’s 
presence in the material world. She instructed them to contemplate the events of 
Christ’s incarnation and crucifixion as if gazing into a mirror suspended on a tree. In 
that mirror they could see reflected the face of the poor virgin…she focused on Christ’s 
crucifixion…as the one event that had utterly altered the rules of the material world. 
Through Christ’s death God had re-created the world so that human beings could 
achieve material salvation. This understanding of death as renewal and possibility came 
to characterize Franciscan devotion. (92-93) 
In her groundbreaking work Speculum of the Other Woman Irigaray also addresses the 
question of mirroring and specularity with a critical stance on the narcissistic symmetry forced 
unto women by patriarchy, and further justified in the twentieth century by Freudian and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis. Irigaray argues that women have historically been considered as 
maimed versions of men, and have been expected to conform to the “law of the Self-same”: 
In other words, woman’s only relation to origin is one dictated by man’s. She is crazy, 
disoriented, lost, if she fails to join in the first male desire. This is shown, specifically, 
in the way she is forced to renounce the marks of her ancestry and inscribe herself on 
man’s pedigree. (33) 22 
 






In her critique of Western culture Irigaray also addresses and criticizes the concept of 
divinity, sameness and specularity derived from Plato’s philosophy. She employs sarcasm to 
ridicule the relationship with what ultimately is ungraspable otherness but that instead has been 
conceived and represented as the immobile, ever identical Same, onto which man has 
arrogantly imposed mono-dimensionality: 
Otherwise there would be a risk that what He creates, in his image, might seem to have 
another face. A back perhaps? But that has to be God’s secret…what extreme confusion 
would result if God were to perceive himself backward and the wrong way up, thus 
losing an immutable awareness of the position of right and left. (330-331) 23 
The mirror trope and the idea of rispecchiamento and double mirroring that we find in 
Maraini’s novel has been previously addressed by Irigaray. She wrote about the “double 
specularization” and “duplication of speculation” of God or “divine representation” as an 
indefinite “procreation of HimSelf”, and interpreted it as an act of “frozen hysteria, in which he 
engenders himself, truly identical to himself” (331-332). In her critique of phallocentrism and 
patriarchy Irigaray seems to be critizing the very human, narcissitic need to infinitely 
reproduce oneself, even through the use of human projections onto the divine that limit 
otherness to perennial sameness and being, rather than focus on its life-giving aspects of 
infinite, inexhaustible creativity, and transformation. Irigaray mocks the limitations that the 
human intellect tries to place on the divine other, thus reducing its otherness, asymmetry, 
difference, and boundless creative energy to a static, fixed, symmetrical, and lifeless repetition. 
 
 
23 Here in all probability Irigaray is referring to Moses’ ascent of Sinai (Ex 20:18-21) where, as Bernard McGinn 
explains “he encountered God in cloud and darkness, the negative aspect of the mystical itinerary. The final 
theophany (Ex 33:7 – 23) was the patriarch’s conversation with God in which he asked for a face-to-face vision of 





It is a repetition and representation that has been historically identified as a male entity by our 
limited understanding, and cultural conditioning. As it is well known, an antidote to the law of 
the self-Same can be found in Emmanuel Levinas’ concept of the face of the other. As religion 
scholar Celia Kourie notes in her study on St. Clare’s mysticism, her prayer practice and life 
style opened her up to the other in a way that is reminiscent of Levinas’ musings on the other: 
The face of the genuine other should release us from all desire from totality and open us 
to a true sense of the infinite because inscribed in the face of the other is the trace of 
transcendence. One cannot grasp the other in knowledge, for the other is infinite and 
overflows in the totality of comprehension and being. (13) 
What St. Clare does through her meditation technique involving the image of the mirror 
with the reflection of the face of the suffering Christ is a mystic practice that entails “a radical 
surrender of the self to the loving embrace of the Other” (2). St. Clare devotes her life to 
emptying herself just like Christ emptied himself by giving up his divinity, as explained in the 
doctrine of kenosis. If as Levinas noted, “one cannot grasp the other in knowledge” (13) 
because of its infinity, emptying oneself in order to “make room” for this very infinity is 
exactly what St. Clare attempts to do, following the example of Christ’s kenosis: 
A major hermeneutical key to the understanding of Scripture for Clare is the kenosis of 
Christ, as seen in the incarnation. A key text for Clare is Philippians 2:5-7: …Christ 
Jesus…though he was in the form of God did not count equality with God a thing to be 
grasped, but emptied himself…the lowly and suffering Christ who identified himself 
with the outcasts and the poor and weak is the one who, rich beyond measure, emptied 





St. Clare’s mystic practice as re-presented in Maraini’s work is a life long practice and 
technique. It was employed to defeat the narcissitic law of the self-Same archetype of narrow- 
minded representations and interpretations of the divine and continues to do so through the 
practice of her Poor Sisters. Maraini highlights that, in St. Clare’s case, the defeat of an unjust 
order occurs through her surrendering of social and economic power and privileges. These are 
material forms of suffering and loss, which open up the individual to the other. Maraini’s 
representation of St. Clare finds a theoretical ground in Kourie’s explanation of St. Clare’s vow 
of poverty: 
In Clare’s thought, the incarnation…is also a continuing transforming event…a 
perpetual cosmic and personal process… (a) everlasting bringing forth…of the divine 
and perfect life…Clare was aware that the eternal was unfolding itself in the midsts of 
time, due to her belief that divinity was enfleshed in her very being (5)…Such 
experiences of absolute poverty taught Clare to open herself up to complete trust in 
God, to come before God with increasing confidence, and to rely ever more steadfastly 
on His loving providence. (5-7) 
Therefore, Maraini’s representation of St. Clare is in implicit dialogue and continuity 
with Irigaray’s critique of phallocentrism and Levinas’ concept of the face of the other. It also 
corresponds to Kourie and Ritchey’s scholarly analyses of St. Clare’s religious practice. The 
following passage exemplifies how Maraini represents St. Clare as extending beyond herself, 
and opening herself up to something utterly different that brings her joy and serenity. This is 
symbolized by the metaphor of her suffering and yet singing body: 
Nel mio sogno Chiara cantava. Strano, perché la regola del convento era il 





cantava…era il corpo dedito al lavoro a cantare…come se una parte del corpo, forse le 
mani sporche di fumo dalle unghie rotte e annerite, o addirittura i piedi dai calli spessi e 
fessurati, come lo sono certe pareti da dove filtra l’acqua, cantassero. Come se 
emettessero una voce tenera e liberatoria. (76) 
Maraini dreams of St. Clare singing with her body, a melody transpiring not from her 
vocal chords but from her entire being. The choice of the words “rotte”, “fessurati”, “filtra”, 
and “acqua” accentuates the openness to life of St. Clare’s body. It is an openess that is 
enfleshed in her by a life long spiritual practice that has literally marked and opened her body 
to life, symbolized by the element of water. It is a life that is then shared with others, like a 
melody that cannot help but being heard, through her healing powers and joyful, soothing 
presence: “Per questo le suore, quando si ammalavano, preferivano andare da Chiara e 
chiederle di posare loro una mano sulla parte infiammata. Di solito funzionava” (74-75). 
“Ricordiamo, come testimoniano le sorelle di San Damiano, che monna Chiara era ‘humile, 
benigna et amorevole’” (83).24 
At the beginning of the e-mail exchange with Maraini Chiara explains that the only 
physical feature with which she is comfortable is her voice, another element of similarity 
between the two women: “Ho una voce che qualcuno ha definito callasiana…sono tanto 
orgogliosa della mia voce come sono vergognosa della mia piccola statura e del mio corpo da 




24 Levinas’ reflections on fissure, exteriority, and openness to the other as the opposites of self-grasping, 
selfishness, and narcissism help clarify Maraini’s metaphor: “All exiting from self represents the fissure that 
opens up in the same towards the other. Desire metamorphosed into an attitude of openness to exteriority. 
Openness that is appeal and response to the other. The proximity of the other, origin of all putting into question of 





makes a continuous, melodic sound without interruptions can be seen as a metaphor for both 
physical and spiritual plenitude and wholeness. Dancing in this respect is similar to singing: it 
is fluid movement with virtually no fractures. 
Dancing is also reported in another dream where Maraini sees St. Clare’s hard working 
hands starting to dance a “delicatissima danza dalle movenze lente e stilizzate, qualcosa che mi 
ricordava i movimenti rituali degli attori giapponesi del teatro Nō” (179). This dream appears 
within the context of the life of religious enclosure. The author reflects on the numerous 
women, young and old, who have lived in the convent of San Damiano over the centuries. She 
also reflects on St. Clare’s own inhabitation of the same place, her walking, and living day 
after day in the same enclosed space. Through the juxtaposition between the oneiric metaphor 
of the dancing hands, and the reality of a life of monastic enclosure Maraini highlights the 
interior freedom reached by St. Clare despite, or perhaps because of, the external appearance of 
monotony and physical limitations. 
The concept of mirroring present in Maraini’s narrative structure has also been 
discussed by Virginia Picchietti in Relational Spaces, a study on the author’s writing and films. 
Picchietti references the reflections of Gabriella Paolucci, Lacan, and Elizabeth Abel, and 
posits the fundamental importance of mirroring on the formation of self and identity as a 
progressive, gradual process that expands in time, and promotes “psychic wholeness” (110) by 
facing and gradually learning from the other: 
The Italian feminist concept of rispecchiamento as defined by Gabriella Paolucci is a 
fragmentary process that promotes a greater understanding of the whole self…It reflects 
the essence and implications of the essential role the mirror phase plays in identity 





It is important to notice that the feminist concept of rispecchiamento, as Picchietti 
makes clear, does not imply a static mirroring of one individual in another, but rather a gradual 
discovery of oneself through and made possible by the other. Picchietti explains that the 
concepts of rispecchiamento, autocoscienza, and affidamento are recurrent in Maraini’s work 
since it focuses on women’s troubled experience with themselves, and their historical, social, 
and cultural circumstances. Maraini describes how women’s adverse conditions can be fully 
grasped and overcome only through the liberating practices of dialogue and friendship with 
other women: 
The transformation of Maraini’s heroines occurs through the symbiotic relationship 
between women, where through autocoscienza, affidamento, and rispecchiamento they 
play an essential role in each other’s development… It is a liberating practice of self- 
articulation and (self-) definition, and creates for them a sense of female community not 
out of common victimization, but rather out of the perception of a shared historical past 
and collective action in the present. (136-137) 
Since Chiara is on a quest for personal identity, and a non-conformist way of being in 
the world, relying on historical and literary reconstructions of St. Clare’s life – her chosen 
starting point – is of utmost importance to her. Likewise, the possibility for dialogue with an 
author who can offer her a contextual representation of the saint is vital for reaching her goal. 
As Casey notes, “subjectivity is not a given, but is achieved. Subjectivity is something we 
achieve, something that we clearly already have achieved, but which we are yet to fully 
achieve and which can only be achieved when the difference of the other is given its due” (12). 
Chiara claims that the only certainty she has about herself is her name. It is the point of 





possibility of encounter and confrontation with “the difference of the other”, borrowing 
Casey’s words, Chiara’s dialogue with Maraini and the opportunity the author gives her for 
mirroring and finding herself in St. Clare further highlights Maraini’s narrative choices of 
autocoscienza, affidamento, and rispecchiamento: 
Mi chiamo Chiara. Questo non le dirà nulla, ma per me invece è molto, 
moltissimo…L’origine della scelta è semplice, quasi banale: mia madre è molto 
religiosa e ha voluto mettermi il nome di Chiara perché sono nata proprio il giorno in 
cui si festeggia la santa…Sono anni che mi chiedo chi sono, perché sinceramente non lo 
so. Per questo ho cominciato dal mio nome, sperando che mi aiutasse a capire. (9-10) 
In this passage an example of rispecchiamento is to be found in the homonimity 
between the girl and the saint, which is where the identity quest starts. Autocoscienza happens 
through Chiara’s reflections on herself and her life, which start with this passage and span 
throughout the first and third sections of the novel. Chiara also engages in affidamento by 
entrusting intimate details about her life to Maraini, and asking for help in finding herself. 
Maraini’s narrative choices become even clearer if we consider the analysis on identity 
formation conducted by psychologists Gerald R. Adams and Sheila K. Marshal. In their study, 
they demonstrate that dialogue, transmission of knowledge, and human relatedness are key 
factors in the development of the individual’s identity: 
Identity develops out of both the individual and social functions of identity. Further, 
processes of differentiation and integration undergird social experience such as 





These social and psychological processes come to influence the sense of 
self…Therefore, as humans, we are relationally embedded. (437) 
Reflecting on Karl Rahner’s investigations on “the intrinsic unit of the self and the 
symbol of God” and humans’ “capacity for radical questioning and free and responsible 
action” (65) theologian Elizabeth A. Johnson maintains that: 
When caught in the act of being most personal, human beings disclose an openness 
toward infinite mystery as source, support, and goal of the operation of their very 
selves…If the connection between the self and holy mystery be this intrinsic, then it 
follows that adjustments in the experience of one reality will of necessity affect 
experience of the other. Personal development of the self also constitutes development 
of the experience of God; loss of self-identity is also a loss of the experience of God. 
(65) 
In order to attain personal development Chiara needs a meaningful experience of 
human relatedness in order to find who she is, and better ground her spiritual aspirations. The 
author agrees on presenting to her the experience of another human being who is marked by 
holiness. By learning about St. Clare’s openness and exposing herself to St. Clare’s otherness 
Chiara can learn how to open herself up to the otherness represented by humans, as well as the 
otherness of the divine reality. In order for Chiara to fully come into herself, and alter her 
reality for the better, “diventare un corpo felice,” (16) she needs to come to an understanding 
and awareness of herself and her present reality (autocoscienza) that can only be attained 
through a meaningful, intimate dialogue and self revelation (affidamento). This requires and 
indeed produces a contextual, relatable, and imaginative reconstruction of the role model of her 




at the beginning of the novel, Maraini’s explication of past historical and cultural discourses is 
an occasion for Chiara to learn that female role models are indeed present, and ready to offer 
an example of disobedience to conformity to revere and reproduce.25 
The protagononists of Maraini’s novel are women struggling to exist in the world in an 
alternative way. In this sense, it is important to note that the title of the novel, which includes 
the name of the protagonist, is also a reminder of her antagonistic relationship with the world. 
It is a title that highlights St. Clare’s positionality, which is one of challenge and disobedience 
to the world: Chiara di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza. 
In this novel, Maraini presents historical and political discourses in combination with 
spiritual and religious ones because these spheres of knowledge and experience cannot be 
separated in St. Clare’s life, nor in the lives of the other women represented in this work. 
Maraini’s literary discourse thus appears to be in line with Casey’s interpretation of Irigaray’s 
philosophy: 
God is an issue for all those who would concern themselves with the political… 
because any change in the political order is predicated upon change within the symbolic 
order, whose cornerstone is God. As a consequence, Irigaray could be seen to place 









25 See Kourie on St. Clare of Assisi as a mentor and inspirational figure for women: “Clare has inspired countless 
women to follow in her footsteps…Whilst undoubtedly a woman of her own time and constrained within the 
societal norms of the day, nevertheless Clare of Assisi can be seen as a luminary and a mentor, not only for her 




challenges secular theorists to overcome their antireligious bias by insisting on the need 
to continually re-engage with our religious traditions. (2) 26 
The matrilineal structure presented by Maraini gives Chiara the possibility to disobey 
the current cultural order, and not be conformed by it. A concrete way to find an alternate 
dwelling in reality is by embracing poverty. It is an antidote to what Chiara describes as the 
“anxiety for possession” that plagues her age. The representation of St. Clare’s love of poverty 
further contributes to the dialogue between, and the interpenetration of the spiritual and 
material dimensions that are addressed in this novel. 
1.3 Virginity and Poverty as a Project for Women’s Freedom 
 
In her reflections on poverty Chiara draws an implicit comparison between St. Clare 
and herself, based on the mirroring trope already used to reveal other similarities and 
differences between the two women. Chiara notes that whereas St. Clare freely chose to 
embrace poverty, she was instead born into a poor family. Chiara’s reflections on poverty lead 
her to conclude that the consumerism plaguing her time and the minds of her peers is nothing 
but a manifestation of “ansia di possesso” (25). In this same passage we find that Chiara’s 
reflections on material poverty are directly followed by reflections on sexuality, and we learn 
that she sees no difference between the anxiety for material and erotic possession that she 
deems typical of her time. 
 
 
26 Regarding the inaccuracy of a representation and interpretation of reality based on the binary opposition of 
religious versus secular see Fiorenza’s argument in Transforming Vision: 
Most Anglo-American feminist political theorizing seems to assume that secularization has diminished 
the societal import of religion. However, this assumption is being increasingly challenged in two key 
ways: first, the coherence of the secular-religious binary is questioned on postmodern theoretical grounds 
and second – viewed from a global sociological perspective – “the presumption of secularization as an 




There is often spatial proximity between descriptions of material poverty and virginity 
in the course of the novel, so much so that one is led to conclude that the author is perhaps 
trying to point at a conceptual similarity or contiguity between the two conditions. However, 
what could appear at first obvious, as the treatment of poverty and chastity in a novel about a 
nun, actually has deeper theoretical and narrative implications. The way the conditions of 
poverty and virginity are discussed and organized in the novel suggests a deliberate authorial 
choice to consider both these conditions as not so different sides of the same coin. In other 
words, the author echoes in the very narrative structure of her work St. Clare’s own spiritual 
relation with, and interpretation of her embodied self and reality. 27 
Ritchey explains how St. Clare’s love and practice of poverty was a concrete means to 
identify and unite with Christ so as to bring forth his real presence in the world, a process that 
evokes a combination of spiritual rebirth and marriage. St. Clare conceived of love and practice 
of poverty as possibilities to an embodied manifestation of the divine. Material poverty was not 
intended as an end in itself in the Poor Clares Sisters’ practice, but as a way to place one’s trust 
completely into the hands of divine providence. This practice was aimed at deepening the 
indivividual’s poverty of spirit and is perhaps the solution to what Chiara labels “ansia di 
possesso”. Since possession can be a form of exerting and being in control, St. Clare’s practice 
of poverty can be seen as a way to relinquish control. The merging of St. Clare’s embodied self 
with Christ would occur through specific sets of meditations, contemplation techniques, and 
lifestyle choices centered on the practice of absolute poverty as a way to depend solely on 




27 The spatial as well as conceptual proximity of the themes of poverty and sexuality/chastity/virginity within the 





La proprietà va difesa. Ed era proprio quello che non voleva Chiara…Una monaca 
doveva possedere solo quello di cui si serviva per coprirsi e basta. Nemmeno da 
mangiare. Doveva vivere lavorando…Questa era la libertà che Francesco proponeva ai 
suoi fratelli e che Chiara voleva per le sue sorelle. La meravigliosa terribile libertà di 
essere nudi al mondo. (131-132) 
Ritchey explains that St. Clare’s meditations were aimed at reaching sensual union with 
the Godhead. This would occur through a lifelong practice of poverty and chastity, which 
confirms a sense of contiguity or correspondence between the two conditions, something that 
Maraini also addresses in several parts of her novel: 28 
In her meditations, she articulated an enduring Franciscan assumption about the 
potential of poverty to transform the self…The means for approaching sensual union 
with the Godhead, for Clare, was imitation of Christ’s earthly, material lowliness…The 
virgin must reflect her poor spouse’s own humble material presence. (92, 99,101) 
Maraini’s use of hypotyposis, a “linguaggio fortemente fisico e fisiologico” as Giorgio 
Taffin defines it (155), has the effect of making St. Clare’s vow of absolute poverty, with all 
the consequences it had on her daily life, vivid and realistic. Maraini is not interested in 
providing her readers with an abstract treatment of poverty or a romantic portrayal of what it 
meant for a woman of the XIII century to embrace a lifestyle centered on the idea of absolute 
poverty. To give us an idea of both the difficulty and the love that were behind St. Clare’s 
choice, Maraini reflects on the most immediate consequences of poverty, and its power to 
provide great autonomy and freedom to those who freely embrace it: 
 
 




Povertà non è solo una bella parola, una idea astratta…: povertà significa mancanza di 
ogni comodità, mancanza di cibo, mancanza di pulizia…Si può amare tutto questo? La 
risposta di Chiara è “sì”. È la scelta che rende preziosa la povertà. E vale solo perché 
voluta e non imposta. Una povertà prescritta può essere terribile e detestabile. Ma la 
povertà stabilita con un atto di impegno può dare una grande autonomia. (84) 29 
As can be seen in the following passages, the use of hypotyposes makes Maraini’s style 
highly visual and realistic. At the same time, this style corroborates her reflections on poverty 
as a free choice that is not based on an abstract ideal but on a concrete, difficult, and daily 
commitment. In the passages below, Maraini ruminates on the ruggedness and lovingness of 
St. Clare’s hard working, healing hands, as well as on the challenge of having to deal with 
natural occurrences, such as dirtiness and lice when material resources were limited: 
Bastava che una delle sue mani ruvide – ruvide, voglio ricordarlo ancora, perché 
brandivano la scopa, lo straccio per lavare i pavimenti – ecco bastava che una di quelle 
sue mani calde e ruvide, umili e ruvide, dolci e ruvide, caritatevoli e ruvide, si 
appoggiasse sulla fronte bollente della malata, perché la febbre scappasse via a gambe 
levate… (37) 
Certamente non c’erano pellicce in San Damiano, ma coperte ruvide sì, e forse anche 
qualche pelle di pecora. E sicuramente c’erano le pulci, come dappertutto. E anche le 
cimici. Chiara, quando si accorgeva che una ragazza si grattava in continuazione la 
 
29 About St. Clare’s total commitment to poverty see Kourie: 
Clare uses the word “poverty” 41 times, in contrast to Francis, who uses it 16 times. Hers was a total 
dedication to absolute poverty…Clare is well known as the only woman to write her own Rule …Clare 
tenaciously insisted on the Privilege of Poverty…This was an “audacious, confident poverty that rested 





testa, doveva correre ai ripari, altrimenti quei pidocchi si sarebbero sparsi per tutto il 
convento. Ma dove trovare le foglie di ontano?...La casa comune era, per sua volontà, 
priva di tutto. Perfino l’acqua era razionata. Come pulirsi i piedi sporchi dopo una 
giornata a correre sugli impiantiti polverosi e per il chiostro fangoso? L’acqua calda poi 
la si usava solo quando c’era legna a disposizione. (54) 
As Ritchey explains, St. Clare’s practice of poverty and prayer was aimed at giving 
birth to Christ in spirit, therefore the surrendering of one’s procreation prerogative is in line 
with this project. Virginity – intended however as a quality of the soul, not necessarily of the 
body – was seen in the XII century treatise Speculum Virginum as an important step towards 
the transcendental re-creation of the world. This treatise was very well-known and widespread 
in medieval religious communities, including that of St. Clare. The practice of virginity may be 
viewed as a way to embrace and integrate the wholly other into one’s embodied existence by 
renouncing more ordinary ways of bringing forth life. Maraini presents us with a conceptual 
and spatial contiguity between the condition of poverty and chastity embraced by St. Clare and 
her spiritual sisters. However, her portrayal of the saint emphasizes the practical dimension of 
autonomy and freedom that the condition of virginity and poverty granted from forms of 
economical, social, psychological dependence, and male control. Her portrayal accomplishes 
this more than focusing on the spiritual, and/or transcendental dimension. The author mentions 
St. Clare’s miracles, and also comments on the humble, domestic aspect of women saints in 
contrast to the grandeur of the miracles performed by men “la cosa che mi intenerisce è che, al 
contrario dei santi, le sante fanno miracoli piccoli, a misura di convento” (37). However, 
despite reporting various testimonies regarding St. Clare’s miracles, Maraini never lingers on 





placed on St. Clare’s lifestyle choice as a “progetto di libertà femminile” (42), which finds a 
theoretical counterpart in Fiorenza’s concept of kyriarchy: 
È possibile che la povertà rapresentasse un grandissimo progetto di libertà femminile? 
Possedere, dice Chiara, vuol dire dipendere da qualcosa e da qualcuno. Le proprietà dei 
conventi venivano dalle donazioni ed erano controllate da Roma. Quindi possesso 
significava controllo. Controllo economico, politico, sociale, psicologico, religioso. E 
controllo rigorosamente maschile. (42) 30 
Maraini’s recounting of St. Clare’s life emphasizes the strong contrast between the 
religious sisters’ lifestyle, and the kyriarchal structure of both secular and clerical society that 
their vocation implicitly challenged. She reports how St. Clare’s choice to become a nun, and 
even more so the choice of some of her (female) relatives to follow in her footsteps, was 
strongly opposed by the men of the family. The absolute poverty around which St. Clare and 
her religious sisters centered their existence was likewise opposed by ecclesiastical hierarchies. 
The author reminds us that St. Clare’s Rule, the first to be written by a woman as Kourie 
remarks, was finally approved two days before St. Clare’s death, only to be changed shortly 
after her passing. The opposition between secular and ecclesiastical structures of control versus 
unfettered, radical, spiritual vocation around which much of the narrative structure of the novel 
is built, highlights the similarity between Maraini’s ideological framework and that of feminist 
theologian Fiorenza. This opposition is implicit in Maraini’s description of Chiara’s 
predicament in the first section of the novel, where we learn that the girl is maladjusted to a 
culture that is ruled by anxiety for possession (whose most extreme manifestations are greed 
and rape) that wreaks havoc in contemporary society starting with intimate relationships and 
 





family life. There are instances in which the opposition between kyriarchal structures versus 
radical spirituality is spatially juxtaposed in the novel. In the passages below I italicize both 
keywords and keyphrases that reference kyriarchal structures and spirituality. Both represent 
opposite worldviews that Maraini often juxtaposes: 
Il signore invece, colui che ci ha permesso di sopravvivere per anni – finché non hanno 
condannato mio padre…- possedeva terreni agricoli che, con la complicità di un amico 
assessore, ha trasformato in terreni edilizi…La responsabilità dell’abuso è caduta su 
mio padre…La città di Assisi mi ha riempita di meraviglia. (11) 
Ma Agnese non è quella che, scappata di casa per raggiungere in convento la sorella, è 
stata inseguita e raggiunta da un gruppo di giovani uomini, fratelli e cugini e famigli 
infuriati, capeggiati dallo zio Monaldo... L’hanno presa a calci e pugni sotto gli occhi 
rabbiosi dello zio Monaldo, il capo della famiglia, un uomo manesco e rude, che 
avrebbe voluto semplicemente…lasciarla languire di fame e di sete finché non si fosse 
pentita e avesse cominciato a ubbidire, come devono fare tutte le vergini. Ma lì, dicono, 
c’è stato l’intervento della provvidenza… (40-41) 
Non le sembra strano che a diciannove anni sia ancora vergine?...Lui che si piglia 
un’amante fissa, lei che fa finta di non saperlo. Intanto è arrivato un figlio e i due 
sembrano felici. Ma la stanchezza erotica li ha divisi per sempre, rendendoli complici 
di una mostruosa connivenza matrimoniale fatta di abitudini, silenzi, ricatti e disamori. 
Per me non si tratta di altro che di cannibalismo. Vogliono farsi a pezzi e mangiarsi a 
vicenda…Chiara ha scelto la povertà assoluta. Ha abbandonato una stanza addobbata, 





bicocca, al freddo, dormendo su un sacco riempito di foglie…contando solo su un poco 
di cibo elemosinato. (23-25) 
The lifestyle choice of St. Clare and her religious sisters was opposed to the traditional, 
kyriarchal organization of society. It peacefully challenged it, and disturbed those in power, 
hence the continuous invitations to give up the privilege of poverty – an invitation always 
declined by St. Clare – and the instances of violence to prevent yet another young woman from 
joining the convent, as in the case of zio Monaldo with Agnese.31 
In Maraini’s account, St. Clare’s practice of poverty disturbed society, the men in her 
family, and the church. Yet, the author suggests that St. Clare’s poverty was not only a form of 
social protest or simply a social condition in which she happened to be born. She reminds us in 
fact that St. Clare, an aristocratic woman, “amava la povertà” (84), and her love for poverty is 
what paradoxically lead her to a state of fertile spirituality, and pregnant virginity. In her essay, 
Kourie posits that the practice of poverty bears “fruits in the minds and hearts of those who 
embrace it” (9). To borrow an analogous Levinasian concept: “Humility and poverty are a 
bearing within being – an ontological (or meontological) mode – and not a social condition” 
(55).32 
In her representation of St. Clare Maraini suggests that in order to make room for the 
other – be it the poor, the widow, the orphan, the different, the sick, the divine, etc. – St. 
Clare’s example teaches that one must transform the self before challenging the status quo of a 
violent, unjust world. This is why, as Kourie explains in her essay on the saint of Assisi, St. 
 
 
31 Suor Pacifica insiste raccontando che quando il papa Gregorio IX “le volse dare molte cose et comparare la 
possession per lo monasterio”, Chiara “non volse maj acconsentire…E mai non podde essere inducta…né dal 
papa né dal vescovo Hostiensi che recevesse possessione alcuna!” (84-85) 





Clare “invests” in poverty as a tool of transformation of the self without believing in poverty 
for poverty’s sake but as a means to an end. 
Maraini focuses on St. Clare’s rebellion against the kyriarchal order dominating both 
the secular and ecclesiastical spheres in place during her lifetime. She explains how St. Clare 
managed to live in disobedience of the accepted social rules of both secular society and church 
while keeping a delicate balance within orthodoxy. The readers are shown how St. Clare 
disobeyed secular and ecclesiastical kyriarchy. St. Clare chose the life of a consecrated virgin 
and rejected private property, as a way to make room for the other. In the process, she 
entrusted her life, and that of her fellow nuns to the care of providence.33 
Maraini represents St. Clare’s refusal to surrender to mercantile calculations of loss 
and gain or “ansia di possesso” which are typical of the kyriarchal order. The loss and gain 
mentality lies at the root of Chiara’s “modern” suffering as well. In this regard, Chiara and St. 
Clare are similar, despite the temporal and cultural distance separating them, in their refusal to 
surrender to the anxiety of possession. Their refusal to submit to the logic of possession recalls 
Levinas’ reflections on reciprocity and generosity, and the importance of asymmetry and 
alterity in the relationship to and for the other. It marks a disinterested openness and 










33 About the practice of outward emptiness undertaken in order to leave room for inward richness Kourie explains 
that: 
The Privilege of Poverty that was so dear to Clare’s heart … (was) not only a question of living without property, 
sine proprio, but also living in poverty of spirit. Outward renunciation is of no value unless it facilitates inner 




The moment one is generous in hopes of reciprocity, that relation no longer involves 
generosity but the commercial relation, the exchange of good behavior…I insist…on 
the meaning of that gratuitousness of the ‘for the other’… (101) 34 
Maraini’s descriptions of St. Clare’s practice of poverty highlight the coherence and 
consistency of St.Clare’s choice to transform the self in order to make room for the divine 
other. This signals an embodiment of the presence of Christ that brings Him into the world. 
This is combined with the refusal to own property as a constant practice of an embodied 
openness that defies the closedness of the kyriarchal system – and its private property laws. 
1.4 Community, Mimesis, and Performance 
 
In Chiara di Assisi, Maraini presents the readers with a communicant matrilineal 
structure whose connectedness defies spatial and temporal barriers. In this structure each 
woman plays a specific role. The co-protagonist, Chiara, does not have a meaningful 
relationship with her biological mother and is looking for a woman to admire and revere, a 
saintly role model that she finds in St. Clare. In other words, Maraini portrays a character who 
is engaging in what Muraro defines as “salvare i fenomeni” (55). It is the will to adhere to 
reality despite a void so fundamental that it instinctively calls for a lifesaving substitution. In 
this sense, St. Clare can be seen as a substitute mother for Chiara. Chiara calls for Maraini’s 
help to supply her need for a “scrittura fattrice e materna” (29), which highlights the motherly 
function that the writer also plays in Chiara’s search for identity and a happy body (16). 









readers the fundamental importance that a wholesome, strong, and independent mother figure 
can have on a woman’s life. She shows us that a saint is no exception to this rule. 
Besides St. Clare, Ortolana, Chiara, her mother, and the author herself, other women 
are depicted in this work. They are nuns, writers, mystics, and in their midst early Christian 
martyrs Vibia Perpetua and Felicita appear as well. Despite the differences between them, it is 
clear that these women are all joined by a common goal: the desire for God, and the will to 
conform their identity and lives to this desire even when it costs them societal disapproval and 
represents a dangerous challenge to kyriarchy. Maraini shows us how, in their attempt to lead a 
life that would draw them closer to a union with the Godhead, these women all follow a similar 
behavioral pattern that is determined by their inner longing. Maraini sketches out a genealogy 
of women who shared a life in the convent or the sacrifice of martyrdom because they were all 
driven by the same spiritual passion. Many followed the heroic example of Vibia Perpetua and 
Felicita, many others followed the example of St. Clare and other women saints by choosing a 
life in the convent. Maraini reminds us that, despite the neglect of our literary and historical 
chronicles, these women wrote letters, poems, journals, drew paintings, prayed, and lived 
together.35 The similarities between the religious women evoked by Maraini’s pen call to mind 
feminist theologian Serene Jones’ reflections on the communal experience of women with the 
Scriptural tradition. In her work Feminist Theory and Christian Theology: Cartographies of 






35 See for examples the letters that St. Clare wrote to Agnese of Boehmia, mentioned by Maraini. These are letters 
of admiration, encouragement, counsel, exhortation and emulation in the way of Christ (166-166). Other women 
mystics that Maraini mentions in the novel are Maria Cecilia Baij, Veronica Giuliani, Brigida Morello, Caterina 





and the narratives that originate from the interplay between Scripture and contemporary, daily 
life within their church community as they organize a Christmas play: 
The women in the group noted a…feature of the church community: within the 
scriptural story, the theme of community is sounded repeatedly. For example, the story 
provides a portrait of a God who is profoundly communal in character. God is depicted 
communally both as a trinity of persons existing eternally in loving relations of mutual 
indwelling and as the one who, out of his Trinitarian love, creates the world to be in 
community with it. The story also makes clear that human beings are essentially 
communal creatures…The church imitates when it follows the story, aligning the 
actions, emotions, attitudes, and beliefs of its members with the multivalent patterns of 
actions, emotion, attitude, and belief that structure the narrative…The church engages 
in a profoundly dependent and derivative practice; it depends on a prior, originative 
reality, which it seeks to mimic but with which it is never identical. This mimetic 
dimension of church existence also calls attention to the interpretative dimension of 
church life, as it imitates, it reenacts the story in the context of lived experience of its 
present day performers. The image of performance clarifies the way in which the 
church inhabits Scripture. (155-157) 
Like the church practice described by Jones, Chiara’s goal is to find a prior, originative 
reality on which to base her life, which would give meaning and direction to her days. It is the 
only way for her to overcome her physical and emotional unraveling, societal maladjustment, 
and unhappiness. Chiara is looking to become a “present day perfomer” of Scripture, to use 
Jones’ phrase, and at the beginning of the novel she claims she must learn more about the role 




originative reality in the figure of St. Clare, who becomes her spiritual mother, and is aided in 
her “mimetic project” by the motherly and creative writing of the author, who constructs a 
mirroring structure that helps the readers see the reflection of Chiara in St. Clare, despite the 
differences between the two women.36 In this regard it is important to remember that St. 
Clare’s life was also based on a mimetic and imitative project – the imitation of Christ – and 
the community of religious sisters she founded was built around this ideal as well. Likewise, 
through a structural evocation of St. Clare’s life, mimesis, imitation, and performative themes 
are ingrained in the very narrative framework of this work. 
Moreover, through a deceitful expedient, it becomes clear that Chiara’s intention – 
besides learning more about St. Clare – is also that of inviting the writer herself if not to an 
imitation/conversion process like her own, at least to one of understanding and appreciation of 
St. Clare’s world and faith. Chiara’s deceit of the author also pertains to the category of 
performance. In the second and third sections of the novel we learn in fact that Chiara Mandalà 
is a fictional name, the town of Santo Pellegrino does not exist, and that Chiara has been 
spying all along on the author’s computer files about St. Clare.37 
Maraini constructs the email exchange between Chiara and herself in a way that shows 
the girl deceiving the author into thinking that she is more helpless than she actually is. 
 
 
36 Ho la strana sensazione che scoprendo chi era Chiara io possa scorire chi sono io. Anche perché, continuando le 
mie letture, mi stupisco sempre di più delle affinità che ci legano, oltre il nome. Qualcosa di disperato per esempio 
e di lacerante che accompagna la sua vita e che, con tutte le distinzioni possibili, con tutto il rispetto per la sua 
santità, accompagna anche la mia vita. (19) 
37 Come se avessi dialogato con un fantasma…Sono andata a guardare sulla carta geografica dove si trovi Santo 
Pellegrino e ho scoperto che non esiste un paese con questo nome alle pendici dell’Etna. Forse non esiste 
nemmeno una ragazza di nome Chiara Mandalà…mi ha immesso in un sistema che consente lo scambio fra 
computer, senza passare per le e-mail; un sistema nuovo a me sconosciuto. (61) 
Lei veramente ha il potere di sorprendermi. Da dove sbuca fuori? Perchè è sparita? E soprattutto perchè mi ha 
mentito dandomi un nome e indicandomi un luogo che semplicemente non esistono? E poi come fa a sapere che 





However, by the end of the novel it becomes clear that Chiara helped the author better 
understand a specific reality: a woman’s experience of the sacred, and the impact it can have 
on the development and fulfillment of one’s identity, outlook on reality, lifestyle choices, and 
personal realization. Each one consecutive email correspondence functions as bait to capture 
the author’s curiosity. Chiara increasingly draws Maraini into her private life and problematic 
relationship with contemporary culture, her body, and identity, while at the same time kindling 
the author’s interest in St. Clare’s life. When Chiara accomplishes her mission by the start of 
the second section of the novel, which is solely dedicated to the narration of St. Clare’s life, 
she disappears only to appear again in the third and final section. 
There is a striking element of independence and alterity from the author that 
characterizes the character of Chiara. In effect, she is what the Italian Society of Women in 
Literature has described neologistically as a “personaggia”.38 
In the first section of the novel we see Chiara provoking and pushing Maraini to leave 
her comfort zone and investigate St. Clare further, despite the author’s initial refusals and her 
irritation with Chiara’s continual prodding: 
Cara scrittrice 
 
Non è strano che fra i tanti aggettivi ci mettano la verginità quasi fosse un dato del 














In effetti nemmeno io ho mai capito questa faccenda della verginità…Cosa c’entra lo 
spirito religioso con l’imene intatto? 
Cara scrittrice 
 
Eppure fra gli attributi delle sante era importante la verginità. 
Cara Chiara 
Guardi che io sono laica e non credo nella santità… 
Cara scrittrice 
Lo so che lei è laica. Ma cosa vuol dire “laicità”?... Essere laici vuol dire solo affidarsi 
alla ragione che una ne fa e una ne pensa, come l’asino di Buridano? 
Cara Chiara 
 
Che c’entra l’asino di Buridano? Ma lo sa che lei è prepotente? Dove ha preso questa 
sfacciataggine?... Le ripeto; non so nulla di Chiara e non posso occuparmene. (34-36) 
It is evident from this exchange that Chiara has an autonomous life, a specific 
worldview, and a penchant for manipulation that outrages the author and makes her 
uncomfortable. Chiara pushes Maraini to explore two opposite worldviews: secularism and 
religious belief. Her insistence, questioning, criticizing, and prodding put into question 
common beliefs, and call to mind the initial stages typical of the awakening of a new 
consciousness that can no longer be ignored: “Lei mi ha interrotta con il suo furioso bussare” 
(33) Maraini reveals to Chiara. 
 
In the first section of the novel Maraini presents us with the metaphor of a new 





insistent knocking will only stop when the new consciousness’ need to be acknowledged and 
expressed will be met. This makes the author initially uncomfortable and hesitant to address it. 
In an interview, Maraini explains the Pirandellian nature of the characters who come knocking 
at her door insistently until she opens and gives them the voice and expression they demand, 
often against what she intends for them to voice and express: 
I personaggi hanno vita autonoma, eccome! Sono loro a decidere, non io. L’idea 
dell’autore autocrate che decide dall’alto una volta per tutte il destino dei suoi 
personaggi è fuori luogo. Come metafora preferisco quella di Pinocchio. Geppetto è 
l’autore che sceglie un pezzo di legno inerte e prende a scolpire il personaggio, ma 
appena gli inchioda i piedi in fondo alle gambe, il burattino, ovvero il personaggio, da 
un calcio al suo autore e se ne scappa per conto suo. Con l’età ho imparato a praticare 
l’umiltà: ad ascoltare con pazienza quello che ha da dire il personaggio, anche se non 
era nelle mie intenzioni. 39 
One could argue that every character represents a different aspect of consciousness 
coming to surface in and given voice by the artist, whose most important skills include 
listening carefully and representing, as Maraini remarks and expresses through her character 
Chiara: 
Io rappresento una parte di sé che giudiziosamente cancella nella sua ansia di spiegare 
tutto e dare una voce comprensibile a ogni dettaglio. Lei rimane una scrittrice che cerca 
di rendere raccontabile la realtà. Io sono una ragazza inquieta che non crede nei fatti ma 








Thus Maraini, through openness and humility, reinforces the desire of this particular 
personaggia to explore St. Clare’s life, and to attempt to grasp the significance, for women’s 
history, of St. Clare’s intimate, fierce, and steadfast relationship with the realm of the sacred. 
Chiara’s statement about being in search of an honest interlocutor for a journey “dentro una 
storia antica ma modernissima che potrebbe aiutare me ma anche lei” (22) reinforces both the 
autonomous and thought provoking stance of this character, and the timeless example of St. 
Clare. Embedded in the novel is a movement of mutual and progressive understanding and 
growth, involving both the author and the personaggia Chiara. This might explain the meaning 
and function of Chiara’s spying on the author’s files. By leaving the channels of 
communication open, even if through deceit, Maraini continues to work within the epistular 
genre by keeping an interlocutor, however hidden, for her reflections, dreams, and 
reconstruction of St. Clare’s life. Chiara’s spying is a tacit and implicit on-going dialogue 
between the character and the author. It is a correspondence that the author needs in order to 
not be led astray from the recounting of St. Clare’s life. This pro-communication deceit can 
also be considered part of Chiara’s performance. Chiara can be seen as the initiator of a 
Socratic dialogue, a mind opening exchange. It transforms an individual’s perception of their 
particular self and reality, and it enables the individual to perceive reality from a new 
perspective. As a result, the epistolary genre that Maraini employs for this novel works as the 
perfect literary counterpart to the Socratic, dialogic method. The transformation of Maraini’s 






Lei non si è accorta che è già entrata nell’incantesimo narrativo. E ho capito che sta 
leggendo qualcosa sulla santa. Altrimenti non avrebbe parlato di quell’orciolo vuoto 
posato sul muretto che si è riempito d’olio. (36) 
Inutile dire che sono stata contagiata. Ora sono immersa nella lettura e mi sembra di 
scivolare piano piano dentro un’epoca lontanissima eppur forse più vicina di quanto 
pensiamo. (39) 
Qualcosa mi dice che nel suo inganno c’era un nocciolo di necessità. E nel profondo 
non posso non esserle grata per avermi fatto conoscere da vicino una donna 
straordinaria, anche se morta da secoli. (228) 
The plastic, visual and theatrical quality of Maraini’s portrayal of St. Clare is also 
encouraged by Chiara who makes clear that the author should be steadfast in describing the 
saint’s body, suffering, thinking, and feeling. She wants a realistic record of St. Clare in her 
entirety, a portrayal that will not neglect to depict her life experiences, uniqueness, and 
difference, lest we fall into the common error of separating her holiness from her humanity: 
“Cara scrittrice…si ricordi di non voltarsi mai. Altrimenti Chiara verrà risucchiata nel regno 
delle ombre. E invece merita di tornare fra noi, con il suo corpo ammalato, con la sua testa 
pensante, con i suoi piedi timidi e determinati” (39-40). Maraini does indeed opt for an integral 
portrayal that never fails to vividly depict St. Clare’s physical and personality markers: her 
physical ailments, gestures, eating, sleeping, praying, and healing habits, her tonsure, barefoot 
walking, hidden wearing of hair shirts, daily interactions with people and animals, and other 
ordinary and extra ordinary events of her life. This realistic representation is achieved through 
the use of hypotyposis, a “linguaggio fortemente fisico e fisiologico” (155) as Taffin defines it 





eyewitnesses’ reports (St. Clare’s historical canonization documents), the ongoing, implicit 
dialogue between the author and Chiara, and the author’s own vivid dreams about the saint 
lend this work a strong visual, theatrical quality, so that the novel could almost be imagined as 
a play. Chiara’s character reiterates the theatrical aspect of the novel as well. Her foil to induce 
the author to write about St. Clare can be seen as a performance. Uncoincidentally, there are 
both implicit and explicit references to Pirandello in Chiara’s persuasion of the author: 
Cara scrittrice 
 
Ho letto in una sua intervista qualcosa che mi ha colpita: lei dice che i personaggi 
vengono a trovarla. Bussano alla sua porta, entrano, si seggono e raccontano la propria 
storia…credo sinceramente di essere io in questo momento il personaggio che bussa 
alla sua porta e le chiede di raccontare una storia… Ma non c’è bisogno che le citi 
Pirandello per mostrare che le cose sono molto più contraddittorie e complicate di 
quanto si pensi. (14-15; 21) 
In keeping with theatricalization and performance indicators, in the first section of the 
novel the author accuses Chiara of being overly dramatic in her desire to emulate a medieval 
saint, and theatricalize her malaise. At this point the author believes that Chiara’s struggle with 
food disorders and perceived lack of identity are problems solely pertaining to contemporary 







…Io ci vedo qualcosa di teatrale…mi sembra che lei teatralizzi i suoi 
malesseri…Perché paragonarsi a una santa del Duecento? Perché scomodare tanta 
storia per raccontare un malessere tutto italiano, comune a tante sue coetanee…? (26) 
As Taffin explains when discussing Maraini’s plays, and her predilection for historical 
women figures as “esempi di riscatto dalla subalternità al potere maschilista” (137) within 
sexist cultural discourses, the author’s mixing of genres and time periods is in line with the 
experimental tradition of the twentieth century: 
Si pensi allo sgretolamento di canoni e regole fisse che lungo il corso del Novecento ha 
svuotato di senso paradigmatico la divisione in generi, sottogeneri e forme… (Maraini 
ha sviluppato) un percorso drammaturgico funzionale ad un teatro letterario, di parola, 
essenzialmente dialogico (e monologico). (138-150) 
As far as the fusion of novel and play, dominant cultural politics, and past and present 
are concerned – with the two different temporal dimensions represented respectively by St. 
Clare and Chiara – in Claudia Messina’s reflections about Maraini’s theatre, she confirms that 
the author has always 
Trascritto in parole la Storia, percorsa sempre nel suo doppio binario di passato e 
presente. Proprio da questo crocevia escono i ritratti marainiani più celebri, quelli delle 
donne del passato storico e mitico…il teatro marainiano ricostruisce un pantheon 
variegato di eroine appartenenti ad ogni tempo e luogo…che caratterizzano un percorso 
artistico…che nasce, e si impone, come concreta risposta a… un vuoto storiografico 





che continua a costituire la principale motivazione…alla scrittura…che per questo è 
stata definita “civile”. (2-3) 
Maraini herself has spoken about her love for theater as evolving from her novelist’s 
interest in dialogue. She considers dialogue the common denominator of both novel and 
theater, despite the different spatial and temporal positions that in her opinion these two genres 
occupy. In fact, according to Maraini, the novel occupies a horizontal position, is characterized 
by the passage of time, and places human beings in relation with one another, whereas theater 
occupies a vertical position, is characterized by an immutable, almost a-temporal present, and 
places human beings in relation with God: 
Come mai una scrittrice di romanzi…poi si dedica al teatro? Probabilmente perchè il 
dialogo mi ha sempre interessato molto…Il romanzo può essere immaginato come una 
linea orizzontale, mentre il teatro è una linea verticale. Il teatro mette in rapporto 
l’uomo con Dio, con la trascendenza, mentre il romanzo rivela il rapporto dell’uomo 
con altri esseri umani. (1; 10) 
It can be argued that in this work the author created a conceptual interaction between 
the two genres. The verticality of the play and the horizontality of the novel, as well as their 
different temporal positions, are here juxtaposed in the depiction of the life of a modern-day 
girl vis-à-vis a medieval saint, who participate in a type of specular relation with one another. 
In this sense, it is significant that the oneiric visions that introduce various aspects and periods 
of St. Clare’s life are in the simple present, whereas the rest of the narration about the saint is 





The use of different tenses can be connected to how the author views time in novels and 
plays. In fact, according to Maraini, dialogue alters the temporal dimension. She expounds 
upon this by using the metaphor of a river to describe the novel, whose flow is interrupted by 
the stasis of dialogue. This is why Maraini views theater – and her theater in particular, 
characterized as it is by a widespread use of dialogue – as fixed and immobile. According to 
Maraini, from this fixity and motionless, or better yet, a-temporality that is typical of dialogue 
(and theater) derive vertical rapports whose only viable mode is the present: 
Il romanzo per me è sempre legato al tema del passaggio del tempo…Rimanendo alle 
metafore, il romanzo è simile allo scorrere di un fiume, il dialogo, che dovrebbe 
rappresentare movimento, curiosamente nel romanzo costituisce la stasi: la terra ferma. 
Il dialogo è il momento in cui tutto si fa presente…Il teatro è fermo, è immobile, 
instaura – a mio parere e per mia personale esperienza – rapporti verticali, legati al 
presente, all’attualità, anche quando parla di cose lontanissime. (10) 
In one of Maraini’s dreams about St. Clare, in which she sees St. Clare betrothed to a 
man against her will, Maraini speaks to the saint using the present tense, as if to indicate that 
this encounter is happening in the here and now. This type of narration once again 
demonstrates the timelessness of St. Clare’s life and experience as something that remains 
always present and valid to those who take her in earnest consideration: 
Stanotte l’ho sognata…La ragazzina Chiara si faceva condurre con una grazia estrema, 
ma rigida e infelice, come se andasse al supplizio. Dove vai? Le gridavo, ma lei non mi 
sentiva. La mia voce si perdeva nelle tenebre. Vedevo che alzava una mano e 





mai potuto deviare, per nessuna ragione. Poi invece, mentre si allontanava, ho visto che 
improvisamente strappava via la mano da quella dello sposo… (86-88) 
The preoccupation with past, present, and timelessness returns again towards the end of 
the novel when Maraini writes that she has suddenly come to realize that time does not exist, 
“mi sono svegliata con queste parole sulle labbra: il tempo non esiste” (203). It is a realization 
that finally finds her in agreement with Chiara’s initial suggestion that St. Clare’s story is 
“antica ma modernissima”. Maraini is also aligned with Chiara’s hope of finding her identity 
through the exploration of the life of a medieval woman (22). Maraini finally understands 
Chiara’s bizarre desire to compare herself to a holy woman of the thirteenth century. This final, 
explicit realization shows that within the economy of this work, the attempt to integrate the 
fixedness, a sense of the present, and a-temporal like verticality of dialogue with the constant 
movement and horizontality of the novel through the juxtaposition between a modern day girl 
and a medieval woman is not only plausible but also effective. It signals a transformation of 
perspective within the author, which is what Chiara wants to obtain by having Maraini explore 
and reflect on St. Clare’s life. Maraini’s new understanding cannot be classified as mimesis or 
performance strictly based on identity, which is instead what characterizes Chiara’s desire. The 
author’s new understanding is an acceptance of the possibility that a life based on the search 
and desire for God can indeed exist and be fruitful even for those who follow in the same 
footsteps of the saint but find themselves to be in a different age, time, and mentality. At the 
very end of the novel there is in fact an acknowledgment of the modification and development 
of the spiritual path for those who wish to follow it in our time. This acknowledgement reveals 
that the initial identity or mimetically-based desire to follow St. Clare has now performed its 







Non so come esprimerle la mia gratitudine…Credo di avere capito solo ora cosa 
significhi avere un corpo felice. Non mi stringerò il petto con una corda fatta di peli di 
coda di cavallo, né mi legherò alla vita un corpetto foderato di pelle di porco. Ma credo 
che canterò in chiesa, dove finalmente la mia voce potrà aprire le sue ali. Dormirò su un 
lettino sobrio, ma non per terra…Non avrò per cuscino una pietra di fiume. Non dovrò 
andare a caccia di pulci fra le coperte – avrò delle lenzuola e non le considererò una 
tentazione del demonio…Forse abbiamo imparato che il corpo può praticare la castità 





Chapter 2. The Mother as Scapegoat. Elena Ferrante’s L’amore molesto 
 
“As soon as the sacred – that is, violence – has found its 
way to the interior of the community, the motif of the 
surrogate victim will start to emerge” (261). 
René Girard, Violence and the Sacred. 
 
L’amore molesto is Elena Ferrante’s first novel, published in 1992. The all-pervading 
theme of the novel is violence towards women at the hands of men, and its disastrous effects. 
L’amore molesto is the story of a woman, Delia, and her attempt to overcome the trauma of 
violence through an investigation of both her mother Amalia’s and her own past.40 The story 
ends with the protagonist’s affective reconnection with her mother, and her symbolic rebirth to 
wholeness. As the novel develops, we discover how violence ravaged the life of these two 
women. We also discover the extent to which violence estranges all members of the family. 
This also includes Amalia’s abusive ex-husband, the perpetrator and victim of his own 
violence, and their three daughters. 
Amalia is the convitato di pietra of the story, the absent center – the narration starts 
after her suicide – around which the action develops. She is a woman, a wife, and a mother 




40 The story is narrated in first person by Delia, and opens with the news of Amalia’s death by drowning on 
Delia’s birthday. Delia, a comic strip writer who lives in Rome, goes back to Naples, her native city, for her 
mother’s funeral. During her stay in Naples – a city she detests because of the violence endured there – Delia 
unearths what happened in her childhood after years of memory suppression and avoidance, as well as in Amalia’s 
last days. She is finally able to reconnect emotionally with her mother by the end of the story, and finds a new, 





Amalia can be seen, in Girardian terms, as the object of her husband’s, her aspiring lover 
Caserta’s, and her daughter’s mimetic desire. She is the cause of their rivalry and the target of 
their mistreatment and persecution. In many ways, she is their scapegoat.41 “In order for all the 
persecutors to be inspired by the same faith in the evil power of their victim,” writes René 
Girard in The Scapegoat, “the latter must successfully polarize all the suspicions, tensions, and 
reprisals that poisoned those relationships” (42). 
As the novel develops and reaches the end, the readers learn that Amalia was, in fact, 
the target of her family’s suspicions, tensions, and reprisal, as well as Caserta’s sadism.42 The 
relationship that these characters entertain with Amalia, and with each other, is characterized 
by rivalry, jealousy, and violence. However, as far as the “evil power” mentioned by Girard is 
concerned, there is no inherent evil in this novel that can be directly associated with Amalia; 
the only evil there is the one projected and directed to her by those around her. 
In the first section of this chapter I analyze the themes of sensory pageantry and 
ritualized behavior that are present in the novel. Anthropologists Robert N. McCauley and 
Thomas Lawson use the phrase “sensory pageantry” to describe a “sudden, substantial, 
emotional arousal (that is) a kind of general alarm for the cognitive system, an especially 
efficient means for signaling events and materials meriting our attention” (77). The two 
scholars explain that sensory pageantry is used in all world religions, especially in initiations 
and sacrificial rites. 
 
41 Here is Robert Barron’s clear definition of the Girardian concept of mimetic desire: 
Girard opined that desire is both mimetic and triangular. He meant that we rarely desire objects straightforwardly; 
rather, we desire them because others desire them: as we imitate (mimesis) another’s desire, we establish a 
triangulation between self, other, and object…Now what mimetic desire leads to, almost inevitably, is conflict…A 
society, large or small, that finds itself in conflict comes together through a common act of blaming an individual 
or group purportedly responsible for the conflict. http://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/ren-girard-church- 
father/4982/ 





I argue that these anthropological categories are a key to understanding Delia’s actions 
and development, particularly her flashbulb memories, and explain how they are prompted by 
her mother’s peculiar death and bestowal of gifts orchestration. Through a close reading of 
specific passages in the novel I explain how Amalia’s death can be considered sacrificial in 
nature and why her bestowal of gifts is an integral part of her attempt to rescue her daughter. I 
also focus on the significance of Delia’s ritualized behavior, including her application of make 
up, showering, and dressing. I explain how these symbolic actions are counterintuitive in 
appearance but pivotal in helping Delia overcome the trauma of violence and reconnect with 
her mother. 
In the second section of this chapter I focus on the value of Amalia’s death as sacrifice. 
 
I highlight the presence of the theme of the double, the overlap between the mother and 
daughter present in the story. Through Jeffery Carter’s analysis of the concept of sacrifice I 
explain how the theme of the double in L’amore molesto is directly connected to the nature of 
Amalia’s sacrifice as a substitutive type of action. 
In the third section of this chapter I focus on Delia’s psychological damage caused by 
men’s violence, and analyze passages of the novel in which the psychological mechanism of 
dissociation, as observed in childhood psychology, is present. I focus on Delia’s distorted gaze 
of her environs, the relation with the opposite sex, her mother, and its cause. This section 
should clarify why Delia is in need of her mother’s salvific sacrifice. 
In the last section of this chapter I analyze the character of Amalia through the lenses of 
Julia Kristeva’s conception of the “abject” and Girard’s conception of the “scapegoat”. I 
discuss the mechanism of placing blame on the woman/mother in the context of a patriarchal- 





of water present in the novel in order to clarify the daughter-mother indissoluble bond and the 
significance of water in Amalia’s death and rescuing of her daughter. 
2.1 Sensory Pageantry and Delia’s Ritualized Behavior 
 
Throughout her childhood and adolescence Delia witnessed the domestic abuse of her 
mother Amalia at the hands of her father. Memories of violence and abuse resurface during her 
two days in Naples, where she tries to uncover what happened to her mother before she died. 
The readers follow Delia’s reflections, memories, encounters and interactions with people from 
both hers and her mother’s past. A composite, progressively more complete picture of her 
traumatic past is formed in her mind and ours as the story develops. 
The readers follow Delia as her past unveils after a lifetime of attempted removal and 
repression of her painful memories. We learn of Delia’s past through the resurfacing of her 
memories, or rather flashbulb memories that are interspersed in the novel.43 These flashbulb 
memories are a fundamental element in the character and plot development, and are evoked by 
the dramatic events immediately preceding and following Amalia’s death. Towards the end of 
the novel, we read that Delia is finally able to admit to herself and articulate the sexual abuse 
she endured at the hands of a pedophile when she was five years old. This articulation of past 
abuse and trauma helps Delia reconcile with her mother and move forward with life. 
In this first section I address how the emergence of flashbulb memories and trauma 
come about in Delia’s consciousness by answering the following questions: what are the 
circumstances, people, places, objects that bring about Delia’s awakening and help remove her 
 
43 In the definition given by Harvey Whitehouse flashbulb memories are “vivid recollections of inspirational, 






psychological block? Why and how can Delia elaborate what happened to her before and after 
her mother’s death into a final reconciliation with her? I will also address the emergence and 
significance of ritualized behavior in Delia’s actions, and its connection to counterintuitive 
causation that brings about her deliverance from trauma, the possibility of a new beginning, 
and reconciliation with her mother. 
In order to answer these questions, I will borrow some concepts and terminology from 
the fields of anthropology and the cognitive study of religion and the brain. I will show how 
these concepts apply to and help clarify Delia’s mental and emotional state in Naples. 
Slowly but steadily in the course of one night, Delia is catapulted back to her painful 
childhood and re-experiences old anguish because of three phone calls that she receives from 
her mother, who never arrived to her final destination in Rome, where Delia was awaiting her. 
After Amalia’s death, Delia feels compelled to investigate what happened to her, what lead to 
her death. In reconstructing the last days of her mother’s life Delia is shocked by Amalia’s 
strange behavior. 
But what prompts Delia to investigate her mother’s death? After all, readers are told 
immediately that the relationship between the two women was a strained one, and that Delia 
preferred not to have to deal with her mother who always caused her annoyance and anguish 
(10). An initial motivation for the investigation can be found in the three phone calls Delia 




pageantry that will have a deep impact on Delia and give her the initial motivation needed to 
investigate.44 
It is important to note that the phone calls are structured as follows: the first one 
engages Delia’s attention, the second one addresses a specific incident from the past, and the 
third one is intended as a warning to Delia to beware of a dangerous man (11-13). 
Delia is particularly taken aback by Amalia’s foul language in the second phone call. 
 
Here Amalia makes use of the medium of voice/words that, like memories from the past buried 
deeply in Delia’s consciousness, stir up unpleasant emotions: “Lì per lì prevalse lo stupore 
…Quelle oscenità mi causarono una scomposta regressione” (11-12). 
 
With the three phone calls, her disappearance and mysterious death, Amalia has 
successfully engaged her daughter’s attention. At this point Delia can no longer ignore her 
mother and act as if she was a merely unpleasant memory from the past to ignore: “Vidi il 
corpo e di fronte a quell’oggetto livido sentii che forse dovevo aggrapparmici per non finire 
chissà dove” (13). 
The sight of Amalia’s corpse marks the second phase of the sensory pageantry that 
invests Delia and prompts her to investigate further. Delia examines the lifeless body of her 
mother almost with the competence and alertness of an expert: 
Presentava solo qualche ecchimosi…Mi sembrò che intorno agli occhi avesse le tracce 




44 With regard to L’amore molesto as a detective story, Patrizia Sambuco via Gianni Turchetta defines the novel as 
“a thriller that turns into a Bildungsroman” (130). In this chapter, I analyze specific elements of Delia’s 





che il reggiseno era ben lontano da quelli consunti che era solita usare…Quando me lo 
restituirono…lo annusai a lungo. Aveva l’odore pungente della stoffa nuova. (13-14) 
The traces of heavy make up and the refined lingerie found on Amalia’s corpse are 
bewildering details for Delia, despite the autopsy report of undefilement. All appearances seem 
to suggest that right before her death Amalia might have engaged in the kind of dubious 
behavior of which her family had always suspected her. Delia is intent on uncovering why 
Amalia appears to have become, before dying, the untrustworthy, hyper-sexual individual she 
and her father always thought she was (101). She wants to discover the reason for this change 
of appearance, and to what extent it corresponded to reality. 
With regard to Delia’s attention towards the details surrounding her mother’s death, it 
is important to keep in mind what McCauley and Lawson explain when describing initiation 
rituals involving the use of sensory pageantry that engenders cognitive alarm: 
Sudden, substantial, emotional arousal is a kind of general alarm for the cognitive 
system, an especially efficient means for signaling events and materials meriting our 
attention…Our cognitive alarm hypothesis…holds that when current circumstances are 
the cause of our emotional arousal, we will increase the attention and cognitive 
resources we devote to them, which, in turn, will increase the probability of their 
subsequent recollection. (77-78) 
Delia’s cognitive system is alarmed by her mother’s startling phone calls and 
unexpected death. At this point all the details and peculiarities surrounding Amalia’s death and 
the conditions of her lifeless body cannot escape her attention. The sensory pageantry 





memories to resurface in Delia’s consciousness and induce her to find out what happened to 
her mother, which is what drives the plot of the novel. 
The second stage of the sensory pageantry that inhabits Delia happens at her mother’s 
funeral, where Ferrante portrays the state of disunion in which Delia’s body and mind are. On 
one hand, Delia is impatient to bury her mother and leave everything finally behind her: 
“Durante il funerale mi sorpresi a pensare che finalmente non avevo più l’obbligo di 
preoccuparmi per lei. Subito dopo avvertii un flusso tiepido e mi sentii bagnata tra le gambe” 
(14). On the other hand, she feels as if the lifeless body of Amalia wants to enter her body. 
Delia, in fact, against traditional funerary customs, insists in carrying her mother’s coffin: 
“avevo temuto per tutto il percorso che il legno mi entrasse tra clavicola e collo insieme al 
corpo che conteneva” (16). As soon as the coffin is lowered in the hearse Delia’s menstruations 
begin. The corpse of a woman and mother, and her daughter’s sudden blood release are two 
powerfully symbolic elements that Ferrante juxtaposes in this scene, because they both signify 
violence. 
As Girard notes in Violence and the Sacred death is the signifier of violence par 
excellence. Menstruation blood, he further remarks, belongs to the “general category of 
bloodletting” which, like death, also signifies violence (33-34). Therefore, despite Delia’s 
intention to leave her past and mother behind and keep the memories of her trauma hidden 
from her consciousness, her blood flow can be seen as an unsuppressable, physical reminder of 
the violence that both she and her mother endured. It signals to Delia that she can no longer 
ignore her past. In other words, Delia’s body reaffirms what her mind wants to negate. Her 





seems to want to enter in her but is instead lowered to the ground, ready to be buried and 
forgotten. This event signals to Delia that it is time to confront her past. 
The menstrual blood also suggests the biological proximity and intimate connection 
between mother and daughter, the sharing of a corporeal bond, as well as an initiation step into 
adulthood. Amalia’s funeral is, in fact, the first moment in the tortuous path towards Delia’s 
figurative second life – her “previous” one having been interrupted by the violence she had to 
witness and endure as a child. 
Throughout her investigation, Delia discovers things about Amalia that cause her 
extreme discomfort. She is alarmed and annoyed by widow De Riso’s revelation that her 
mother had been seeing a man, Caserta, in the last period of her life (28), and is surprised to 
learn that she had started to use foul language in public (45-46). 
What propels Delia’s investigation even further and adds to the sensory pageantry and 
cognitive alarm that has seized her since the night of Amalia’s disappearance is a strange 
exchange of clothes – Amalia’s old clothes for new ones – that takes place on the night of the 
funeral. Caserta is the man who, without giving any explanation, brings to Delia Amalia’s 
suitcase and purse requesting a bag containing Amalia’s old lingerie in exchange (36-42). This 
exchange is particularly unnerving for Delia, just as Amalia’s phone calls were: Caserta calls 
her “Amalia” on the phone when she is in her mother’s apartment, and manages to orchestrate 
a manouevre that does not give Delia the chance to speak with him about what happened to her 
mother or the peculiar exchange request. Delia recognizes Caserta as one of the threatening 
male presences in her childhood. Hours before the clothes exchange took place, he had covered 





All these events, from the disturbing phone calls to unpleasant encounters and the 
clothes exchange, as well as being back in Naples – the city of her troubled childhood – 
contribute to Delia’s cognitive alarm and agitation that will cause her memories to resurface as 
flashbulbs throughout the story. A particularly poignant example of flashbulb memory can be 
found in the funeral episode, when Delia briefly leaves the procession to find a restroom in 
order to clean up her menstrual blood. Here, she suddenly “sees” her mother doing the same: 
Il flusso di sangue era copioso. Ebbi un senso di nausea e un lieve capogiro. Vidi nella 
penombra mia madre a gambe larghe che sganciava una spilla di sicurezza, si staccava 
dal sesso, come se fossero incollati, dei panni di lino insanguinati, si girava senza 
sorpresa e mi diceva con calma: “Esci, che fai qui?”. Scoppiai a piangere, per la prima 
volta dopo molti anni. (19) 
Although Ferrante does not explicitly describe the events in the novel as rituals – the 
only formally religious ritual described is Amalia’s funeral – the sensory pageantry, cognitive 
alarm, and flashbulb memories induced in Delia by the events preceding and following her 
mother’s death evoke the idea of a ritual, or rather, the effects that ritual can produce in an 
individual. The effects caused in Delia by the dramatic events in Naples, her alertness, anxiety, 
memories, the resurfacing and admission of a traumatic event in her childhood, and final 
reconciliation with her mother, are arguably similar to those experienced by rite initiates in 
various religions.45 In Delia’s particular case these events lead to a psychological/emotional 
deliverance and reconciliation with a parental figure. 
 
45 Anthopologists assert that flashbulb memories occur in rite initiates due to the effects of sensory pageantry and 
cognitive alarm. See Harvey Whitehouse’s definition of flashbulb memories as “vivid recollections of 
inspirational, calamitous, or otherwise emotionally arousing events…a stock of very vivid, disturbing and perhaps 






Moreover, many of the acts performed by Delia during her sojourn in Naples are 
intrinsically ritualistic. As Pascal Boyer and Pierre Liénard explain in their article on ritualized 
behavior, many of the rituals produced by human beings, both religious and non-religious, can 
be recognized by various traits, such as “stereotypy, rigidity, repetition, and apparent lack of 
rational motivation” (595). Boyer and Liénard further explain that ritualization is characterized 
by two “specialized cognitive systems”. For the purposes of my discussion I am going to focus 
only on one of the two cognitive systems analyzed by them, specifically the “motivational” 
one. This motivational system, according to the two scholars, is “geared to the detection of and 
reaction to particular potential threats…This Hazard – Precaution System includes a repertoire 
of clues for potential danger as well as a repertoire of species-typical precautions” (595). 
We see Delia engaging in a Hazard-Precaution System ritual several times in the course 
of the novel. We learn that as a child she would close herself in a dark closet anytime her 
mother was away from home longer than usual, and that as a teen ager, after her parents’ 
separation, she would escape to the elevator and find refuge on the abandoned, fifth floor of the 
building where she used to live with her mother and sisters, anytime something troubled her 
(11; 24). One of Delia’s recurring fears as a child was that of being left all alone with her 
jelaous and violent father in the event of Amalia’s disappearance (63). Not long before her 
mother’s death, Delia invites her to that same floor in what would be the last attempt to 
establish some connection and intimacy with her mother, whom she had always kept at a safe 
distance (25). This attempt fails because of Delia’s suspicion that her mother might have had a 
lover. 
As can be inferred by Delia’s recollections of her childhood and the final meeting with 




closeness and affection towards her. Delia inherited this destructively possessive attitude 
towards Amalia from her father, who had been unable to teach her and her sisters much else 
(139-147). The similarity between Delia and her father’s behavior towards Amalia is also 
suggested in the funeral scene where the readers are told that neither one of them showed 
outward signs of mourning: “Non ero riuscita a versare una lacrima…Le mie sorelle non mi 
avevano nascosto la loro disapprovazione e ora sembravano impegnate a dimostrare 
pubblicamente che avevano lacrime a sufficienza per piangere anche quelle che né io né mio 
padre stavamo versando” (14-15).46 
After the brief encounter with Caserta in Amalia’s building, Delia is shocked at the 
sight of the contents of the luggage that he brought over: refined lingerie, expensive cosmetics, 
old family photos (46-48). Delia suddenly decides to engage in what can be considered a daily 
ritual in the life of every woman but that is unusual for her: 
Era una reazione inconsueta…Presi il beauty dalla valigia di mia madre, tornai nel 
bagno, lo aprii, ne estrassi un vasetto ricolmo di crema idratante sulla cui superficie era 
rimasta l’impronta del dito di Amalia. Cancellai quella sua traccia con la mia e ne usai 
con abbondanza…Poi ricorsi alla cipria e mi velai puntigliosamente il viso. “Sei un 
fantasma” dissi alla donna nello specchio. (48) 
Delia’s erasing of Amalia’s fingerprint from the lotion jar and the statement in front of 
the mirror can be interpreted as signs of an inner struggle that shows her as still unwilling to 
allow her mother back into her consciousness. Her unusual decision to engage in a ritualized 
behavior that is not part of her daily routine can be reconnected to Boyer and Liénard’s 
 
 




Hazard-Precaution System, as described in their discussion of the pathology of OCD (596): 
perhaps Delia was just trying to calm herself down by soothing her skin. However, the act of 
putting make up on can also be seen as a signal of identity formation/construction: perhaps 
Delia is ready to welcome and work toward something new in herself.47 
Other examples of ritualized behavior are Delia’s shower at the hotel, and her putting 
on Amalia’s clothes in the bakery’s cellar, respectively taking place in the middle and at the 
end of the novel. Both the shower and the dressing can be classified as daily routine actions, 
just like the process of putting make up on. But if these actions are merely ordinary, why does 
Ferrante decide to describe them? What function and significance do they have in the 
development of the character and the story? Let us observe them closely: 
Mi spogliai e mi tolsi l’assorbente interno…mi insaponavo accuratamente e facevo in 
modo che ogni gesto appartenessse a un mondo esterno senza scadenze…Mia madre, 
che da anni esisteva solo come un’incombenza fastidiosa, a volte come un assillo, era 
morta. Ma mentre mi strofinavo il viso vigorosamente, in specie intorno agli occhi, mi 
resi conto con tenerezza inattesa che invece avevo Amalia sotto la pelle, come un 
liquido caldo che mi era stato iniettato chissà quando. Mi strizzai bene i capelli bagnati 
e controllai nello specchio che non mi fosse rimasto del mascara tra le ciglia. Vidi mia 
madre così come figurava sulla sua carta d’identità e le sorrisi. (104-105) 
Tornai alla parete dov’era appeso l’abito blu di Amalia. Staccai la stampella, allungai 




47 For a more in depth discussion of the connection between makeup and identity see Camilla Power, “Cosmetics, 





volessi vedere come mi stava. Poi mi decisi: deposi sulla branda la torcia, mi sfilai il 
vestito e lo lasciai sul pavimento; quindi mi rivestii con cura, senza fretta…Sentii 
quell’abito vecchio come la narrazione estrema che mia madre mi aveva lasciato e che 
ora con tutti gli artifici necessari mi calzava a pennello. (164-165) 
In both passages the protagonist is engaging in ordinary, routine behaviors: taking a 
shower in the first passage, and putting clothes on in the second one. What classifies these 
behaviors as rituals? Boyer and Liénard identify “goal demotion” and a “restricted range of 
themes” as two general features of ritual. Both are present in Delia’s actions. According to the 
two scholars, goal demotion in ritual is the performance of “actions that are divorced from their 
usual goals” such as “wash[ing] instruments or body parts that are already clean” or “people 
tie[ing] shoe-laces that were tied already” (597-598). This can very well be applied to Delia’s 
“investiture” or dressing ritual. She was already dressed when she decided to put on her 
mother’s clothes, there is no apparent rational need for her action. As for the “restricted range 
of themes,” Boyer and Liénard notice that “many rituals seem to focus around such themes as: 
pollution and purification, danger and protection, the possible danger of intrusion from other 
people…this concern with pollution and cleansing is so prevalent that it has been considered a 
foundation of religious ritual” (598). Cleansing her mind and body from the past is what Delia 
does in the shower scene, as her train of thoughts shows. 
We have already seen Delia trying to protect herself from imaginary or real danger by 
shutting herself up in a closet or elevator towards the beginning of the novel. Later, we see her 
performing the ritual of cleansing and make up application – the latter an indentity forming 






At the end of the novel we learn that Caserta is indirectly connected to the sexual 
violence Delia endured as a child: she was molested by his father, but in her imagination she 
envisioned her mother and Caserta as having a sexual encounter, an act of dissociation that 
protected her young psyche from the trauma of sexual abuse (160-163).48 The act of cleaning 
can thus be interpreted as a performance of the desire to erase the traces of unwanted physical 
contact, guilt and shame experienced after the sexual abuse. Contrary to the make up scene, 
where Delia is not yet ready to welcome Amalia back in her life, in the shower scene Delia 
feels the warm, pleasant presence of Amalia under her skin, and smiles at her photo. 
In the “investiture,” or dressing ritual, Delia has completely overcome the rejection 
impulse that still characterizes the first ritual – the make up application – and finally embraces 
Amalia in her body and in her life, by deciding to wear her clothes. Arguably, Delia’s 
apparently ordinary routine acts, e.g., putting make up on, washing, and getting dressed, can be 
categorized as a specific typology of religious action: they are counterintuitive actions.49 Justin 
L. Barret and Brian Malley explain that religion is often characterized by counterintuitive 
actions and events that can be found in ritual (202-204). The apparent lack of a causal link 
between Delia’s “ordinary” acts and her acceptance and reconciliation with Amalia is typical 
of rituals, particularly religious and magical ones (206). As Barret and Malley write: 
By counterintuitive [actions/events], we refer to events that violate the observer’s naïve 
(i.e., untutored) intuitions about causal relations…Examples of counterintuitive 
actions…are abundantly supplied by religion, magic, or even modern technology…the 
causal chain involves a link or two that confounds our intuitions…All of these cases 
 
 
48 See a more detailed discussion of Delia’s dissociation symptoms as a response to sexual abuse in section 2.3. 





involve someone acting in a way intended to bring about counterintuitive causation, 
consequences that do not intuitively follow from the performed action. (202-205) 
We see Delia acting in ways that bring about her final acceptance and reconciliation 
with Amalia, as well as deliverance from trauma through “counterintuitive causation.” But 
what causes Delia to act the way she does and reach the conclusion she reaches at the end of 
the story? Amalia’s final actions are the ultimate cause. Amalia’s gifts to her daughter, the 
scratched photo identification with the image of Delia superimposed on her own, the modality 
of her death, and her old clothes exchanged for new ones, all contribute to Delia’s newly found 
love for and reconciliation with Amalia. They signal a new beginning or rebirth. 




Fig. 1. A drunk Amalia dancing by the fire on the beach moments before her death, wearing 





evident. L’amore molesto. Dir. Mario Martone. Perf. Anna Bonaiuto, Angela Luce, Gianni 
Cajafa, Peppe Lanzetta, and Licia Maglietta. Lucky Red, 1995. Film. 
Delia’s make up, cleansing, and dressing rituals are all characterized by the presence or 
memory of Amalia. Amalia’s presence has to do with the recognition of a new identity on the 
part of the protagonist, an identity that is intimately connected with the reality of Amalia as a 
woman and mother. 
About midway in the development of the story Delia realizes that the new clothes and 
cosmetics cointained in Amalia’s suitcase brought by Caserta were birthday gifts intended for 
her (105). It is important to notice that her mother died on the night of Delia’s birthday, on her 
way to visit her daughter in Rome. Amalia’s death on the night of Delia’s birthday is a 
symbolically relevant detail because it shows the causal connection between a mother’s death 
and a daughter’s rebirth that takes place at the end of the story.50 
As I have suggested, Delia’s attention is spiked by the emotionally arousing events that 
have taken place since the night of her mother’s disappearance. She is in a state of cognitive 
alarm, and quickly recognizes the peculiarities of these birthday gifts. Some of them appear to 
be slightly used. The lotion jar and underpants that perfectly match the bra worn by Amalia on 
the day she died bear the marks of her finger and a tear (47, 48). There is also a birthday card 
addressed to Delia by her mother and some sand in the pockets of the robe, indicating that 
Amalia wore it on the beach where she died (105-106). 
Delia also learns from Amalia’s neighbor Mrs. De Riso that these gifts were procured 
through a singular exchange between Amalia and Caserta who had started seeing each other: 
 
50 With regard to Delia’s rebirth at the end of the novel see also Rossella Riccobono’s “Fantasising the Self, 





he would get the gifts from his son’s lingerie store provided that Amalia would give him all of 
her old lingerie (119). Moreover, Amalia’s photo identification had been scratched and 
modified with a pencil to make it look as if the woman in the photo was Delia (72). 
The peculiar conditions of the gifts used and worn by the mother before the daughter 
receives them and the scratched photo identification all point to a mechanism of identity 
overlap between mother and daughter. This not only leads us to the theme of the double present 
in the novel, but also to its connection with the theme of sacrifice. Amalia’s gifting of clothes 
to Delia has various meanings. These gifts can be interpreted as a mother’s expression of 
loving care for her child; they are elegant and sensual clothes, meant to cover, comfort, and 
embellish the wearer (46). These new, pretty clothes and expensive cosmetics can also be seen 
as Amalia’s desire for her daughter to finally embrace her hidden beauty and femininity (48). 
However, this does not explain why Amalia wore the clothes and make up destined for 
her daughter before dying, nor does it explain why she exchanged her old clothes for the new 
ones destined to Delia. These peculiarities point us directly to the theme of sacrifice present in 
the novel. As Jeffrey Carter explains in Understanding Religious Sacrifice: 
The Sanskrit word for Vedic sacrifice…is derived from yaj meaning “to offer” and the 
German Opfer (sacrifice, offering) is most likely derived from the Latin offerre, 
meaning “to offer” or “to present”. These roots provide another clue to how sacrifice is 
often defined; it refers to gift giving, to the presentation of something, and the 
transference to that something to another party or being…While related to gift 
giving…there is an emphasis on the deprivation resulting from an act of sacrifice. 





In the case of Amalia’s gifts to her daughter, it is important to remember that she does 
offer all of her old, poor clothes to Caserta in exchange for new ones to present to Delia. It can 
be argued that Amalia’s clothes are a metaphorical representation of her devalued self, a self 
that she had to repress so as not to attract more jealousy and violence from her husband (30- 
31). Amalia gives up her devalued self to present her daughter with a beautiful, attractive, 
feminine version that is symbolized by the new clothes. To further expand on the value and 
significance of sacrificial ritual in Ferrante’s novel let us take a look at Carter’s explanation of 
“sacrifice-like phenomena”: 
Combining these clues, “making sacred,” “gift-giving,” and “exchange”…highlight 
the fact that many sacrifice-like phenomena involve three distinct participating 
entities…two, between which the giving or exchange takes place, and a third, that 
which is given or exchanged…The “thing” sacrificed, whether it be animal, 
vegetable, a certain liquid or manufactured good, is ordinarily a central and 
necessary element in the overall sacrificial ritual. A concept widely employed in 
theories of sacrifice: substitution. By invoking the logic of symbolism or of part- 
whole relations (where a part represents the whole), the sacrificial victim 
serves…as a substitute for some other party, being, or notion. (4-5) 
Amalia gives up/sacrifices all of her clothes in order to obtain new ones for Delia (31). 
What places this exchange in the category of substitution in an even more obvious way is the 
fact that Amalia then briefly wears and uses the clothes and cosmetic products intended for 
Delia. Amalia makes it clear that these gifts come from her and no one else. She imprints these 





when giving birth, nurturing, and raising Delia. Carter continues in his elucidation of the nature 
of ritual sacrifice by explaining that: 
Many sacrificial rituals require that when forfeiting (or offering, giving, presenting, 
etc.) a particular item, it must be killed. Hence, examples of blood-letting, decapitation, 
dismemberment, suffocation, drowning, and cremation are quite common in religious 
actions identified as sacrificial. (6) 
Amalia’s act of killing herself (by drowning in the Tyrrhenian Sea) is already 
prefigured in the giving away of all of her old clothes in exchange for new ones. Thus, 
Amalia’s metaphorical excision of self by giving up her entire wardrobe, “sembrava che avesse 
deciso all’improvviso di sbarazzarsi di tutto il suo guardaroba,” as Delia notices is followed by 
a literal act of elimination, her suicide (31). This indicates Amalia’s intentionality and more or 
less conscious orchestration of her gift/sacrificial ritual: 
[Another] feature of the sacrificial phenomena that some theorists stress when defining 
sacrifice is the intentionality of the event…Sacrifice, according to this view, is simply 
religious behavior designed to “do” something…For example, native accounts about 
why one might conduct a sacrifice frequently include references to: 
thanksgiving…expiation…and prevention…Sacrifice is, accordingly, what sacrifice 
does. (6) 
At the end of the novel Delia is finally reconciled with her mother, and ready to leave 
behind the violence of her past (167-171). It can be argued that Amalia’s sacrificial act/gift 




is the gift of a second birth, as Riccobono remarks (452).51 Everything in the gift’s bestowal 
suggests that Amalia wanted her daughter to pay attention to what connected them as mother 
and daughter, to the indissoluble nurturing and corporal bond between them. Amalia also 
draws Delia’s attention to what had separated them: the violence that men inflicted upon them 
both. The focus on clothes indicates the importance of identity forming and shaping, but also 
that men had treated these women as valueless, inanimate objects to control and possess. 
Amalia orchestrates, more or less consciously, the gift exchange, bestowal, and the peculiar 
circumstances of her death in the hope of saving her daughter from the painful, lonely 
existence she has lead so far because of the violence endured. In this sense, Amalia’s suicide 
functions as a salvific sacrifice, an expiatory one, because she had been unable to protect her 
daughter from violence and abuse when alive. 
There are many points in the course of Delia’s narration in which the readers are 
presented with imaginary depictions of Amalia that do not correspond to the truth of who she 
actually was. They correspond to her family’s fears of who she might be: a lusty, luscious 
temptress.52 However, from Delia herself and the characters with whom she interacts we learn 
that in reality Amalia was a hard working, family oriented woman who dressed modestly (30- 
31; 53-54), was very frugal (29), sociable and easy-going (10), beautiful (18), and resilient (74- 






51 Also, as Ferrante writes in her letter to Martone, Amalia’s death will bring about Delia’s development as an 
individual: “il corpo di madre, corpo finalmente indossabile, corpo morto e tuttavia forse proprio per questo 
adesso vivo in lei per sempre, spinta alla crescita autonoma nel futuro” (no page number). 
52 Amalia is imagined as an untrustworthy, hypersensual, and adulterous woman on the following pages: 34, 35, 





(456). Yet, despite her qualities, she is perceived and treated by her family as an untrustworthy 
adulterer. 
The circumstances of Amalia’s death and the sensual lingerie she was wearing when 
she drowned clash with the image of a frugal homemaker that emerges in the rest of the novel. 
These circumstances, however, seem to confirm the suspicions that Delia and the rest of her 
family always had toward her. Ferrante presents us with two, antagonizing Amalias: the 
hardworking, poor, modest mother and wife, and the lusty temptress conjured up by her 
family’s insecurities and fears, who inspires distrust, violence, and repulsion. The creation of 
an imaginary double, the mischievous, guilty Amalia who is confused with the real one, paves 
the way for her tragic fate: one of abuse, violence, and death. As Girard remarks in Violence 
and the Sacred: 
The universal spread of “doubles”, the complete effacement of differences, heightening 
antagonisms but also making them interchangeable, is the prerequisite for the 
establishment of violent unanimity…All the rancor scattered at random among 
divergent individuals, all the differing antagonisms, now converge on an isolated and 
unique figure, the surrogate victim. (79) 
Here Girard is referring to the theme of the double typical of the tragic genre that can 
be found, for example, in Sophocle’s Oedipus plays. Girard argues that these plays are 
characterized by correspondences and similarities between the rivalling characters that always 
lead to the designation of a scapegoat, which solves all conflicts. Girard’s reflections on the 
theme of the double and the surrogate victim/scapegoat in the tragic genre help clarify 
Ferrante’s narrative construction and the position of a character like Amalia, particularly as she 





The “effacement of differences” and “rancor scattered around among divergent 
individuals” that Girard writes about can be applied to the members of Amalia’s family and the 
ways in which they treat her. In fact, they are all moved by the same suspicions and anger 
towards her. The overlap between the negative emotional reactions and rancor that Delia and 
the rest of her family have towards Amalia is evident. The frustration, jealousy, and traumatic 
experiences that mark the lives of Amalia’s loved ones find a powerful, violent outlet in the 
victimization of Amalia herself. I have argued that she resolves to commit suicide to save her 
daughter from a daunting, unresolved trauma, but I would like to add here that she is also left 
with no other choice. She has been beaten and mistreated for years by the men in her family, 
and in the end she is almost completely neglected and avoided by her own children (21; 47). 
Amalia’s suicide is the consequence of a life long process that is akin to a kind of social 
lynching at the hands of both acquaintances and family members. This extended assault takes 
the form of violent beatings at the hands of her husband, her brother’s condoning of the 
batterings, Caserta’s fetishism and objectification of her body, her children’s suspicion, 
avoidance, and neglect.53 
Amalia’s death has several consequences. It not only helps Delia reconcile with 
Amalia, confront her childhood trauma and move on with her life, but it also brings peace 
among the men who caused her so much hurt, as is revealed in the last interaction between 
Delia and her uncle Filippo: “Accennò a Caserta solo su mia richiesta…Disse che avevano 
parlato a lungo senza litigare. All’improvviso si erano accorti che non ce n’era più motivo. 
Amalia era morta, la vita era passata…‘C’è un momento in cui bisogna mettersi in pace col 
prossimo’” (129). 
 





Uncle Filippo’s and Caserta’s sudden realization that the impetus for their fighting is gone, as 
well as the importance of being at peace with one’s neighbor, further confirms the sacrificial 
nature of Amalia’s death. Delia’s father and Caserta also find common ground after Amalia’s 
death. They are able to talk to each other without quarreling after years of violent litigiousness 
(144). 
As Girard explains in Violence and the Sacred the “common denominator” that brings 
about sacrifices is “internal violence – all the dissensions, rivalries, jealousies, and quarrels 
within the community that the sacrifices are designed to suppress” (8). He goes on to remark 
that “the purpose of the sacrifice is to restore harmony to the community” (Ibid). Besides 
reconciliation and helping Delia overcome her childhood trauma, restoration of “harmony in 
the community” and the ceasing of all internal violence are other effects brought about by 
Amalia’s death. 
2.3 A Damaged Daughter 
 
Before Delia’s symbolic rebirth takes place we can see that the perception of her native 
city has been altered and distorted by the experience of violence.54 Like Dacia Maraini in 
Chiara Di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza, Ferrante also adopts a realistic narration style 
characterized by hypotyposis in order to convey Delia’s viewpoint. There is nothing attractive 
about Delia’s Naples, her hurt gaze cannot detect beauty. Her descriptions of the city are grim 
and reminiscent of expressionist representations of urban landscapes. The city she describes is 
a dangerous, claustrophobic, chaotic place, where there are no limits to strife and aggression; 
old people live in anger, resentment, and loneliness; men are sexually aggressive towards 
 
 





women, children are not safe. Uncleanliness, poverty, and corruption are manifest 
everywhere.55As Delia makes her way through Naples attempting to uncover what happened to 
Amalia in the last days of her life, the traumatic relationship with both her past and city comes 
to the fore: 
La giornata era sempre più cupa, senza aria, e l’autobus risultò affollato…Cominciai a 
sudare. Sedevo stretta tra due vecchie signore che fissavano davanti a loro con una 
rigidità innaturale…I passeggeri in piedi si curvavano su di noi respirandoci addosso. 
Le donne soffocavano tra i corpi maschili, sbuffando per quella vicinanza occasionale, 
fastidiosa anche se all’apparenza inconsapevole. I maschi, nella ressa, si servivano delle 
femmine per giocare in silenzio tra sé e sé…Un uomo piccolo e magro, pressato da 
quelli che aveva alle spalle, cercava contatti brevi con le mie ginocchia e a tratti mi 
respirava tra i capelli. Mi voltai verso il finestrino più vicino, in cerca d’aria. (60-61) 
The protagonist perceives physical proximity to men in this city bus as a source of 
potential violence in the form of sexual harassment. She sees the divide between the genders in 
terms of a victim-predator scheme that inflicts upon her a profound sense of anguish and 
entrapment, as can be inferred by her bodily reactions. This scene reveals much about Delia’s 
viewpoint on the relation between the sexes. Hers is a viewpoint that, on the one hand, 
correctly captures the one-sidedness and dangers of a culture influenced by machismo 
aggression, but that is also distorted by her traumatic experiences. The scene on the bus can be 











and intimacy that she has tried to repress but that powerfully resurfaces during her stay in 
Naples. 
There are numerous descriptions that communicate the protagonist’s sense of emotional 
and physical imprisonment and constriction. They are evident in the bodily reactions her 
surroundings elicit from her. These surroundings can be considered an integral part of the 
sensory pageantry that is initiated by Amalia with her last three phone calls. A feeling of 
constant oppression and fear is what transpires as the readers follow Delia’s wanderings in her 
city and memory.56 Delia’s trauma is accompanied by symptoms of physical malaise, 
especially in situations of close contact with other people, as it is often the case with sexual 
abuse victims, and particularly, children.57 
The physical discomfort that Delia experiences when she finds herself in a limited or 
crowded space can be connected to the experience of violence she endured at the age of five, in 
 
 
56 “Quando arrivava con il caffè, mi rannicchiavo da un canto per evitare che mi sfiorasse sedendosi sulla sponda 
del letto” (10). “Quando ero piccola trascorrevo il tempo delle sue assenze ad aspettarla in cucina, dietro i vetri 
della finestra…Se tardava, l’ansia diventava così incontenibile che debordava in tremiti del corpo. Allora 
scappavo in un ripostiglio senza finestre e senza luce elettrica” (11). “Alcuni mi strinsero con una tale forza e 
versando lacrime così copiose, che oscillai tra un senso di soffocamento e un’insopportabile sensazione d’umido” 
(18). “Chiesi del bagno e mi infilai nel retrobottega, in uno sgabuzzino puzzolente con la tazza lurida e un 
lavandino giallastro” (19). “L’edificio non mi era mai piaciuto. Mi rendeva inquieta come un carcere, un tribunale 
o un ospedale” (23). “Entrai nell’ascensore in fretta…In genere non amavo quei sarcofaghi di metallo che salivano 
veloci o piombavano giù appena toccavi il pulsante, aprendo un buco nello stomaco” (24). “Caserta era un posto 
dove non dovevo andare, un bar con un’insegna, una donna bruna, delle palme, leoni, cammelli…era vietato 
entrarci. Se le bambine lo facevano, non ne uscivano più” (39). “Cominciai a sudare. Sedevo stretta tra due 
vecchie signore che fissavano davanti a loro con una rigidità innaturale…I passeggeri in piedi si curvavano su di 
noi respirandoci addosso. Le donne soffocavano tra i corpi maschili” (61). “E mi ritrovai in un bugigattolo tutto 
specchi rettangolari. Sospirai…Tolleravo sempre meno il chiacchiericcio frenetico delle clienti, che lì 
dentro…sembrava amplificato” (70). “Poi mi decisi a entrare cercando un passaggio tra la folla dei passeggeri. 
L’aria era pesante e mescolava i sudori all’odore di stoffe bagnate” (82). “La stanza 208 era squallida come quella 
di un albergo di terz’ordine. Si trovava in fondo a un corridoio cieco e male illuminato…Tra il letto matrimoniale 
e la parete c’era uno stretto corridoio che permetteva di arrivare alla finestra. L’aprii sperando che desse sul mare: 
naturalmente affacciava su un cortile interno” (103). “Mi accovacciai, ginocchia contro il petto, testa reclinata. 
Curva a quel modo, strisciai giù per tre gradini scivolosi” (161). 
57 In her article “Recognizing Dissociation in Preschool Children” Dr. Fran S. Waters explains that victims of 
sexual abuse often display “hypersensitivity” that is “triggered by sensory stimuli” (4). Dr. Waters reports the 
experience of one of her young patience affected by DID, who would be reminded of the violence endured 




a small cellar at the hands of an adult, a physically imposing and oppressive presence for a 
child. As we follow Delia, it becomes clear that her city is a constant trigger of painful 
memories and malaise. The various sensory stimuli that inhabit her body, particularly at her 
mother’s funeral, set off painful, flashbulb memories that are connected to a trauma she never 
overcame. These sensory stimuli are a part of the sensory pageantry that started to inhabit her 
on the night of her mother’s disappearance.58 
Delia’s emotional damage is particularly evident at her mother’s funeral. Here, just as 
when Amalia was alive, Delia displays a controlled, cold, and detached behavior towards her. 
To her sisters’s embarrassment she does not mourn their mother’s death, and is impatient to get 
rid of her body (15, 16). Delia’s impatience and frustration towards her mother, before and 
after her death, can be connected to her unwillingness to bring to light certain memories and 
face the truth of the violence endured as a child. In fact, as the novel develops, it can be 
inferred that Delia projects the sense of guilt and shame, typically experienced by sexual abuse 
victims, on her mother. As Ferrante explains in one of her letters to film director Mario 
Martone: 
Delia è una persona contratta in ogni muscolo, in ogni parola, gentile e gelata, 
affettuosa e distante. I suoi rapporti con gli uomini sono non esperienze, ma esperimenti 
per mettere alla prova un organismo strozzato: esperimenti tutti falliti. Non può, io 













in una vita densa: è un arroccamento trasformato in modo di vita. Ogni suo gesto e 
parola è un nodo. Sarà la vicenda a scioglierla.59 
Delia’s state of contraction, distance, and coldness originates from the suffering she 
experienced in her childhood. Her inability to create meaningful relationships with men grows 
out of a debilitating fear that manifests itself, for example, in the lack of enjoyment of 
intimacy, which suggests a rejection of her sexuality. Delia’s numerous attempts to experience 
sexual intimacy and enjoyment have all been unsuccessfull. As such, she evidently finds 
sexuality and violence to be linked: 
Sapevo di poter tenere a bada l’impressione di violenza incombente solo se la velocità 
dei movimenti mi fosse sembrata scelta da me…Seppi allora che non sarebbe accaduto 
niente di nuovo. Stava cominciando un rito ben noto a cui da giovane mi ero sottoposta 
spesso, sperando che cambiando uomo di frequente il mio corpo inventasse una volta o 
l’altra risposte adeguate. La risposta invece era stata sempre la stessa, identica a quella 
che ora andavo articolando…Ero sicura da tempo che non avrei mai superato quella 
soglia…Non riuscivo a rispondere. (108-109-110) 
Delia’s body is trapped and paralyzed by the traumatic experiences she had with 
various men during the most delicate, formative phase of her life. Her father, her uncle, her 
father’s business partner Caserta, and her best friend’s grandfather are adult, male, authority 
figures that have brought distress, violence, and abuse in both her and her mother’s life. 
Therefore, Delia has grown accustomed to living in fear of men; she attempts to keep this fear 
 
 
59 See L’epistolario tra Mario Martone e Elena Ferrante in L’amore molesto. Dir. Mario Martone. Perf. Anna 






at bay by displaying a false sense of control, and engaging in fruitless, monotonous 
relationships. These behaviors indicate that Delia’s development into a healthy adult has been 
arrested, and the sense of oppression and entrapment that accompanies her through the streets 
of Naples is the same she experiences in moments of intimacy with men. 
As the novel progresses and Delia’s childhood memories unfold, it becomes easier to 
recognize that the coping mechanisms she adopted to survive the sexual and domestic violence 
endured as a child are expressions of dissociation and repression of memories. These repressed 
memories, however, will violently emerge as flashbulbs following Amalia’s death and peculiar 
birthday gifts bestowal. 
The dissociation that protected Delia’s frail psyche from the sexual abuse had been 
ignited first by her father’s outbursts of jealousy and violence towards her mother, and his 
convinction that she had an affair with his business partner Caserta. Caserta’s numerous gifts to 
Amalia, her accepting them, and the consequent, vengeful beatings at the hands of her husband 
left Delia with the impression that her mother was guilty of adultery, prone to infidelity, and 
sexual promiscuity.60 The father’s habitual depiction and treatment of Amalia in front of the 
entire family and everybody else as a guilty and shameful woman was successfully introjected 
into little Delia’s consciousness (64; 170). The suspicion of her mother’s mythical guilt never 
left Delia, not even as an adult: 
Ma sospettavo, proprio come mio padre, che fuori casa ridesse diversamente, respirasse 
diversamente, orchestrasse i movimenti del corpo in modo da lasciare tutti a occhi 
sbarrati…nel corso della sua esistenza Amalia aveva rinunciato a fare molte cose che, 
 
 





come ogni essere umano, avrebbe potuto legittimamente e illegittimamente fare. Ma 
forse aveva solo finto di non averle fatte. O forse s’era data l’aria di chi finge perché 
mio padre potesse…soffrirne. Forse era stato quello il suo modo di reagire. Ma non 
aveva messo in conto che l’avremmo pensato anche noi, le figlie, per sempre: io 
soprattutto. Non riuscivo a reiventarmela ingenua. Nemmeno adesso. 102-124 
Delia’s persuasion of her mother’s guilt takes hold of her in the dramatic moments of 
the sexual assault, when in order to escape the terror and protect herself, she does what many 
victims of sexual abuse do: she dissociates her body from her mind. Delia projects the sexual 
violence on her mother, while imagining her molester to be Caserta, her mother’s aspiring 
lover: 
Provavo piacere e terrore insieme. Cercavo di contenerli entrambi, ma mi accorgevo 
con astio che il gioco non riusciva bene. Era Amalia a provare tutto il piacere: a me 
restava solo il terrore…Gli riferii …le cose oscene che quell’uomo mi aveva fatto e 
detto. Piangevo…Gli dissi che Caserta aveva fatto e detto ad Amalia, col suo consenso, 
nell’interrato della pasticceria, tutte le cose che in realtà il nonno di Antonio aveva 
detto e forse fatto a me. (162-163) 
Many years have passed between the sexual violence and Amalia’s death. However, 
symptoms of Delia’s old dissociative disorder become apparent after her mother’s passing. As 
she tries to solve the mystery of Amalia’s death, we see the armor of her distant and detached 
persona crumble little by little as her childhood memories and unresolved anguish take over.61 
Delia’s narration reveals that during her two days in Naples she experienced many moments of 
 
61 See Patrizia Sambuco’s Corporeal Bonds. The Daughter-Mother Realtionship in Twentieth-Century Italian’s 




vulnerability. The crumbling of her armor is marked by moments of “inattention, spacing out, 
amnesia… extreme fluctuations in emotions and behavior, regressive behaviors, difficulty 
distinguishing imaginary occurences and dissociated self states” (2), all symptoms that usually 
appear in pre-school children affected by DID.62 
These moments of vulnerability and confusion are triggered by Amalia’s sacrificial 
action. The sensory pageantry that follows Amalia’s departure from Naples serves a specific 
purpose. As Delia herself admits in the course of her narration, she had always been afraid to 
reveal to herself a certain secret: “C’era un segreto che non poteva essere svelato, non perché 
una parte di me non sapesse come accedervi, ma perché se l’avessi fatto l’altra parte avrebbe 
rifiutato di nominarlo e mi avrebbe cacciata via da sé” (40). This passage clarifies how, well 
into her adulthood, Delia’s natural instinct of self-preservation and survival is still controlled 
by the fear of psychological scission and madness that could occur if she were to recall and 
articulate the violence endured as a child. 
However, Delia’s emotional damage cannot be repaired, unless she recalls, articulates, 
and faces her experience of violence. As Delia’s resurfacing dissociative symptoms, fears, and 
anxiety suggest, it would have taken more than a spontaneous act of will to overcome her 
psychosomatic impasse. This is the reason why I argue that Amalia’s suicide can be interpreted 









62 Waters, Fran S. “Recognizing Dissociation in Preschool Children.” 
Delia’s dissociative symptoms can be found on the following pages: 11, 18, 19, 48, 57, 58, 73,74,75,80, 89, and 





2.4 The Mother as Abject and Scapegoat 
 
The dissociation mechanism that protects little Delia’s mind from the sexual abuse 
diverts the memories of the trauma to the mother. Delia projects on her the “fear, shame, 
humiliation, guilt, and self-blame” typically experienced by survivors of sexual violence.63 
This projection seals Amalia’s image as that of an abject individual, a guilty victim in her 
daughter’s imagination.64 However, it is important to notice that, as Delia recalls her past, the 
disgust, despise, and distrust she felt for her mother had already been sown in her young mind 
by her father’s jealous and violent outbursts towards Amalia, well before the sexual abuse 
episode: 
Sospettavo, proprio come mio padre, che fuori casa ridesse diversamente, respirasse 
diversamente, orchestrasse i movimenti del corpo in modo da lasciare tutti a occhi 
sbarrati…Le doveva essere stato difficile scegliersi il riso, le voci, i gesti che il marito 
potesse tollerare. Non si sapeva mai cosa andava bene, cosa no. Uno che passa per 
strada e ti guarda. Una frase per scherzo. Un consenso irriflesso. Ecco che suonavano 
alla porta. Ecco: le consegnavano le rose. Ecco: lei non le respingeva. Rideva, 
invece…Poi mio padre se ne accorgeva e distruggeva ogni cosa. Cercava di distruggere 
anche lei ma riusciva a fermarsi sempre a un passo dallo scempio. Comunque il sangue 
testimoniava l’intenzione… Non riuscivo a reinventarmela ingenua. Nemmeno 














Caserta con l’intensità con cui m’ero immaginata che l’amasse mia madre. (102; 121; 
124; 160; 161) 
These passages describe the influence that the father’s jealous and violent outbursts 
towards Amalia and the influence they exerted on little Delia. Like him Delia suspects that 
Amalia is an ambiguous woman ready for infidelity. Only later in life is Delia able to 
understand that her father’s behavior towards her mother was the fruit of obsessive jealousy 
and a violent will to control her in every possible way, a form of control that extended from the 
tone of her laughter to the direction of her gaze. As Delia’s memories unfold, the readers can 
infer that little Delia construed her mother as a sexually promiscuous woman ready to abandon 
her because her father implicitly taught her to do so.65 Her pretending and role-playing, typical 
of childhood, sadly reflect this persuasion that even as an adult she is unable to abandon (162). 
The sexual abuse reifies Delia’s impulse to victimize and assign guilt to her mother, an impulse 
that had been ignited by her father. 
One is left to wonder why and how the father is allowed to play such a pivotally 
detrimental role in Delia’s life as well as the rest of his family. Throughout the course of the 
novel we can see that the father’s abuse of power and use of violence are sanctioned de facto 
by the surrounding culture and society: nobody intervenes to protect Amalia, not the members 
of her family, not the neighbors, not the passers-by, not the law. Delia’s father represents 
patriarchal culture at its worst, and society condones his behavior. His personal convinction of 
Amalia’s promiscuous and untrustworthy character is an emblematic exaggeration of how 
women are conceived in a patriarchal-machismo culture. In this kind of culture such a 
 
 
65 As Ferrante explains in one of her letters to Martone: “Il padre è stato sempre geloso. È infatti a partire da 





conception is assumed and shared by all, unconsciously adopted through the power of the 
symbolic order by women themselves, and is apllied to Amalia: 
Facevo fatica ad accettare che desse ragione a mio padre e torto a lei. Era suo fratello, 
l’aveva vista cento volte gonfia di schiaffi, di pugni, di calci; eppure non aveva mai 
mosso un dito per aiutarla…Forse non tolleravo che la parte più segreta di me si 
servisse della sua solidarietà per avvalorare un’ipotesi coltivata altrettanto 
segretamente: che mia madre portasse inscritta nel corpo una colpevolezza naturale, 
indipendente dalla sua volontà e da ciò che realmente faceva, pronta ad apparire 
all’occorrenza in ogni gesto, in ogni sospiro. (55) 
Here Delia explains how, together with her father and uncle, she instinctually places 
blame on her mother and finds her guilty, despite all appearances. The example taken from the 
men in the family encourages her to find faults with Amalia, simply because she is a woman. 
Because of everyone else’s violence and/or indifference towards Amalia, Delia too has 
internalized the mechanism of victimization of her mother. The passage also suggests that, at 
this point in the narration, Delia is aware of and uncomfortable with the unconscious 
mechanism that places all the guilt on her mother. She identifies its origin with the men in her 
family. Delia’s new awareness emerges out of the mnemonic and emotional stimulation caused 
by the mother’s disappearance and ensuing sensory pageantry.66 
The dissociation and displacement of negative, painful emotions and experiences unto a 
third party – the protagonist’s mother in the context of this novel – recalls the ancient ritual of 
scapegoating, descriptions of which can be found in the Old Testament, specifically in 
 
 




Leviticus: “Then Aaron shall lay both his hands on the head of the live goat, and confess over 
it all the iniquities of the sons of Israel and all their transgressions in regard to all their sins; 
and he shall lay them on the head of the goat and send it away into the wilderness”. 67 
Whereas, according to this ancient atonement ritual, a sacrificed goat was to be offered 
immediately as a “sin offering.”68 
Like Aaron, Delia confessed a sin. She confessed to her father what Antonio’s 
grandfather did and said to her but changed the names of the victim and perpetrator. Delia’s 
words can be compared to the laying of hands (a symbolic conduit of accusation) on the goat’s 
head. The consequence of this displacement of sin on the scapegoat is its expulsion in the 
wilderness, whereas the sacrificed goat would meet with immediate death. The analogy 
between the sacrificed goat and the scapegoat may apply to Amalia and Delia respectively. For 
Amalia, who suffers the accusations without defending herself, the consequences of Delia’s 
words are a violent, public beating at the hands of her husband, which stains her reputation and 
is tantamount to social death (that precedes her suicide). Part of Delia’s coping mechanism is 
leaving Naples and starting a solitary life in Rome. Giancarlo Lombardi writes in “Il recupero 
del corpo materno ne L’amore molesto”: 
Ed è così che Amalia compie l’estremo sacrificio, rifiutando di discolparsi di peccati 
non commessi davanti agli occhi del marito, del fratello e delle figlie, tutti pronti a 
considerarla un vero capro espiatorio. Pur di proteggere sua figlia, Amalia espone il 
proprio corpo all’abuso domestico: pur di permetterle di continuare a vivere 
un’esistenza tranquilla e farla così rinascere. Amalia compie un virtuale atto suicida 
 
 
67 Leviticus 16:22. 





simile a quello reale che più avanti la vedrà tuffarsi nelle nere acque del Tirreno. Molti 
anni prima di annegarsi, Amalia ha già ucciso, infatti, la propria reputazione, 
accettando il titolo di “adultera” e abbandonando il tetto familiare, assieme alle tre 
figlie. (289) 
Lombardi’s analysis demonstrates that Amalia’s unwillingness to disculpate herself 
from her daughter’s accusation, coupled with her acceptance of violence and ignominy are a 
mother’s attempts, albeit ineffective, to protect her child. They are also anticipations of the 
suicide that will take place decades later. 
Delia’s false or incomplete confession to her father reveals several psychological 
dynamics at play. Firstly, it sheds light on the emotional damage that the sexual abuse caused 
her, which can be assessed through Delia’s dissociation functioning as psychological 
protection. Secondly, it reveals the anger and resentment that little Delia felt towards her 
mother for failing to protect her from danger (164). Thirdly, it shows that Delia, like her father, 
is capable of conveniently deflecting all negative emotions unto Amalia who had been the 
target of men’s desire and violent vituperation all along. As Girard explains in Violence and 
the Sacred “the desire to commit an act of violence on those near us cannot be suppressed 
without a conflict; we must divert that impulse, therefore, towards the sacrificial victim, the 
creature we can strike down without fear of reprisal, since he lacks a champion” (13). 
Girard’s reflections help clarify Delia’s words towards the end of the story. Only at this 
point in her life does she understand that she had been angry at her mother for what happened 
to her, and for all the violence she had to witness and endure as a child: “desideravo solo 





soltanto Amalia. Era a lei che volevo fare del male” (164). Amalia’s death helps Delia reach 
this liberating conclusion. 
It would have been impossible for little Delia to defend herself from an ill-intentioned 
adult. Therefore, it can be argued that the anger felt towards her molester and her mother, who 
was not there to watch over her and prevent the violence, and who, in Delia’s words, left her in 
the world “a giocare da sola con le parole della menzogna, senza misura, senza verità,” is 
deflected toward the “sacrificial victim”, or someone easy to blame (164). Through Delia’s 
recalling of the past we learn that Amalia, in fact, had always been the family’s lightning rod. 
Following Delia’s sexual abuse and the false confession to her father, the reader can 
only imagine what Amalia must have felt and what drove her subsequent decisions and actions, 
for we are never given her perspective but only Delia’s. Did Amalia intuit that something 
terrible happened to her daughter? Did she blame Delia’s false accusation on the daily, 
domestic abuse at the hands of her husband that her children had to witness for years? Is it too 
late when Amalia decides to leave him and move out with her children? The readers are only 
given Delia’s point of view, and it demonstrates how ineffectual Amalia’s attempt to protect 
her children actually was. As a result, Delia grows into a damaged woman unable to connect 
meaningfully with others. She can hardly stand the presence of her mother. Her sisters move 
far away from Naples, and with each passing year there is an ever increasing sense of 
estrangment between them. Additionally, Amalia lives alone, in poverty, and so does her ex- 
husband.69 It is clear that Amalia’s effort to salvage what was left of the family nucleus, after 
 
69 Ci abbracciammo e promettemmo di rivederci presto, ma sapevamo che non sarebbe successo. Avremmo 
scambiato al massimo qualche telefonata per misurare di volta in volta il crescente tasso di reciproca estraneità. 
Da anni vivevamo tutte e tre in città diverse, ciascuna con la sua vita e un passato in commune che non ci 





the separation from her husband, has failed. It appears that Amalia’s acceptance of abuse and 
ignominy does not provide her children – especially Delia – with the protection for which she 
had hoped. It reinforces, instead, a perverted mechanism of distrust towards Amalia that might 
have been a contributing factor to her suicide. This leaves Amalia with her sole option: an 
extreme act of redemption. 
There are many examples of abjection experienced by both Delia and her father merely 
because of the presence of Amalia and her moving, breathing, existing body. Several 
descriptions of physical reactions to Amalia demonstrate that she was indeed perceived by her 
family as an agent of moral/sexual impurity and pollution to be avoided and/or punished.70 
The father’s distrust of Amalia, his convinction of her belonging to a lesser brood, his violent 
outbursts and accusations all confirm the perception of his wife as someone despicable, 







70 Descriptions of Amalia as abject can be found in the following passages: 
Quando arrivava con il caffè, mi rannicchiavo da un canto per evitare che mi sfiorasse sedendosi sulla sponda del 
letto. La sua socievolezza mi infastidiva…Anche l’odore della sua presenza – un profumo che lasciava in casa un 
senso d’inquietudine – dopo un po’ passava come d’estate l’odore d’una pioggia di breve durata” (10). Le imposi 
la mia ceretta sebbene si schermisse…Poi la scortecciai mentre lei mi osservava senza battere ciglio. Lo feci senza 
cautela, come se volessi sottoporla a una prova del dolore, e lei mi lasciò fare senza fiatare come se avesse 
accettato la prova. Ma la pelle non resistette…mi rammaricavo fiaccamente per come l’avevo ridotta” (32). “Io mi 
raccontavo del sangue. Nel lavandino. Gocciolava dal naso di Amalia con uno stillicidio fitto e prima era rosso, 
poi sbiadiva…Non era sangue innocente. A mio padre niente di Amalia era mai sembrato innocente” (122). “Mio 
padre non sopportava che ridesse. Considerava la risata di lei d’una sonorità d’occasione, visibilmente 
falsa…‘Non ridere’”. Quella risata gli sembrava uno zucchero sparso ad arte per umiliarlo” (121). “Mia madre 
scappò sotto il ponte della ferrovia, scivolò in una pozzanghera, fu raggiunta e si buscò pugni, schiaffi, un calcio 
nel fianco. Una volta che lui l’ebbe punita per bene, la riaccompagnò a casa sanguinante” (113). “Intanto il corpo 
morto di Amalia, mia madre, macellato dall’autopsia, era diventato sempre più greve a forza di 
trascinarlo…Sentivo l’urgenza di sbarazzarmene” (16). “Ripeteva continuamente, per convincersene e 
convincerla, che mia madre aveva avuto una bella fortuna a sposarlo. Lei, così nera, non si sapeva da quale sangue 
venisse. Lui invece, che era bianco e biondo, si sentiva nel sangue chi sa che” (63). 






Delia’s fear of losing herself and her mind, were she to recall the trauma of her 
childhood, contributes to the projection of her mother as a despicable individual. The 
protection provided by the mechanism of dissociation that shielded her young, frail psyche 
from the trauma of the sexual violence threatens to disappear if she were to only remember 
where her mother really was in those tragic moments. And that is exactly why Amalia 
intervenes: she wants Delia to remember what truly happened. Julia Kristeva explains what 
happens when human beings face the “abject” which she views as a “phobia” capable of 
splitting the ego: 
One might ask if those articulations of negativity germane to the unconscious… have 
not become inoperative.72 The “unconscious” contents remain here excluded but in a 
strange fashion: not radically enough to allow for a secure differentiation between 
subject and object, and yet clearly enough for a defensive position to be established – 
one that implies a refusal but also a sublimating elaboration. As if the fundamental 
opposition were between I and the Other or, in the more archaic function, between 
Inside and Outside. (7) 
The borders that separate the conscious and the unconscious self can indeed be 
precarious as is the case with Delia, who is terrified by the possibility of experiencing a split in 
her ego, a falling into madness. Her terror testifies to the ambiguous role of her memory: does 
she or does not she remember that her mother was not in the baker’s cellar committing 
adultery? 73 
 
72 Kristeva here is referring to Sigmund Freud’s categories of repression, denial, and rejection. 
73 Lo sapevo da sempre. C’era una linea che non riuscivo a varcare, quando pensavo ad Amalia. Forse ero lì per 
riuscire a varcarla. Me ne spaventai…Sapevo già allora che in quell’immagine della fantasia c’era un segreto che 
non poteva essere svelato, non perché una parte di me non sapesse come accedervi, ma perché se l’avessi fatto 





The ambiguity and error of her memory is the reason why her mother orchestrates, 
perhaps consciously, perhaps not, the complex bestowal of gifts, and sacrifice. She knows that 
Delia can no longer live her life by repressing memories and pain. In the end Amalia is able to 
show Delia that it is better to remember and deal with painful events, than trying to bury 
them.74 Amalia’s death is not the only way through which she tries to comfort and heal her 
child, but it is her last resort, and it reveals itself to be the most effective one. In the last 
meaningful exchange between mother and daughter, she tried to soothe and comfort an upset 
Delia, but to no avail: 
Solo pochi mesi prima…Mi ero pentita di averla portata in cima al mio rifugio… 
“Esci” le avevo detto. L’aveva fatto davvero: non mi diceva mai di no…A sentirmi sola 
nella cabina, avevo provato un certo pacato piacere… “Delia” aveva mormorato mia 
madre ma senza allarme. Non si allarmava mai in mia presenza e anche in 
quell’occasione mi era sembrato che, per una vecchia abitudine, invece di cercare 
rassicurazione, tendesse a rassicurarmi. (25-26) 
Amalia’s reassuring manners, her soothing voice do not work on Delia. Perhaps it is 
then ‒ in those last moments of failed intimacy in the elevator, where her sudden disappearance 
in the darkness of the abandoned landing is the only thing that seems to comfort Delia ‒ that 
she decides, maybe unconsciously, to orchestrate a ritual evocation of memories in her 
daughter. She does so through the use of disturbing phone calls, bestowal of gifts, and her 
death, which will prove effective for Delia’s healing. “Non avevo dimenticato niente ma non 









perché farlo? Mi raccontavo solo quello che serviva, a seconda dei casi, decidendo di volta in 
volta sull’onda della necessità” (56-57). 
Delia’s relationship with her mother is characterized by a mixture of fascination and 
repulsion. As Amalia’s name suggest (ammaliare: to fascinate, seduce) she is a woman that 
stirs up the admiration and desire of those around her because of her beauty, joie de vivre, 
strength.75Also, as the passage above illustrates, there is a peculiar malleability of the maternal 
figure in Delia’s imagination. Delia is aware that she can create whatever kind of Amalia her 
imagination wants to conjure up, whatever kind of Amalia her violated, damaged self will 
allow her to create (143). 
Delia is keenly aware of the trauma experienced upon exiting the mother’s body, the 
trauma of separation from the secure and comforting maternal womb that is rendered even 
more intolerable by the violence that has met her in the outside world (77, 164).76 As Kristeva 
explains in her analysis of the abject: 
The abject confronts us…within our personal archeology, with our earliest attempts to 
release the hold of maternal entity even before ex-isting outside of her, thanks to the 
autonomy of language. It is a violent, clumsy breaking away, with the constant risk of 
falling back under the sway of a power as securing as it is stifling…Repelling, 






75 See the following pages: 10, 18, 23, 74, 75, 137, and Patrizia Sambuco’s book. 
76 Regarding Delia’s trauma of separation from the maternal womb Ferrante explains to Martone that the 
protagonist was perhaps persuaded at a young age that her mother “l’ha proiettata fuori di sè solo per separarsene 





Kristeva’s analysis helps to clarify Delia’s condition of suspension between two 
worlds, the clash between inside and outside, the comforting, nurturing maternal womb, and 
the dangerous, violent world of men. Delia’s position has remained painfully suspended 
between these two worlds because the relationship between her mother and father, through 
which she entered life, was perverted by jealousy and violence. These negative forces were a 
hindrance to a wholesome development. Delia’s rejection of her mother and her language, an 
attempt to erase even shared physical similarities and habits, is Delia’s way of being complicit 
with and at the same time hiding from the cruel law of the father in which she grew up (22, 
76). The result of the abuse and violence, as well as the rejection of the maternal figure is an 
uncentered, suspended, vulnerable and fearful woman/child, a ghost-like figure: “Sei un 
fantasma” dissi alla donna nello specchio… “Non ti assomiglio” (48-49). 77 
Delia does not accept any signs of physical resemblance with her mother, a 
woman/body that had elicited violence, hatred, and perversion from those around her. Delia is 
afraid of reproducing the same responses, simply in virtue of being her mother’s daughter. For 
this reason, she tries to repress and erase any similarity with the woman who brought her to life 
and raised her (76-77). By attempting to erase her mother, Delia is negating both the 
originative connection that ties her to her mother, and hindering the natural development that 
originates from the mother. The result is a stifled, incomplete identity. 
Other examples of perceived abjection elicited by Amalia are the borderless nature of 
her body, and the corresponding personality trait of sociability. Delia and her father interpret 
these characteristics as indications of infidelity and lovelessness. They are experienced as 
threats. Just like her father, Delia was exasperated by Amalia’s friendliness and affability (10), 
 





and as a child she tried to protect her from contact with men anytime she and her mother were 
in crowded places (62-63). Amalia’s friendliness is a personality trait that seems to correspond 
to the perceived borderless nature of her body, something to fear and prevent: 
Mi disponevo come uno scudo alle sue spalle e me ne stavo crocefissa alle gambe di 
lei…Era uno sforzo inutile, il corpo di Amalia non si lasciava contenere. I fianchi le si 
dilatavano per il corridoio verso i fianchi degli uomini che aveva a lato; le sue gambe, il 
ventre si gonfiavano verso il ginocchio o la spalla di chi le sedeva davanti…Sentivo che 
se avessi ceduto, se la sarebbero portata via e io sarei rimasta sola con mio padre 
furibondo. (62-63) 
This scene suggests that Amalia is seen by both her daughter and husband as lacking 
separateness and distinction from the outer world. They feel that the distrust and fear that 
characterizes their own relation to the world should characterize Amalia’s as well. The need to 
jealously keep Amalia all for themselves is the consequence of a patriarchal-macho worldview 
in which women have historically been considered first the private property of the father, and 
then of the husband.78 Because property has been identified by some as an important category 
of patriarchal societies where women have been considered a form of property, it is easy to see 
why everything within these kinds of societies – humans and inanimate possessions alike – is 
separated with marked borders and divisions. This argument would help at least explain why 
Amalia’s husband and daughter fear their own annihilation, and experience an impending sense 











“abject” and the repression of the maternal, Kristeva explains that in the symbolic order of 
society: 
Language, like culture, sets up a separation and…concatenates an order, it does so 
precisely by repressing maternal authority and the corporeal mapping that abuts against 
them…In this sense abjection is coextensive with social and symbolic order, on the 
individual as well as on the collective level. By virtue of this, abjection, just like 
prohibition of incest, is a universal phenomenon; one encounters it as soon as the 
symbolic and/or social dimension of man is constituted, and this throughout the course 
of civilization. (68 -72) 
According to Kristeva’s analysis it can be argued that Amalia, being a woman and a 
mother, represents the “abject” as established by the order of society. In the eyes of her family 
Amalia’s vibrant corporeality, complemented by a joyful and friendly attitude towards the 
world threatens the loss of decorous, appropriate demarcations between the inside and outside, 
the “ours’ and “theirs”. Consequently, her husband feels that she deserves to be punished: 
“Una volta si convinse che un uomo nella ressa l’aveva toccata. La schiaffeggiò sotto gli occhi 
di tutti…” (64). 
In The Scapegoat Girard explains that people tend to blame societal crises, changes, 
and periods of confusion on specific kinds of individuals, based on the nature of the crises and 
their circumstances. In this regard, it must be remembered that the fact that Amalia is a woman 
in a patriarchal-macho milieu produces here a condition of culpability. The crisis that inhabits 
her family is not easy to pinpoint because it underlies more generally the entire Italian and 
Western society of the time. Amalia lives in a historical period, the second half of the twentieth 





of time, Italian women obtained the rights to vote, divorce, and procure abortion. Working 
women were no longer rare exceptions. These changes in the Italian legal and cultural system 
challenged to a certain extent the widespread patriarchal and macho mentality. It is important 
to notice that even if these changes are not preeminent in the novel, Amalia is portrayed as a 
worker who leaves her abusive husband. This means not only that she has the means, however 
limited, to depend on herself through her work, but also that she is able to perceive domestic 
abuse as wrong despite having grown up in a culture where violence against women was often 
condoned. 
Moreover, when still married, Amalia had the audacity to “step out of line” and mingle in 
her husband’s work by advising him not to leave his business partner Caserta, and not to sell 
vulgar portraits of a naked dancing, gypsy woman inspired by her looks. It is for this reason 
that her husband starts to beat her up, according to uncle Filippo’s version of the story (57). 
William Beers discusses men’s sense of self vis-à-vis that of women and points to some 
meaningful differences, for example rigidity versus fluidity, between the two genders: 
Men will be more likely to feel threatened by factors affecting their grandiose sense of 
self-esteem, prestige, and power because they have experienced the omnipotent maternal 
self-object as Other, rather than experiencing themselves as subjective extensions of the 
self-object as will be the case with women…because women have more fluid ego 
boundaries, they are less likely to feel overly anxious or threatened by marginality – the 
states of ambiguity that exist amidst all social structures. Indeed, women (and their 
children) are themselves the primary marginal people in a patrilinear society…the 




threats of self-disintegration. These threats…can lead to rage and the possibility of 
aggression and violence. (387) 79 
Beers’ reflection on the differences of men and women’s response to threats of social 
marginality helps to clarify the distance separating Amalia and her husband, and their opposite 
temperaments and attitudes towards the world. It also helps illuminate the probable cause of 
the husband’s rage and violence against her, and the envy he feels towards his more successful 
business partner Caserta.80 
It may be helpful to remember that the events of Amalia’s marriage and family life 
transpired during a period of deep societal changes and challenges that greatly affected the role 
of women and their positions as mothers, wives, and workers in Italian society. Girard writes 
that during periods of societal crisis people have a tendency to: 
blame victims for the loss of distinctions resulting from the crisis [and to accuse them] 
of crimes that eliminate distinctions. But in actuality they are identified as victims for 
persecution because they bear the signs of victims…The various kinds of victims seem 
predisposed to crimes that eliminate differences. (21-22) 
In the context of a patriarchal-macho culture challenged by various societal and cultural 





79 William Beers. “Women and Sacrifice: Male Narcissism and the Psychology of Religion” in Understanding 
Religious Sacrifice. 
80 As Ferrante explains to Martone in regard to the role of Delia’s father, his anger and violence: 
Bisogna immaginarsi che il padre di Delia avesse all’origine un suo talento rozzo…deviato dal bisogno 
di arrangiarsi prima e dalla necessità di non essere da meno di Caserta dopo (il benessere che Caserta 
ostenta lo ha reso invidioso, cattivo). Bisogna immaginarsi che questo sforzo rivolto al passaggio di 
status abbia sprigionato in lui tensioni e violenze inestricabilmente fuse alle gelosie, ai terrori sessuali, 




men are attracted to her.81 Her friendliness is mistaken for insolence; it suggests that she does 
not feel the need to protect herself from others, to separate the “inside” from the “outside”. Her 
open, joyful attitude towards the world is perceived by her family as a threat to familial fidelity 
and impending abandonment (122). Amalia’s psychological and physical peculiarities turn her 
in a kind of quasi mythical character in the eyes of little Delia, to be desired and jealously 
guarded. Like her father, Delia wants to possess and hide her from both the real and imaginary 
assaults and desires of the external world: 
Erano troppe le storie delle sue infinite, minuscole diversità che la rendevano 
irraggiungibile, e che tutte insieme la facevano diventare un essere desiderato, nel 
mondo esterno, almeno quanto la desideravo io…Ciò che di lei non mi era stato 
concesso volevo cancellarglielo dal corpo. Così niente più si sarebbe perso o disperso 
lontano da me, perchè finalmente tutto era già stato perduto. (76) 
Amalia’s beauty, strength, audacity, and joviality set her apart from and make her a 
stranger in her family, an “anathematized individual” (183). 82 Other peculiarities, such as her 
injured finger, the rebel black curl on her forehead, her sonorous laughter can all be interpreted 
(because of their uniqueness) as the signs or marks of the “hero”. They also contribute to 
turning her into a victim.83 
Amalia’s husband tries obsessively to discipline and castigate her personality and the 
vibrant, joyful energy of her body, fearing that her conduct and way of being might eliminate 
the distinctions between his family – his territory – and the rest of the world. He is determined, 
 
 
81 In The Scapegoat Girard writes that “the more signs of a victim an individual bears, the more likely he is to 
attract disaster” (26). Also, see Riccobono. 
82 Girard, René. To Double Business Bound. 





but unsuccessful, to impose upon Amalia the adoption of a behavioral code “adatto a 
comunicare la distanza se non l’inimicizia” (122): 
Mi ero persuasa, invece, che temesse soprattutto l’abbandono, il passaggio in campo 
nemico, l’accettazione delle ragioni, del lessico, del gusto di gente come Caserta…Ma 
presto esplodeva in insulti. Amalia, secondo lui, aveva il timbro della voce troppo 
facilmente persuasivo; il gesto della mano troppo mollemente languido; lo sguardo vivo 
fino alla sfrontatezza. Soprattutto riusciva a piacere senza lo sforzo e senza l’ambizione 
di piacere. Le accadeva, anche se non voleva…per quel suo essere gradita lui la puniva 
con schiaffi e pugni. Interpretava i gesti di lei, i suoi sguardi, come segnali di traffici 
oscuri, di abboccamenti segreti, di intese accennate solo per emarginarlo. (122-123) 
In the eyes of both her husband and Delia Amalia is guilty of lowering her defense, and 
of attempting to erase the distinctions between the “private territory” of the family that must be 
jealously guarded. She is perceived as a threat of openness to the closed, familial-tribal 
mentality of her husband. Amalia’s gaze, the movement of her hand, the sound of her voice, 
her entire body are seen as conspiring in this lowering of defenses and erasing of distinctions 
between the inside and outside. In her analysis of the abject Kristeva explains that borders and 
margins are considered important to ward off defilment. Amalia’s very being is perceived as an 
invalidation of these psychological and physical confines. For this reason, her family associates 
her with something threatening and dangerous: 
Defilement is an element connected with the boundary, the margin, etc., of an 
order…On that location, to the contrary, the vacillating, fascinating, threatening, and 
dangerous object is silhouetted as non-being – as the abjection into which the speaking 





the possible foundings of abjection bordering the frail identity of the speaking 
being…Filth applies only to what relates to a boundary, and…represents the object 
jettisoned out of that boundary, its other side, a margin. (67-69) 
The peculiarities in Amalia’s personality and attitude trigger her husband’s obsessive 
jealousy. If all this is combined with the violence endured by Delia and the dissociative 
mechanism that protects her from the trauma, it is easy to see why Amalia appears guilty and is 
abjectified by all. 
The identification of Amalia with the abject, i.e., something dangerous, threatening, and 
filthy appears at the very beginning of the novel when Delia gives a detailed description of her 
mother’s corpse. At this point of the story, Amalia’s corpse is but a prelusive metaphor of her 
role and presence in the life of the family.84 Delia’s behavior towards her mother betrays a 
perception of Amalia as a morally impure, polluting agent well before her death. She was 
almost repelled by physical contact with her mother: 
Quando arrivava con il caffè, mi rannicchiavo da un canto per evitare che mi sfiorasse 
sedendosi sulla sponda del letto…Ridacchiando aveva detto qualcosa di confuso sulla 
carne molle, la pancia cascante, ripetendo: “Tocca qui” e cercando di prendermi una 
mano per portarla sul ventre bianco e gonfio. Mi ero ritratta e la mano me l’ero 
poggiata sul cuore per calmarne i battiti molto veloci. (10; 25-26) 
Yet, despite Delia’s repulsion/rejection of her mother, there are constant reminders of 
an intimate connection and even identity overlap between mother and daughter throughout the 
 
84 “In other words, if the corpse is waste, transitional matter, mixture, it is above all the opposite of the spiritual, 





novel, with the strongest, perhaps most symbolically evocative reminder placed towards the 
beginning of the novel, in the funeral scene. Here Delia fears that Amalia’s lifeless body wants 
to enter inside her. The handling of Amalia as a polluted, abject body becomes manifest 
throughout the funerary preparations and burial ceremony. Amalia’s is an unwelcomed 
presence alive as well as dead (16). Hers is an unwanted body, to be treated unceremoniously, 
as one would with a malodorous burden to be taken care of hurriedly, and soon forgotten. 
Amalia’s burial and the poor conditions of her cemetery lot can be seen also as metaphors of 
the abjectedness that invests her person. It almost seems as if everything that comes into 
contact with her is bound to be impure, unpleasant, and inspiring dubiousness: 
Intanto il corpo morto di Amalia, mia madre, macellato dall’autopsia, era diventato 
sempre più greve a forza di trascinarlo con nome e cognome, data di nascita e data di 
morte, davanti a impiegati ora sgarbati, ora insinuanti…Mia madre era stata sotterrata 
da becchini maleducati in fondo a un interrato maleodorante di ceri e fiori marci. (16- 
21) 
Delia has lived in constant fear of the abjection that inhabited her mother and its 
potential association because of the corporeal, indissoluble bond they share. This fear is 
manifest in the funeral scene, when Delia feels as if her mother’s body were enetering into hers 
(16). It is present in Delia’s attempts to erase any traces of similarities (her looks, attitudes, and 
style) between her mother and herself (49; 76-77). In fact, contrary to Amalia, Delia leaves her 
native city to live in isolation from her family. She does not marry, and does not have children. 
Amalia’s abjectification is perhaps the key to understanding the symbolic value of her selected 




the beach.85 Water has a rich symbolism; it stands for purification, death, life, and rebirth. It 
has feminine connotations: amniotic fluid protects and nourishes the fetus. Ferrante employs 
many of the symbolic layers of this element in her novel. Amalia is the scapegoat, the 
perceived adulterer who drowns herself. Her death at sea can be read as a washing away of the 
guilt that was unjustly placed on her, as well as the guilt she feels for having failed to protect 
her daughter from men’s violence. Both the purifying and deadly connotations of water emerge 
in Amalia’s death. Amalia as a mother is intimately linked with this life-giving element, and 
keenly aware of its preciousness: 
Per prima cosa sentii lo scroscio dell’acqua che veniva dalla cucina e per una frazione 
di secondo…pensai che mia madre non fosse morta…Vidi il vecchio rubinetto di ottone 
che fiottava copiosamente acqua…Mia madre apparteneva a una cultura tramontata che 
non concepiva sprechi…Non avrebbe mai dimenticato il rubinetto aperto. Usava 
l’acqua con una parsimonia che si era trasformata in riflesso del gesto, dell’orecchio, 
della voce…Mi sentii inquieta: aveva sprecato più acqua con quella distrazione delle 
ultime ore di vita, che in tutta la sua esistenza. La vidi galleggiare a faccia in giù, 
sospesa al centro della cucina, sullo sfondo delle maioliche azzurre. (28-29) 
Water flows abundantly in Amalia’s apartment after her death, just as life flowed 
abundantly out of her motherly body. The wasting of water runs parallel with the life Amalia 
intends to save with her death. Delia’s life will be restored out of the trauma of violence. It will 
finally be channelled into a direction of “sviluppo autonomo” through her mother’s sacrifice so 
that Amalia will not have given birth in vain.86 
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Chapter 3. Attention, Beauty, and the Sanctification of the Body in Cristina Campo’s Essays. 
 
 
Before focusing on Cristina Campo’s reflections on the sanctification of the body and 
its meaning, I intend to analyze her ideas about attention, imagination, and beauty.87 In Gli 
imperdonabili, a collection of her writings spanning thirteen years, we can see that Campo 
refers to these mental faculties and ontological categories frequently in her early literary 
production.88 Only gradually, her reflections on the body and the sacred become recurrent and 
take center stage, as it is particularly evident in her later essays and poems. In my analysis, I 
attempt to highlight the trajectory of development and connection between these themes in 
Campo’s thought, as revealed in passages that I examine from Gli imperdonabili, and another 
collection of her essays titled Sotto falso nome. I also provide a succinct analysis of some 
verses from one of Campo’s poem Diario Bizantino that corroborate my thesis. 
I should note that Anna Maria Tamburini and Pietro Gibellini already remarked that 
there is no conceptual break between Campo’s earlier and later production, and that her works 
show the natural development of a poetic and spiritual path that started in her youth.89 
Giovanni Tesio also recognizes a unity of thought in Campo’s work, despite the almost twenty 
 
87 Vittoria Guerrini, alias Cristina Campo (Bologna, 1923- Rome, 1977) was an Italian poet, translator, essayist, 
and prolific letter writer. Towards the end of her life, she embraced an orthodox view of Christianity that brought 
her to a deeper appreciation of Eastern Orthodox mysticism and liturgy. Campo was also a very vocal opponent of 
the liturgical changes to the Roman Catholic mass decreed by the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965). 
88 Gli imperdonabili gathers some of Campo’s essays from 1962 to 1975. 
89 In La poesia di Cristina Campo: un “passo d’addio” Gibellini writes: 
Il passo d’avvio della ricerca poetica e spirituale di Cristina, il volumetto del ’56, si risolveva in un passo d’oblìo, 
un distacco che è però anche un avvicinamento. A che cosa Cristina si stesse avvicinando, si sarebbe capito dalle 
poesie religiose degli anni Settanta, testi davvero paraliturgici…Non sorprenda se le figure che in Passo d’addio 
designavano questo moto di separazione e unione rispuntano in queste liriche, e manifestino la loro 
sovrabbondante significazione. (338-339) 
Gibellini’s essay focuses on recurring and renewed rhetorical figures in Campo’s early and late poetry, 
underlining the development of a poetic and spiritual research that reaches maturation and conclusion in later 
years by evolving into a “para-liturgical” poetry, as he defines it. Tamburini shares Gibellini’s perspective when 
she observes that “già la prima silloge [di Campo] contiene non solo in germe temi e motivi a più riprese visitati e 
sviluppati nella produzione successiva” (119). In Tamburini, Anna Maria. Per amore e conoscenza. Cifre bibliche 





years spanning between her early and later writings. Tesio remarks that “le prose de Gli 
imperdonabili si leggono come un universo assolutamente unitario e compatto, come il frutto 
di una maturità che incontra il suo destino…” (343). 
These critics agree that the chronological expansion of Campo’s work does not prevent 
one from finding in it recurring and unifying threads. In fact, Campo herself notes in the 1971 
introduction to an early writing, “Il flauto e il tappeto," that her reflections and ideas all 
converge towards the same point and that she sometimes repeats them.90 My aim in this 
chapter is to map and highlight how Campo's early reflections on attention, imagination, and 
beauty and her later reflections on the sanctification of the body are connected. The questions 
that I attempt to answer are the following: what is the link between mental faculties, the body, 
and the sacred in Campo’s thought? What is the unifying factor that she sees in these 
categories? How are these categories in communication with one another in her thought? 
In the first section, I focus on Campo’s earlier reflections on our ability to be 
attentive to reality or distracted from it by the workings of imagination, specifically fancy and 
reverie, and on the relation between attention, or lack thereof, and the creation of art works. 
Here, I point to the influence that Simone Weil's reflections on gravity, grace, and attention had 
on Campo. I also show that there are analogies between Campo's ideas on attention and Teresa 
Brennan’s concept of attention as love, as well as correspondences with Emmanuel Levinas’ 
invisible “Desired” (33) and Campo’s concept of (ultimate) reality. I also analyze examples of 
counterintuitive linguistic patterns, namely paradoxes and oxymora in Campo’s writing, and 
reflect on why they are considered typical features of mystical discourse. The counterintuitive 
nature of paradoxa and oxymora as features of mystic discourse provide a parallel between 
 





Campo’s use of language as grappling with supra-rational realities and Ferrante’s use of 
counterintuitive elements in the narrative structure of L’amore molesto. Ferrante’s novel too, as 
I argued in the previous chapter, deals with similarly religious themes, such as the relation 
between scapegoating, sacrifice, healing, and their counterintuitive nature. 
In the second section, I focus on Campo's understanding of reality as figurative, 
symbolical, and multilayered, as Mircea Eliade also maintained. I indicate that Campo’s 
particular understanding of reality comes to the fore in her interest in the analysis of fairy tales. 
I also underline the importance that contemplation has in recognizing and addressing beauty 
and explain her criticism of what she perceived as a lack of contemplation in certain examples 
of modern and contemporary thought. 
In the third section, I analyze the connection that Campo sees between beauty and 
divinity, which is related to her idea of beauty as a bridge to and indication of the presence of 
holiness. I highlight analogies between Campo’s and Plotinus’ ideas concerning one’s ability, 
or lack thereof, to tolerate beauty, and explain why she equates artists to spiritual trainees.91 I 
also reflect on the importance that Campo attributes to the beauty of liturgical actions and 
liturgical bodies. 
I start the last section by pointing at the differences between Campo’s idea of an 
overlap or communion between the bodily dimension and divinity, and Plotinus’ (and more 
generally the Platonists’) perceived chasm between the two. I argue that Campo meant to 
oppose what she saw as a deleterious spiritualization of the Christian faith by underlining the 
participatory corporality of Christ as both redeemer and unifier of macro- and microcosm. 
 
 





In my mapping of Campo’s thought, it appears that her exploration first starts with a 
focus on exteriority, as her reflections on attention, imagination, works of art, and beauty seem 
to suggest. Then, through these, Campo’s thought moves towards the exploration of inner life, 
as her focus on the transformation and sanctification of the body, as well as the fundamental 
importance of the Eucharist, indicate. 
3.1 Attention to Reality 
 
In the section “Notti. La storia della città di rame” from her 1963 essay “Il flauto e il 
tappeto” Campo reflects on the kind of craftsmanship necessary for the creation of the Oriental 
rug, the studied symbolism of its design, and its many layers of interpretation. She writes about 
the connection of this craftwork with ultimate reality, and identifies reverie as a potential 
obstacle to the encounter of the two: 
Canoni metafisici vincolano il tappeto islamico che abomina dalla figura, lo 
imprigionano…nella crudele bellezza di una stilizzazione sdegnosa, prezzo e frutto di 
atavica educazione contemplativa…Invincibilmente le tradizioni aborrono dal vago, dal 
sentimentale e gratuito; precetti e limiti tramandati condannano implicitamente, nel più 
umile artigianato, ogni fantasticheria. Come la fiaba o la parabola il tappeto non 
tratta…che del reale e soltanto in virtù del reale tocca le geometrie dello spirito, le 
matematiche contemplative. (62-64) 
In this passage, Campo deals briefly with Islamic aniconism, which dictates the strictly 
geometric patterns of Oriental rugs. While noting that the Oriental rug is the product of a long 
tradition of skilled and visionary artisans, she sees in the precision and lack of sentimentality of 




Campo, sentimentality is the product of gratuitous and non-contemplative elements. She 
maintains that inauthentic and, therefore, sentimental elements result from fancy and reverie 
that stand in the way of our encounter with reality (170). In contrast to sentimentality, she 
notices that what characterizes Oriental rugs is a rigorous geometric pattern that leaves no 
room for fanciful imagery. It is probably for this reason that Campo uses the Oriental rug as an 
example of contemplative art. The Oriental rug, in fact, shuns potentially distracting and 
idolatrous images of humans and animals and has prayer for one of its uses. Campo’s 
reflections draw on Islamic religious precepts that do not allow either human or animal shapes 
in art works to avoid idolatry.92 
Despite her mention of Islamic aniconism and her praise of the beauty of Oriental rugs, 
I should note that iconoclasm is not, however, a doctrine that Campo condoned, especially if 
one considers her love for Eastern and Western religious iconography.93 In her reflections on 
contemplative art and artisanship, Campo’s focus is on highlighting what makes traditional 
artworks universal expressions of contemplative experience. After stating that the authenticity 
of the rug artisan's contemplative experience is signaled in the precision, symmetry, and multi- 
layered symbolism of his work, she highlights the connection between Oriental rugs, fairy 
tales, and parables. Campo remarks that what these works have in common is a rich, symbolic 
rendering of reality, and lack of gratuitousness: “come la fiaba o la parabola il tappeto non 
tratta, ostinatamente, che del reale e soltanto in virtù del reale tocca le geometrie dello spirito, 
le matematiche contemplative” (64). Campo finds that this is the common, contemplative 
ground between Eastern and Western art. What interests her is the artist’s attention, “l’attenta 
 
92 For an in depth discussion of Islamic Iconoclasm see Barry Flood, Finbarr. “Between Cult and Culture: 
Bamiyan, Islamic Iconoclasm, and the Museum.” 
93 Scarca, Giovanna. “Poesia e teologia in ‘Monaci alle icone.’” Marchese, Enzo. “Ricordo di Cristina Campo: gli 





anima nuda” (11) as the first, fundamental step to the creation of non-sentimental art works, 
with their dense, symbolic fabric that points to the ultimately elusive nature of reality. 
One can explain, at least partly, Campo’s juxtaposition of such disparate works form 
different cultural and religious backgrounds by her vast readings and life-long interest in fairy 
tales and parables that might have nurtured her analogical reasoning. In fact, since childhood, 
she had been an avid fairy tale, Scripture, and world literature reader.94 Much like well-known, 
contemporary fantasy writer J.R.R. Tolkien, Campo also held that fairy tales and parables are 
highly symbolic stories about heroes that challenge the laws of necessity and gravity, like 
Christ and saints do.95 According to Campo, only a contemplative, spiritual anchorage to 
reality, which can be a conduit for grace and the miraculous, can overcome these laws: 
La caparbia, ininterrotta lezione delle fiabe è la vittoria sulla legge di necessità…Le 
prove alle quali gli eroi della fiaba sono chiamati – e come, per superarle, debbano 
uscire decisamente dal gioco delle forze, cercare la salvezza in altro ordine di 
rapporti… (157)96 
Giovanna Scarca notes that Campo considered fairy tales to be wisdom writings like the 
Gospels, and that the reading of this type of literature formed her view of reality.97 This, 
 
94 “Avevo nove o dieci anni…e dopo aver dato fondo alle fiabe, ai volume di storia sacra e a tutto quanto si 
poteva, allora, consentire come lettura a un bambino, pregai mio padre di lasciarmi leggere qualche libro della sua 
biblioteca…” CC, Sotto falso nome. 212 For more information regarding Campo’s childhood readings see 
Margherita Pieracci Harwell. “Cristina Campo e i due mondi” in Lettere a Mita. For Campo’s reflections on fairy 
tales and parables see Campo, Cristina. Della fiaba. 
95 “La fiaba…si mostra senza maschera, mostra cioè quello che tutte le grandi fiabe sono copertamente: una 
Ricerca del Regno dei Cieli” in http://www.gianfrancobertagni.it/materiali/weil/giardino.htm. See also J. R. R. 
Tolkien’s 1947 essay “On Fairy Stories.” 
96 Regarding the laws of necessity and gravity as opposed to grace and the miraculous Campo’s interview, quoted 
in Giovanna Scarca’s book, is clarifying: “In quanto a ciò che lei chiama ironia vittoriosa…Io mi limitavo a 
chiamarla grazia, come opposto di necessità, legge di gravitazione, peso dei corpi, ecc. Mi pare che questo tema, 
palese e implicito, oltre che essenza stessa della mistica…sia anche il segreto di tutta la poesia…” (83). 
97 In “Della Fiaba” Campo writes: “Eroi e bardi della fiaba assoluta, la fiaba delle fiabe, furono in ogni secolo i 




Campo divided in two main realms: one controlled by laws of necessity, gravity, and worldly 
concerns, and the other governed by the impossible, the invisible, and the miraculous. The 
latter makes itself manifest, however quietly, in the life of those who pay attention, those who 
have “eyes to see” and “ears to hear”, in keeping with the scriptural echoes present in Campo’s 
work: 98 
L’incontro con l’universo sapienziale delle fiabe la orientò in modo definitivo. Per tutta 
la vita continuò a considerare le fiabe come testi sapienziali, imperniati attorno al 
rapporto tra “due mondi” ovvero il regno della logica razionale e della legge di 
necessità, e il regno dell’impossibile, dell’impresa prodigiosa e del miracolo…la 
Campo leggeva le fiabe come le parabole convergenti sui medesimi temi del Vangelo: 
gli eroi delle fiabe, come i protagonisti delle parabole evangeliche, obbediscono alla 
fede nell’invisibile e mostrano così un nuovo ordine di realtà. (20-21) 
Like French philosopher and mystic Simone Weil, who greatly influenced her, Campo 
held that gravity can be defied only by having an Archimedean point that rests outside the 
world (32). Campo’s friend and Jungian psychoanalyst Gianfranco Draghi introduced Weil to 
her in the early Fifties. Subsequently, Campo became one of the first translators and promoters 
of Weil’s work in Italy.99 Weil writes that as “physical” gravity weighs down bodies and 
matter, “movements of the soul” can also be weighed down by something analogous to gravity 
in the spiritual realm. Only grace, she maintains, can arrest the weighing down of the soul. 
 
 
alcune corti e…narrarono storie in tutto simili alle storie dei Santi…Come i vangeli, la fiaba è un ago d’oro, 
sospeso a un nord oscillante, imponderabile, sempre diversamente inclinato, come l’albero maestro di un vascello 
su un mare ondoso.” 31-35 
98 Mk 8:18 and 4:9 
99 See Pieracci Harwell, Margherita. Nota biografica in Gli imperdonabili. Mario Luzi observed that Campo’s 
encounter with Weil “segna veramente il suo vero mutamento, la sua vera metamorfosi interna, cerca di adeguare 





Grace is entirely miraculous in nature and does not conform to the laws of gravity: “All the 
natural movements of the soul are controlled by laws analogous to those of physical gravity. 
Grace is the only exception. We must always expect things to happen in conformity with the 
laws of gravity unless there is supernatural intervention” (2). 
Gravity and attention are ontological categories that both Weil and Campo analyze in 
their works. “L’attenzione” writes Campo in “Attenzione e poesia” “è il solo cammino verso 
l’inesprimibile, la sola strada al mistero” (167). Enzo Bianchi underlines the importance that 
attention had for Campo, the only way to “hear the voice” of transcendence coming from the 
“fourth dimension” (32). Bianchi reminds us that in order to hear this gentle, breeze-like voice 
we need a still, silent state of mind: 
Quando penso alla vita interiore vera….penso…a…donne come Cristina Campo, 
persone desiderio desiderantes, coinvolte…nel misterioso operare di Dio fino a 
consumarsi per troppa vigilanza e per troppo ascolto…: la vicenda del profeta Elia 
sull’Oreb ci ricorda infatti che Dio non parla nel vento impetuoso, non si manifesta nel 
tuono ma in un piccolo alito, nella brezza leggera di un silenzio trattenuto. (331-332)100 
That which connects Campo’s reflections on fairy tales, parables, and Oriental rugs 
appears to be the reality to which she insists they all point. In this regard, it can be helpful to 
remember that in Campo’s view one can access reality only by paying close attention to the 











However, one might still be left to wonder about the connection between reality, attention, and 
works of art in Campo’s thought. 
In the modern age, the idea of what exists has been often linked solely with matter, the 
realm of the visible, that which is perceivable through the senses, and the domain of science. 
The importance of matter and the senses is unquestionable when it comes to art as well as 
science: it is thanks to their sensible, material appearance that we can study phenomena and 
experience works of art as concrete manifestations of the artist’s ideas and perceptions. Works 
of art can command our attention through their material presence. They can elicit our dislike or 
enjoyment. They invite our minds to pay attention, to observe them closely, and to analyse 
them, perhaps with the hope of solving the mystery of their fascination to us. In this regard, it 
is important to remember that Campo started her artistic “career” initially as a very young 
reader and writer, and then continued as a poet, essayist, and translator ‒ especially of poetry. 
She was not only an art interpreter, but also an art creator, and a music connoisseur.101 Yet, 
despite her experiential approach to the art world, reducing art and the reality it represents 
solely to its visible and material aspects was not an exhaustive operation for Campo. 
Like other twentieth century thinkers, she held that through perception expanding 
practices (e.g. attention, meditation, and contemplation) one can discover various levels of 
reality evoked by and hiding behind the visible and material ones.102 Campo’s lifelong 
reflections on works of art and later, liturgy, seem to suggest that materiality and visibility do 
not have to be interpreted as if they were self-referential, closed-circuit elements. One can also 
perceive and interpret them as evocations and indications of what remains outside or deep 
 
101 Campo’s father, Guido Guerrini, was a composer and orchestra director. For Campo’s reflections on music, see 
Lettere a Mita. 





within the work of art (and liturgical ritual). According to Campo, art and liturgy can convey 
invisible levels of reality paradoxically through their visibility and materiality. She claims that 
fairy tales, myths, and sacred writings point us specifically in this direction: 
I simboli delle sacre scritture, dei miti, delle fiabe…si vestono delle forme più concrete 
di questa terra: dal Cespuglio Ardente al Grillo Parlante, dal Pomo della Conoscenza 
alle Zucche di Cenerentola…L’impossibile è subito figurato dalla montagna, alla 
semplice risoluzione di affrontarla occorre un sentimento che faccia punto archimedico 
fuori del mondo. “Qualunque cosa pur di salvare mia madre”, è la formula simbolica 
che apre l’ingresso alla quarta dimensione. Essa opera ciò che un mistico ha detto 
dell’orazione: sradica per così dire la montagna alla sua base, rovesciandola sulla sua 
cima. Da questo momento l’eroe di fiaba è un folle per il mondo. (167;32) 
The expression “fourth dimension” indicates that the reality to which Campo refers is 
not present only in the realm of the visible and material, but goes above and beyond it, 
apparently contradicting it: “l’eroe di fiaba è un folle per il mondo” (ibid). This conviction is at 
the basis of Campo’s introductory words to “Il flauto e il tappeto”: “Questo libro…vorrebbe 
essere…un piccolo tentativo di dissidenza dal gioco delle forze, ‘una professione di incredulità 
nell’onnipotenza del visibile’”. 
This statement makes it clear that for Campo what is visible exists, but it is not all that 
exists, nor the main feature of what exists, despite having apparent control of the world, like 
her use of the word onnipotenza suggests. Reality, for Campo and other coeval thinkers, is not 
limited to what is visible or scientifically measurable.103 These thinkers maintain that there 
 
103 For an in depth discussion of ultimate reality or ground of being as eluding both senses and intellect see Evelyn 





exists an invisible reality, which is the object of metaphsyics and our deepest longing. In this 
regard, Emmanuel Levinas writes that: 
The metaphysical desire tends towards something else entirely, toward the absolutely 
other…desire is absolute if the desiring being is mortal and the Desired invisible. 
Invisibility does not denote an absence of relation; it implies relations with what is not 
given, of which there is no idea. (33-34) 
Like Levinas, Campo also writes of an invisible reality, but unlike him, who in this 
passage argues that there is no idea of the invisibility that we desire because of its absolute 
otherness, she deems this reality approachable if we pay attention, i.e., through contemplative 
practice, a perception expanding exercise. Campo thinks that the invisibility of the 
metaphysical reality can be, paradoxically, glimpsed or sensed ‒ however certainly not grasped 
– with an adjustment or deepening of our perception. Commenting on The Beauty and the 
Beast Campo writes: 
come ogni fiaba perfetta, anche questa ci mette a parte dell’amorosa rieducazione di 
un’anima – di un’attenzione – affinchè dalla vista si sollevi la percezione. Percepire è 
riconoscere ciò che soltanto ha valore, ciò che soltanto esiste veramente. (10) 
Here Campo explains that “perfect” fairy tales are stories of re-education whose aim is 
the evolution from vision to perception. Vision helps us see what is materially visible, whereas 












on the evolution from vision to perception is reminiscent of Plotinus’Ennead on beauty where 
he writes that: 
…There are earlier and loftier beauties than these. In the sense-bound life we are no 
longer granted to know them, but the Soul, taking no help from the organs, sees and 
proclaims them…You must close the eyes and call instead upon another vision which is 
to be waked within you, a vision, the birth-right of all, which few turn to use. (49-54)104 
The vision and contemplation about which Plotinus writes calls to mind the attention 
that Weil and Campo discuss. However, it is important to underline what is probably one of the 
main differences between Plotinus and Campo, namely, the role that the body and the senses 
play in approaching the invisible reality. It appears that in Plotinus there is not a necessary 
connection between the realm of the senses and that of the intellect, whereas, as I discuss in 
sections 3.2 and 3.3 Campo maintains that there can be a merging of the two, and that this 
merging is, in fact, desirable. 
As I already mentioned, both Weil and Campo reflected on attention in their writings. 
The result of the practice of attention appears to be the same in these authors: the reaching of a 
heightened state of perception that can go beyond the sensible world. Campo maintains that the 
practice of attention ‒ or heightening of perception ‒ can not only lay at the foundations of 
works of art such as the Oriental rug, fairy tales, and parables, but also poems: 
Un poeta che ad ogni singola cosa, del visibile e dell’invisibile, prestasse l’identica 










toccarono queste forme di attenzione plenaria in alcuni momenti. Altri, in ogni 
momento, forme di attenzione minori. (83) 
Weil famously influenced Campo’s stance on reality, gravity, and attention. Her 
reflections on the human faculty of attention as laid out in Gravity and Grace can facilitate an 
understanding of Campo’s statement on artistic traditions abhorring all that is “vago”, 
“sentimentale”, “gratuito”, and inspired by “fantasticheria” (64). Weil’s reflections also help 
illuminate Campo’s juxtaposition of disparate artifacts and writings that she considers to be 
concerned with ultimate reality, since they display articulations of perception that she defines 
“geometrie dello spirito” and “matematiche contemplative” (ibid). Regarding the human ability 
to pay attention and be creative Weil writes: 
We have to try to cure our faults by attention and not by will…Attention, taken to its 
highest degree, is the same thing as prayer. It presupposes faith and love…Absolutely 
unmixed attention is prayer…Extreme attention is what constitutes the creative faculty 
in man and the only extreme attention is religious. The amount of creative genius in any 
period is strictly in proportion to the amount of extreme attention and thus of authentic 
religion at that period. (105-106)105 
Faults, according to Weil, are caused by a lack of attention, which in its purest, highest 
form she equals to prayer, because just like prayer attention “presupposes faith and love”. Our 
will, in Weil’s reasoning, seems to play the role of an imposing force that can be the source of 




105 Weil, Simone. Gravity and Grace. 
106 Weil further specifies, “the will only controls a few movements of a few muscles and these movements are 





“creative faculty” without attention, and since pure attention is prayer, “creative genius” 
appears only in periods in which “authentic religion” is present. In this passage, Weil does not 
specify that the products of attention and creative faculty are solely artistic, but perhaps she 
intended to include all of humanity’s creative endeavors in this category. Weil’s association of 
attention, faith, love, prayer, and creativity sheds light on Campo’s reflections on the 
contemplative precision and rigor that characterizes creations of differing kinds and uses (64). 
In “Attenzione e poesia” Campo writes: 
Contro [l’attenzione] agisce quella che noi, del tutto impropriamente, chiamiamo la 
passione; ossia l’immaginazione febbrile, l’illusione fantastica… Perchè veramente 
ogni errore umano, poetico, spirituale, non è, in essenza se non disattenzione. Chiedere 
a un uomo di non distrarsi mai, di sottrarre senza riposo all’equivoco 
dell’immaginazione, alla pigrizia dell’abitudine, all’ipotesi del costume, la sua facoltà 
di attenzione, è chiedergli di attuare la sua massima forma. È chiedergli qualcosa di 
molto prossimo alla santità in un tempo che sembra perseguire soltanto, con cieca furia 
e agghiacciante successo, il divorzio totale della mente umana dalla propria facoltà di 
attenzione. (165-170) 
In this passage, we can see that Campo conceives of attention as the mental faculty that 
has the potential to lead humans to their highest attainable form. She sees in our capability of 
not letting habits, mores, and fancy distract us a path to holiness. She is also aware of the 
dangers that the amount of distraction generated in contemporary culture can pose against 
existential and spiritual fulfillment. 
Regarding the concept of attention in Campo’s thought, critics have variously explained 




compassione.” 107 Campo herself writes that when we give expression to this faculty it can take 
the forms of poetry, artifacts, or fairy tales (64). Campo’s idea of attention has also been seen 
as something that uncovers “per allusioni celate nel reale: il simbolo, la figura, la metafora, 
quindi il legame con l’assoluto e con l’eterno…”, or as the ability to care, “farsi carico, 
prendersi cura, perciò sconfina subito dalla sfera cognitiva per assumere il valore etico e 
teologico di responsabilità e “mediazione”.108 Others interpreted Campo’s focus on and talent 
for attention as indicative of her ability to hear the voice of God: “Cristina Campo a me 
parve…una donna filocalica…in lei ammiravo l’instancabile ricerca d’interiorità, la rara 
capacità di farsi ‘tramite’… [una persona che ha] questa capacità elianica dell’ascolto di 
Dio…”109 For other critics still, attention is a faculty that reveals itself in Campo’s intellectual 
and creative endeavor as “estenuante e appassionata ricerca della verità, bellezza e perfezione 
della parola (poichè forma e sostanza non sono per lei scindibili).” 110 
To summarize, we can interpret attention as a form of devotion, contemplation, caring, 
responsibility, or the ability to listen, but it is also what spurs one’s search for beauty, truth, 
and perfection. Furthermore, for some, attention is the ability to hear God’s voice. The main 
feature of attention is, therefore, the existence of a relationship with something or someone 
other than ourselves; it is a way to exit oneself. Like Weil, Teresa Brennan also regards 
attention as a form of love. In The Transmission of Affect, she writes: 
Love…directs positive feelings toward the other by attending to the specificity of the 
other (rather than seeing her or him through idealizing or demonizing projections) …It 
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has now been established that love, as living attention, literally and physically affects 
biological and intellectual growth in children… If I receive another’s love, I receive 
their living attention; and this attention…is a biological force in itself, as palpable an 
energy as adenosine triphosphate …the bioenergetics basis of life and consciousness… 
In responding to the living attention of the other, one is responding to the life 
drive…Attention has also been shown to be the condition of thriving and connected by 
Bion and others with love. (32-36) 
Brennan’s reflections on attention shed light on Campo’s view of immaginazione and 
fantasticheria as the greatest obstacles to our encounter with reality and the other, because they 
hinder our attention. Campo sees imagination and fancy as obstructions to our contact and 
experience with ourselves, with others, and our surroundings; they can hinder our lucidity by 
placing a mental and emotional veil between reality and us. Brennan, similarly to Campo, 
points out that when attention is lacking we tend to idealize or demonize others through 
projections, and forget their specificity as individuals. Immaginazione and fantasticheria are 
symptoms of a lack of attention that hinders our contact with reality and distorts it. Campo 
would say that this lack of attention hinders our appreciation of the beauty of reality, or our 
response to the “life drive” (quoting Brennan’s phrase).111 
However, when reflecting about reality within the context of Campo’s work, it is 
important to keep in mind the distinction she makes between two kinds of reality. Campo in 
fact maintains that there is a reality that is influenced by the “onnipotenza del visibile” that she 
criticizes in her introduction to “Il flauto e il tappeto” and throughout her work. The other 
reality is the transcendent one, traditionally conceived as the realm of the true, the beautiful, 
 




and the good.112 Campo approaches the latter through her “profession of incredulity in what is 
visible” and continuously refers to it in her work using metaphors that often point to the 
apparent severance between one reality and the other. Yet, she also highlights the possibility of 
overcoming the division between the two realities, because of the roadmaps and traces we can 
find in our lives and in the world. These traces are especially evident in fairy tales, sacred 
writings, nature, and language (215).113 
Commenting on idiomatic uses of language and fairy tales, Campo writes: “Di certe 
pesche si dice in italiano che hanno “l’anima spicca”, il nocciolo, cioè, ben distaccato dalla 
polpa. A spiccarsi del pari il cuore dalla carne o, se vogliamo, l’anima dal cuore, è chiamato 
l’eroe di fiaba, poiché con un cuore legato non si entra nell’impossibile.” (33)114 
Campo juxtaposes the image of the pit of the peach, metaphorically the soul of the fruit 
sometimes disentangled from the pulp, with the fairy tale hero’s heart/soul that is likewise not 
impaired by worldly concerns and therefore, is free to enter the realm of the impossible. Years 
later, in a posthumously published poem, Diario bizantino, Campo uses again the image of the 
fruit pit that is disentangled, but not separated from the pulp: 
La soglia, qui, non è tra mondo e mondo 
né tra anima e corpo, 
è il taglio vivente ed efficace 
più affilato della duplice lama 
che affonda 
sino alla separazione 
dell'anima veemente dallo spirito delicato 
- finché il nocciolo ben spiccato ruoti dentro la polpa - 
e delle giunture degli ossi 
e dei tendini delle midolla; 
 
112 The divide and difference between levels of reality to which Campo continuously goes back in her work are 
reminiscent of the Buddhist samsara and nirvana, the Judeo-Christian heavenly, hellish, and earthly realms, and 
the Platonic sensible world and world of forms. 
113 See Campo, Cristina. “Il linguaggio dei simboli” in Sotto falso nome. 





la lama che discerne del cuore 
le tremende intenzioni 
le rapinose esitazioni. (17-29) 115 
 
Besides showing continuity in Campo’s thought, these prose and poetry excerpts also 
reveal a deep-seated knowledge of Scriptures that she seamlessly embroiders in the fabric of 
her verses. 116 The images of the pit disentangled from the pulp, the untied heart of the fairy 
tale hero who enters the impossible, and the mysterious “threshold” that is not to be found 
between worlds, nor through a separation of body and soul, reveal Campo’s recurring 
preoccupation with the intertwining of transcendental and immanent reality. We can also 
define the intertwining realities as a crossing of ontological borders that sometimes blur into 
each other. This blurring between transcendence and immanence calls to mind the concept of 
“transmanence” of which poetry, according to Paolo Valesio, is an expression: 
The poetic experience is above all an experience of immanence, or at the most an 
experience of what is sometimes called transmanence, whereas mysticism…is 
predominantly an experience of transcendence. There is, then, a tension – a productive 
tension, to be sure – rather than a continuity, between the poetical experience and the 
mystical experience. By virtue of this tension, the mystical experience is present in 
poetry in a partial and limited way, above all as an experience of radical 
questioning…and in boundary situations: the fragile, the marginal, the grotesque, the 
emphatically corporeal. (325)117 
 
 
115 My italics. 
116 The verses of Diario bizantino I italicized are adapted from Hebrews 4:12, whereas the reference to the realms 
of body, soul, and spirit are evocative of 1 Thessalonians 5:23. “Della fiaba” was published in 1960 and revisited 
in 1962, Diario bizantino was published posthumously in 1977. See Campo, Cristina. Gli imperdonabili and La 
tigre assenza for bibliographic chronology. 





Campo too indicates points of contact between transcendental and immanent realities 
by emphasizing that this contact is characterized by paradox and mystery, as it can be found in 
and conveyed through almost insignificant, ordinary, and humble details: the pit of a peach or 
the protagonists of fairy tales ‒ that are read mainly to and by children. The pit is disentangled 
from the pulp, yet, it is still an integral part of the fruit. Similarly, fairy tale heroes are those 
who succeed in being unhindered by worldly concerns and, therefore, are able to enter the 
impossible. Yet, they do so with a human heart and body. 
Similarly, in Diario bizantino the “threshold” between the transcendental and the 
human dimension is not to be found in a clear cut, dualistic separation of them ‒ “not between 
a world and the other” (17) ‒ nor in a separation of “body and soul” (18). On the contrary, the 
threshold is to be found in the cut “sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the 
dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow”. The poet, with the use of 
Scriptures, seems to be pointing at a unification through separation, a simultaneous co-existing 
and severing. 
This paradox as presented within the context of body and soul and the threshold 
between one world and the other is evocative of the Christian doctrines of the Incarnation and 
the resurrection of the dead. Paradox and oxymoron are implicit in these beliefs, and seem to 
form their very essence. The doctrine of the Incarnation posits that the eternal, infinite, and 
invisible divinity was incarnate in a human body – it became, therefore, mortal, limited, and 
visible. This doctrine, to go back to the concept of transmanence as boundary testing, theorized 
by Valesio, posits that truth can be found (or reveals itself) through the grotesque and 




infant who is later killed on a cross is, indeed, grotesque and scandalous.118 In a similar, 
counterintuitive way, the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead posits that after death mortal 
bodies will resurrect to new bodies, and a new, eternal life. As Valesio notes “paradoxa and 
oxymora have long been recognized as basic features of mystic discourse” (329). These 
rhetorical structures point at the trans-rational or supra-rational nature of mystical experience, 
and the mystery with which it engages.119 
In later years, Campo will write: “Su questo discrimine la ragione stessa si ritira nel suo 
modesto luogo naturale ed è piuttosto il corpo che viene chiamato a riconoscere, salutare, 
ricevere l’invisibile” (245). Campo here directs our attention to the paradox of understanding 
the invisible, divine reality with one’s body, not one’s reason. It is the use of rhetorical 
structures such as paradox and oxymoron that enables Campo to express her spiritual 
worldview in the poetry of Diario bizantino as well as her other works.120 
3.2 Contemplation and beauty 
 
Reflections on attention, the multilayered nature of reality, beauty and perfection are 
recurring and connected in Campo’s work. Campo maintains that without the faculty of 
attention or spirito contemplante, the beauty and perfection that we can find in nature and art, 




118 See Irenaeus. The Scandal of the Incarnation. 
119 Valesio, Paolo. “On Mysticism and Modern Italian Poetry.” 
For an in depth discussion and definition of terms such as “non-rational”, “supra-rational”, “pre-rational”, and 
“trans-rational” see Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy and http://www.kenwilber.com/blog/show/144 
120 The following are a few examples of oxymora and paradoxes in Campo’s works: “O chiave che apri e non 
chiudi/chiudi e non apri…despota ferito…” (Diario bizantino, 31-32, 114). “Dio morto, Dio immortale.” 
(Mattutino del venerdì santo, 2) Also, from Gli imperdonabili: “Nulla più immobile di una freccia in volo” (81), 
“Infinitamente più delicata e tremenda è la presenza dell’immenso nel piccolo che non la dilatazione del piccolo 
nell’immenso…” (45), “Così la privazione è subito nutrimento, la volontà consenso, il dolore sentimento 





attention the fundamental starting point for the exploration of reality and is critical of any 
interpretation and analysis that does not consider the multilayered nature of the reality that is 
represented or reflected upon. 
As Mircea Eliade explains in Images and Symbols, “images by their very structure are 
multivalent. If the mind makes use of images to grasp the ultimate reality of things, it is just 
because reality manifests itself in contradictory ways and therefore cannot be expressed in 
concepts” (15). Like Eliade, Campo also understands the nature and manifestation of reality as 
multivalent, multifaceted, and contradictory. One of the reasons why she criticizes Italian 
literary critic Francesco De Sanctis and the “historical obsession” that, in her opinion, began in 
Italy with him is his focus on only one aspect of reality, namely, the historical one (80). Campo 
maintains that analyzing and interpreting works of art solely through the lenses of history 
limits our understanding of the complexity of reality. With regard to De Sanctis’ “historical 
obsession,” she opposes and praises Giacomo Leopardi’s contemplative attitude that enabled 
him to analyze texts on a multiplicity of levels: 
In Italia, l’ultimo critico fu, mi sembra, Leopardi, con De Sanctis la pura disposizione 
dello spirito contemplante fu definitivamente perturbata e distorta dall’ossessione 
storica. Leopardi fu l’ultimo a esaminare una pagina come si deve, al modo cioè di un 
paleografo, su cinque o sei piani insieme…Tutto ciò che non si presti a una lettura 
multipla, egli lo ignora. (80) 
Campo disagrees with reducing reality to some of its aspects, be they historical, 
economical, psychological, etc. at the expense of the metaphysical aspect. Her adoption of the 
metaphysical perspective ‒ or search for the metaphysical component of reality ‒ is impossible 





through the lenses of “visibility” and the limitations it puts on our perception and 
understanding, because the lenses of visibility are narrow. She believes that reality is 
multilayered and multifaceted at both the visible and the invisible level.121 In “Della fiaba”, 
Campo reflects on the various levels of reality that one can find and analyze in creative works, 
specifically fairy tales: 
Poco importa se non è meno ragionevole la consueta lettura erotica delle figure. Non 
c’è piano sul quale una vicenda esemplare non possa essere letta, meno che mai il 
letterale, talché persino il passo…nel quale Blondine dorme una notte e al suo risveglio 
sono passati sette anni ed ella sa tutto lo scibile umano, potrà presto tradursi, a quanto 
pare, in termini astronautici. Con una differenza: l’astronauta non saprà al risveglio più 
di quanto sapesse al coricarsi e il senso di quel sonno – mostruoso se non sia metafisico 
– va perfettamente perduto… (richiede) la fiaba una lettura su tutti i piani insieme, o 
nessuna di esse sarà del tutto plausibile. (31-32) 
Ignoring or refusing to engage with differing perspectives, experiences, and 
interpretations can happen when an ideology becomes the only filter through which we 
experience and analyze art and, more generally, life. This filter can hinder mental openness and 
the consideration of different viewpoints. As Valesio remarks, one of the main obstacles in the 
“perception of poetry, as well as in the appreciation of mysticism … [is] the tendency to reduce 
experiences to ideologies” (327). 
According to Campo poetry is a form of attention, an expression of that same spirito 
contemplante that she recognizes in Leopardi.122 She sees poetry as a way to reflect upon the 
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complexity of reality and recognize the symbolism and figurative nature of what surrounds us. 
Poetry is also the gift that the poet makes to others of his or her experience and perception of 
reality. Perhaps this explains Campo’s definition of the poet as a “mediator between man and 
God, man and man, man and nature”: “Poesia è anch’essa attenzione, cioè lettura su molteplici 
piani della realtà intorno a noi, che è verità in figure. E il poeta, che scioglie e ricompone 
quelle figure, è anch’egli un mediatore: tra l’uomo e il dio, tra l’uomo e l’altro uomo, tra 
l’uomo e le regole segrete della natura” (166). 
This passage reveals that Campo understands reality as being figurative in nature. She asserts 
that we do not have a direct access to reality as such, but only as it appears to us in symbols and figures 
that point to the mystery of reality. It appears that for Campo, symbols and figures are alternative or 
“autonomous mode[s] of cognition” that she treats as “instrument[s] of knowledge”: “[L’attenzione] è 
solidamente ancorata nel reale e soltanto per allusioni celate nel reale si manifesta il mistero. I simboli 
delle sacre scritture, dei miti, delle fiabe…si vestono delle forme più concrete di questa terra: dal 
Cespuglio Ardente al Grillo Parlante…” (167).123 
Campo’s reflection on the concrete and earthly nature of symbols that allude to the mystery of 
reality underlines her preoccupation with the intertwining of transcendence and immanence. Through 
the analysis of these symbols she suggests that there is a blurring of ontological contours in which these 
realities are no longer dualistically opposed, but almost contained one in the other, even if only 
partially. Campo further highlights the idea of reality presenting itself to us through symbols and figures 
through a citation from the apocrypha gospel according to Phillip placed at the beginning of 
“Attenzione e poesia”: “La verità non può venire al mondo nuda anzi è venuta nei simboli e nelle 
figure. C’è una rinascita, e c’è una rinascita in figure. In verità essi dovranno rinascere in grazia della 
figura” (165). This citation underscores Campo’s criticism of the “onnipotenza del visibile” by which 
 





she arguably meant materialism, scientism, and literalism, or a general reduction of reality to its visible 
or monodimensional aspect.124 The apocrypha gospel passage implies that we perceive and experience 
our surroundings and experiences allegorically; moreover, figures, symbols, and allegories are taken to 
be the disguise of truth, since according to Scriptures the fullness of truth is concealed to us.125 As 
Eliade explains, “the symbol, the myth and the image are of the very substance of the spiritual life” 
(11). 
Correspondingly, we should keep in mind that Campo’s religious faith permeates her 
thought. According to the Christian faith, truth goes beyond what is visible, tangible, and 
intelligible through human sensory perception and cognition. These faculties, however, are not 
considered only necessary for physical survival, they also serve human beings intellectual and 
spiritual grasp of truth in this life. However, in this task, we can be surpassed, at times, by 
trans- or supra-rational means. Consequently, Christian doctrine states that humans can never 
fully grasp truth in this life.126 In Campo’s faith-based worldview, creation is deemed good and 
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125 1 Corinthians 13:12 
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that which is proper to God himself remains hidden to us, and the highest knowledge we can have of him as we 
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3.3 Beauty as a bridge to the sacred 
 
An aspect of reality that fascinates Campo and that can be connected to her interest in 
the figurative (and evocative) nature of what surrounds us is the manifestation of beauty. 
Campo conceives of beauty as a bridge between dimensions, a passageway between 
immanence and transcendence. She sees beauty as a phenomenal manifestation that opens up a 
different dimension of reality or a portal to another dimension “[la] quarta dimensione” (32). 
She also thinks that beauty is the main element in fairy tales. However, what does Campo 
mean when she writes that beauty can open the doors to another dimension? How can we 
explain this metaphor? 
Weil writes about beauty in terms of the limitless distance that separates humans from 
God: “We unite ourselves to God in this way: we cannot approach him. Distance is the soul of 
the beautiful.” (149). Bruno Forte also writes about beauty in terms of the “mysterious bond” 
that unites it “to the ultimate, silent threshold where more than ever we find ourselves invited 
to pass…and at last there opens before us the door of Beauty itself…” (VIII). Both Weil and 
Forte find that there is a connection between beauty and divinity, and that in beauty there is an 
intimation of a limitless distance and space, or separation, that runs between us and divinity. In 
the fairy tales on which she reflects Campo describes the beauty present therein as something 
“immeasurable”, “abstract”, “hard to configure”, commanding of one’s actions, and “standing 
for something else” (30). It is evident that in Campo’s analysis of this literary genre beauty, 
like the sacred, is categorized by the ineffable. Furthermore, Campo deems fear to be the 
opposite, and at the same time conciliatory pole of beauty: 
La bellezza, innanzi tutto, nella sua immisurabile portata. Si agisce mai in una fiaba 





configurata e che palesemente sta per altro, le Tre Melarance che cantano e ballano, la 
Figlia del Re dal Tetto d’Oro? Bellezza e paura, poli tragici della fiaba, sono i suoi 
termini, insieme, di contraddizione e conciliazione. (30) 
According to Campo, beauty reveals the presence of the sacred; it is inextricably linked 
to it. Her references to The Love for the Three Oranges and Faithful John indicate the elusive 
and mysterious nature of beauty that transcends any specific category. The very image of three 
singing and dancing oranges ‒ in which there hides a beautiful girl ‒ in its typical fairytale 
incongruity and symbolism evokes different instances of beauty that engage the senses while 
escaping comprehension. It also indicates that beauty is all-encompassing, as it can be found in 
different objects such as plants and fruits, and the acts of dancing and singing. Jacques 
Maritain’s definition of beauty also applies to Campo’s understanding of it: “beauty belongs in 
the realm of transcendentals…the essential characteristic of transcendentals is the fact that they 
cannot be enclosed in any class; they transcend or go beyond any genus or category, because 
they permeate or imbue everything, and are present in anything whatsoever…” (21).128 
A more explicit connection between the sacred and the beautiful, which for Campo is 
the constant element of fairy tales (30), comes to the fore when she asserts that the fairy tale 
hero’s predicament is always beyond any earthly hope (32). Campo explains that in such 
hopeless situations, it is fundamental for fairy tale heroes to have a “punto archimedico fuori 
dal mondo” (ibid.), which results in their doing and going beyond what is visible and 
reasonable. The heroes’ attitude opens the doors to a fourth dimension (ibid.), and the ultimate 
motivation for their actions, Campo suggests, is to be found in their memory of beauty and 
goodness: heroes go through numerous tests and torments for beauty and goodness’ sake (33). 
 





This is exactly how beauty functions according to Weil and Forte. Beauty leads us outside of 
ourselves. Weil writes, “the beautiful is that which we can contemplate…something on which 
we can fix our attention” (149). Forte remarks that “beauty is “ecstatic”: it can only be attained 
by those disposed to lose themselves, ready to be led beyond themselves towards the other in a 
love which impels them beyond everything…” (14). This is perhaps what Campo meant by the 
opening of a fourth dimension: through the call of beauty, a space towards and for the other is 
opened within ourselves. 
Because of her conviction that a mystery lies at the heart of every fairy tale, and the 
presence of beauty and fear she finds therein, it seems that when reflecting on fairy tales 
Campo ultimately reflects on the mysterium tremendum et fascinans believed to accompany all 
manifestations of the holy (30).129 It can hardly be a coincidence that in the passage 
immediately following her definition of beauty she goes on to reflect on the repentance and 
conversion of Sinbad the sailor that was brought about by seven encounters with beauty and 
fear. Significantly, Campo declares a few passages later that “eroi e bardi della fiaba assoluta, 
la fiaba delle fiabe, furono in ogni secolo i Santi.” (31) 
In a later work, “Sensi soprannaturali”,130 Campo explicitly joins physical beauty and 
holiness. The “beautiful saint” she describes is a person who appears to be immune to 
postlapsarian effects; a person whose beauty shines forth despite old age, and who shares with 
fairy tales’ characters the ability to communicate with spellbound animals: 
Il santo è l’uomo nella cui persona sembra impossibile ravvisare la traccia della ferita 
originaria, con qualunque nome la si voglia chiamare…in realtà chiunque abbia avuto 
 
129 See Otto, Rudolf. The Idea of the Holy. 





la ventura di incontrare un santo non gli sarà facile, per tutto il resto della sua vita, 
pronunciare senza un’estrema cautela la parola bellezza…Un corpo prezioso, fresco e 
splendente anche nella grande età ne è il sigillo, e l’incanto sugli animali, che accorrono 
e teneramente obbediscono… (243-244) 
In describing the physical appearance of a holy person, Campo mentions the classical 
marks thought to accompany all manifestations of beauty, namely form and splendor.131 
Regarding the supposed alignment of beauty and holiness and the enchanting effect they have 
on living beings, it has been noted that in ancient Israeli culture beauty and holiness were 
subsumed in the concept of the “glory” of God. This feature “[that] is consonant with later 
emphases on the affective quality of aesthetic experience” then flowed into biblical culture.132 
A correspondence between beauty and holiness is also present, and greatly so, in Campo’s later 
works. 
Let us consider, for example, her reply to a question by interviewer Gino de Sanctis in 
1975, just two years before her death: “La protagonista di questo libro vorrei che potesse essere 
la Bellezza, la quale è teologica; sì, è una virtù teologale, la quarta, la segreta, quella che 
fluisce dall’una all’altra delle tre palesi…Il Genesi porta una frase che può tradursi così: ‘Dio 
vide che ciò era bello’” (215)133. In this statement, we can see that beauty has an unmistakable 
transcendental value for Campo; she considers it the fourth theological virtue silently flowing 
through all the other three. She then uses the word beautiful as a synonym for good in her 
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As far as Campo’s reflections on beauty are concerned, already in the early 1960s she 
remarked that one can witness “sheer” beauty in poetry which helps humankind in the business 
of living (147). She then explicitly joined “sheer” beauty to nature: “La poesia non aiuta a 
vivere se non in virtù della pura bellezza, cioè della natura” (ibid). It is evident that at this point 
in time Campo already saw creation/nature as something beautiful and equivalent to goodness. 
For Campo, one poet who successfully joins beauty and nature in her verses is Marianne 
Moore: “Uno solo…è l’affar suo, la sua lode e il suo salmo: l’ardua e meravigliosa perfezione, 
questa divina ingiuria da venerare nella natura, da toccare nell’arte, da inventare gloriosamente 
nel quotidiano contegno” (75).134 Perfection and beauty, the “divine injury”, are the same thing 
for Campo (76). She sees them as spontaneously occurring in nature, ingeniously crafted in art, 
and inspiring one’s demeanor. Campo labels beauty/perfection as “divine injury” because she 
considers it a sign and reminder of the presence of divinity within creation that elicits anger and 
rejection, especially in our age: 
Offeso oggi tutto questo, rinnegato e distrutto, irritrovabile e pure presente sempre, 
come la spina avvelenata sotto l’unghia, l’uomo ha dovuto convertirlo in oggetto di 
orrore sacro. Ogni ricordo del tempo celeste sia rimosso, sepolto per sempre nell’orto 
del vasaio. Sia, soprattutto, negato. Poiché si sa che la perfezione è prima di tutto questa 
cosa perduta, saper durare, quiete, immobilità. L’uomo in meditazione, la donna sulla 
soglia, il monaco genuflesso, il prolungato silenzio del re. O la bestia in agguato o in 
delicate industrie. Questo aereo e terribile peso – silenzio, attesa, durata – l’uomo l’ha 










Campo sees beauty as a memory of the supreme good (33) that lingers on despite our 
efforts to erase it. The reflections on the vestigial quality of beauty and people’s current 
rejection of it underscore Campo’s postlapsarian vision of existence (77). She regards moments 
of stillness and engrossment as expressions of beauty/perfection, which can also be 
experienced ‒ certainly expressed ‒ by other animals. One of the implications of this passage is 
that Campo views these states – stillness, engrossment, wait – as inherent in nature. Yet, 
despite their inherency, she laments that they are forgotten and rejected in our time. Silence, 
wait, and duration presuppose that one is quiet in order to hear something or, alternatively, that 
one waits for something or endures a trial for something to be engendered. This leads us back 
to the experience of beauty as the opening up of a space that can take us outside of ourselves 
and move us toward the other. Campo writes that the conditions of silence, wait, and duration 
that pave the way to our encounter with beauty can be both an “airy” and “terrible weight”, 
because preparing oneself and opening a space for the other can be a painful experience of 
death to self. This is the reason why, Campo argues, some prefer to avoid and reject it: 
accettar[e] [la bellezza] è sempre accettare una morte, una fine del vecchio uomo e una 
difficile nuova vita. Una persona…invitata ad assistere a una ceremonia liturgica 
bizantina, rispose una volta: “Non sono ancora abbastanza forte per sopportare la 
bellezza”. Tutti provano questo terrore ma i più preferiscono sparare sulla bellezza o 
rifugiarsi nell’orrore per dimenticarla. (204) 135 
Here Campo discusses the ability and inability to tolerate beauty. The implication is 








ancora abbastanza forte per sopportare tanta bellezza”. 136 Yet again, Plotinus’ influence is 
evident in these reflections. Regarding the wakening of one’s inner eyes Plotinus writes: 
And this inner vision, what is its operation? Newly awakened it is all too feeble to bear 
the ultimate splendor. Therefore, the Soul must be trained – to the habit of remarking, 
first, all noble pursuits, then the works of beauty…This is the only eye that sees the 
mighty Beauty. If the eye that adventures the vision be dimmed by vice, impure, or 
weak, and unable…to see the uttermost brighteness, then it sees nothing even though 
another point to what lies plain to sight before it. (54-55) 
This passage illustrates the practice of contemplation as a way towards the awakening 
of one’s inner vision, and the need to train it little by little to be able to bear and appreciate 
more and more beauty. In this sense, it appears that Campo adopts or is influenced by Plotinus’ 
point of view in her own reflections on beauty and the ability to express and tolerate it. 
However, how does one prepare for beauty? How can one train to tolerate, appreciate, and 
express beauty? In “Gli imperdonabili,” Campo writes that the way to train for perfection, 
which she uses as a synonym of beauty, is the following: partake in nocturnal vigils, matins, 
chastity, obedience, and poverty vows that “essa [la perfezione] impone” (79). Upon reading 
these words, one could assume that the rigorous discipline Campo claims necessary to see 
beauty is part of a discussion of monastic and religious orders, but surprisingly, it is not. 
Campo here is writing about art and artists, more specifically Tommasi di Lampedusa, 











artistic mastery and technique are no longer considered important and are replaced by values 
that do not belong to aesthetics: 
Chi abborre, dunque, dalla perfezione? Si sarebbe tentati di sospettare coloro che sanno 
di cosa la perfezione sia fatta, quel che costi ottenerla: le vigilie notturne, i duri 
mattutini, i voti di castità…Il discorso sull’arte, se riportato al suo asse naturale – la 
maggiore o minore maestria dell’artista – viene immediatamente deragliato su diversi, 
non molto chiari binari: l’impegno, la presenza. È espressivo che la parola stessa, 
maestria…sia ormai caduta dal linguaggio critico, così come la semplice, inappellabile 
definizione: bello, brutto. (79-80) 
For Campo, whatever is necessary to reach spiritual perfection/beauty is also applicable 
to the realm of the arts. In other words, as those called to the religious life must train in order to 
perfect the contemplative skills that facilitate their approach to the divinity, so too must artists 
who desire to create beautiful works of art. They must train in order to perfect their technique 
and mastery. Therefore, in Campo’s outlook, there does not seem to be any substantial 
difference between artists and spiritual trainees, since the end goal of approaching and 
expressing beauty and perfection can overlap. Her suggestion is that in searching for beauty 
one has no choice but to look intently and rigorously, with attention, at reality, and this applies 
to anyone, including artists and spiritual trainees. Furthermore, beauty may not only be 
manifested in a work of art but also in a person’s conduct, including one’s bodily posture. That 
is to say, beauty can pass through a human’s body, voice, and actions. As she writes in “Note 
sopra la liturgia” a year after the conclusion of the Secon Vatican Council: 
Si sa di molte conversioni dovute alla predicazione, ma la scintilla può scoccare da un 





insieme profondamente, prima all’altare e poi l’uno all’altro…uno studioso, Sambucy, 
ha notato come nella Messa siano contenuti gli atteggiamenti rituali più puri della 
contemplazione yoga, per esempio al Canone, allorché il sacerdote prega a braccia 
aperte e sollevate geometricamente, unendo i pollici agli indici; ma da noi si tende, 
incomprensibilmente, a trovare arbitrario, gratuito e sostituibile lo splendore di 
consimili gesti o la meravigliosa complicazione di certe regole cerimoniali… (130-131) 
Campo here notes that some religious conversions are due to preaching, whereas others 
are related to seeing a “perfect liturgical act”, such as the symmetrical and synchronized bow 
of two monks at the altar. The first kind of conversion results from hearing, whereas the second 
one from sight, but Campo implies that we can find their ultimate cause in the perfection or 
beauty of words and actions. She also laments the perceived loss of appreciation for and 
comprehension of these ritual acts in our age. Her critique of modernity and its 
misunderstanding of liturgy seems to address the perceived “bifurcation of thought and action” 
of modern Western culture in which ritual acts are seen as superfluous.137 As implied in the 
passage above, Campo’s contention with the modern “spectator” of rituals appears to be his 
preference for liturgical words and his perception of ritual actions as redundant, unnecessary, 
and incomprehensible.138 She stresses the importance of the celebrants’ bodily poses by 
providing a description of their acts of worship and the transformation that ritual brings about 
in one’s body: 
L’uomo così impegnato in gesti significativi adempie all’opus Dei non soltanto in senso 
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lasciando che tutto il corpo ritrovi, in quella stretta e trascendentale disciplina, le sue 
leggi e i suoi numeri segreti. (131) 
 
Campo also suggests that these acts have the power to convert the spectator, perhaps 
more efficiently than words can, “ma la scintilla può scoccare da un solo, perfetto gesto 
liturgico” (130). The importance that Campo gives to liturgical action is reminiscent of 
Christine Bell’s theory on ritual that appeared decades after Campo’s reflections. As it has 
been noted, this theory: 
 
challenge[s] the…pattern of bifurcation of thought and action…[Bell] does not wish to 
construe the body or practices as a cipher or a vehicle for the translation of thought or 
belief into action…Bell maintains that one of the functions of ritualization is the 
“production” of a particular body… (15)139 
 
The notion of the “production of a particular body” that Bell theorizes can be applied to 
Campo’s reflections on contemporary sacramental acts, as well as those of ages past. These can 
have, or can be perceived as having, a significant impact on and redirection of the life of the 
faithfuls, as Campo’s citation of Symeon the Metaphrast’s thanksgiving prayer shows: 
“Santifica i pensieri, irrobustisci le mie giunture insieme con le ossa, illumina i miei cinque 
sensi…purificami, lavami, abbelliscimi…” (238).140 
 
It is evident that with his prayerful, liturgical words Symeon the Metaphrast calls for 
the creation of a new body, the “production of a particular… Christian body” (16)141, and 
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Campo calls attention to it. Her observations on the beauty of ritual are also reminiscent, once 
again, of Plotinus’ reflections contained in the first Ennead where he writes that beauty 
“addresses itself chiefly to sight; but there is a beauty for the hearing too…in actions, in 
character...” (45) However, unlike Plotinus, Campo considers the sense of smell important 
too.142 
 
In the same work, Plotinus also comments on the preparatory ritual one is supposed to 
undertake in order to approach goodness and beauty, which are attributes of the divine: “To 
attain it is for those who will take the upward path…who will divest themselves of all that we 
have put on in our descent: so, to those that approach the Holy Celebrations of the Mysteries, 
there are appointed purifications and the laying aside of the garments worn before, and the 
entry in nakedeness…” (52) 
 
In Campo’s reflections on beauty, we can find more than one similarity with Plotinus’ 
thought that conceives of sensible realities as pointing to the “higher” reality of divine beauty, 
with earthly beauty being its sensible and ultimately inferior reflection.143 Similarly to 
Plotinus, in “Il flauto e il tappeto,” Campo states that human liturgy is nothing but a reflection 
of heavenly liturgy (135), and that in a religious ceremony there is something that theology 
will never be able to express as aptly, namely “la suprema bellezza intellettuale del gesto” 
(133). Campo here reiterates the idea of the manifestation of beauty in human actions. 
 
She also discusses the idea of participation in divinity in “Fiaba e mistero” where she 
states that the beauty of nature derives from the necessity of reality, whereas beauty in art 
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derives from an ideal necessity (146).144 Another similarity between Campo and Plotinus lies  
in their reflections on purification rituals that are recommended before approaching the divinity 
and dwelling in it.145 Furthermore, they both seem to regard the reality and presence of beauty 
as a starting point for approaching divinity.146 
 
3.3 The body and the sacred 
 
However, unlike Plotinus and Platonism in general that maintains that there exists an 
utter separation between ideal beauty and sensible realities, (an infinite chasm between body 
and soul), Campo stresses, especially in her later writings, the notion of beauty revealed in 
material form as a full manifestation, participation, and communion of the divine in the 
sensible realm. According to this perspective, the divinity makes itself knowable especially 
through our senses and shares them with us. Her ideas on beauty help explain why she deemed 
the artist’s maestria and tecnica to be of fundamental importance for the creation of works of 
art (79-80). In this section, I argue that it is at least partly through this recurring idea of beauty 
as passing through, manifesting itself, and sharing in or communing with the sensible, human 
realm that one may find the link between the body and the sacred in Campo’s thought. 
In “Con lievi mani”, an essay about sprezzatura, Campo affirms that “la lesione 
dell’organo estetico non può, alla lunga, non vulnerare anche il morale” (103). This statement 
makes it clear that for Campo there is an intimate connection between aesthetics and ethics; the 
presence or absence of beauty, she implies, can affect one’s behavior and actions. Campo’s 
language is also worth noticing: she writes of aesthetic and moral categories as if they were 
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organs that can be injured as parts of one’s body. This metaphor highlights her convinction 
concerning the concrete, deleterious impact that ugliness and imperfection can have on one’s 
life. 
Campo also uses metaphors that appose human soul and organs in “Il flauto e il 
tappeto”, where she reflects on the loss of destiny. Here, she conceives of destiny as the pursuit 
and fulfillment of one’s vocation or talent. For Campo, the loss of destiny is widespread in our 
age in which consumer culture brings about the mutilation of the “organo del mistero” or 
“orecchio dell’anima”. She notes that this culture continuously distracts us, and dictactes how 
to orient even the most personal tastes, such as the music we ought to listen to, our love life, 
and living spaces (113; 117). Reflecting on some passages of the Psalms, Campo uses the 
metaphor of the spiritual ear for the understanding and fulfillment of one’s destiny (114). One 
of the points Campo makes in this essay is that being attuned to one’s spiritual senses can bring 
about harmony and purpose in one’s earthly journey. She writes of the correspondence 
between spiritual and earthly planes, and the beneficial effects that their integration can have 
on the body: 
…legge dei mondi compenetrati e dello scambio di un mondo con l’altro…L’applauso 
del corpo alle nozze dell’anima col suo destino è registrato poco dopo: in una vita di 
austerità impensabili quell’uomo afflitto nel mondo da mille mali diventa robustissimo. 
Il corpo, servo intelligente, rifiuta obbedienza a chi non sappia dove dirige i suoi passi 
ed è ormai classico, nei repertori medici, l’ironico aumento di globuli rossi nella 






In this passage, Campo argues that the bodily and spiritual dimensions may be brought 
together beneficially, and against all odds, whenever individuals respond to their life’s calling, 
or as she defines it, vocation or destiny. In Campo’s weltanschauung, the correspondence 
between body and spirit does not only apply to human beings, but it is also echoed in the 
entirety of creation, as shown in the Christian-Catholic liturgy that she analyses: 
I libri che contengono i riti – quei libri zodiacali, cosmologici – corrono immobili per il 
circolo dell’anno, ciascuna ora canonica celebrando un passo della luce, un momento 
della creazione o il graduale passaggio dalla notte all’alba , dal caos della mente alla 
sua illuminazione… Intorno all’immobile sole – Cristo – Cristo stesso, nella maschera 
tragica del sacerdote, ruota con lo Zodiaco. Egli brilla, primo seme di luce, nel buio 
ventre dell’equinozio d’inverno; patisce nel crudele Aprile, erompe dal sasso come il 
vorticoso lillà dalla radice invernale; ascende nel meriggio e dall’alto ripiove sulla terra, 
in quel fuoco che è insieme pioggia soave, che accende ciò che è frigido e tempera con 
dolce refrigerio l’estate. (132-133) 
Here Campo illustrates the belief in a correspondence between macro and microcosm 
as shown in liturgical symbolism: the darkness of the night and the light of the day find their 
counterpart in the chaos and gradual enlightenment of the human mind respectively. Through 
her poetic prose, Campo explains how liturgy interprets and mirrors the order of nature and the 
cosmos: through a celebratory acknowledgment and assent that follows a rhythmic cadence. 
She brings to light the nature of liturgy as an example of spiritual and earthly ecosystem.147 
 
Like Irenaeus seventeen hundred years earlier, Campo assents, through her faith, and explains 
 
 
147 Campo’s description of Christ calls to mind the early Renaissance fresco La creazione del mondo by Giusto 
de’ Menabuoi, and contains a reference to T.S Elliot’s Waste Land in the mention of Christ’s sufferings and death 




the universality of Christ who encompasses the whole of creation.148 In illustrating this point, 
she adopts the language of John’s Gospel as is evident in the extended metaphor of Christ as a 
seed that dies in order to bloom.149 The use of nature metaphors appropriated from John’s 
Gospel highlights Campo’s focus on the connection and compenetration of the earthly and the 
divine spheres that she sees as synchronized. 
In “Introduzione a Racconti di un Pellegrino russo” Campo describes the body as a 
physical entity that strives to experience onenness with the divine, “questa ubriacante storia 
d’amore tra il Pellegrino e la sua Preghiera” (225).150 We can find an example of this in 
Campo’s writing concerning the description of the pilgrim in the arms of a beautiful princess, 
(a metaphor for prayer), who brings about his complete union and transformation into prayer 
itself. She writes, “non lui prega la preghiera, ma dalla preghiera è pregato, non lui ne vive ma 
ne è vissuto, non il suo cuore scandisce le divine parole ma ne è scandito” (225). In this essay, 
Campo also reflects on the neglect of contemplative prayer in the West, and its replacement 
with petitionary prayer (228). It seems that for Campo the damage to the human faculty of 
attention, a concept that was also central in Weil, can be connected to the almost complete 
dismissal in the West of contemplative prayer or prayer of union, an ancient form of 
meditation. 
Campo goes on to list some metaphors indicating contemplative prayer used by the 
Slav Orthodox mystics that she compares and juxtaposes to metaphors used in Western 
mysticism referring to the same practice. She highlights the differences between the mystical 
language of the East with expressions instructing on contemplative prayer methods such as 
 
148 Irenaeus. The Scandal of the Incarnation: Irenaeus against the Heresies. (15) 
149 John 12:23-26. 





“discendere dentro il proprio cuore,” “riportare la mente nel cuore,”, “ricondurre l’attenzione 
dalla mente nel cuore,” (229) and their Western counterpart such as “uscire dall’io,” “gettare il 
cuore e la mente in Dio.” (ibid.). Campo presents her readers with a language that underlines 
the presence of the divine in one’s very body and heart, a belief that is typical of Eastern 
mysticism. She then criticizes the dualism of the West that has left the body behind “Sembra il 
rovescio perfetto dell’ ‘uscire dall’io’ dell mistica occidentale, del suo ‘gettare il cuore e la 
mente in Dio’ dimenticando il corpo dietro di sè come una casa deserta” (ibid). Campo stresses 
the difference between Western and Eastern mysticism by mentioning the importance that the 
body occupies in the latter tradition: “In Oriente, il corpo inabitato da Dio nel segreto del cuore 
si accende di luce e quasi di gloria” (ibid). 
However, she also mentions important exceptions to the otherwise widespread neglect 
of contemplative prayer in the West (228, 229, 230). In this essay, Campo is interested in 
relating experiences of union and fusion between human and divine realities. She describes a 
body that fully partakes in this union and signals its participation. In her next essay “Sensi 
soprannaturali,” Campo stresses the importance of the distinction (not separation) between the 
body and spirit, as natural and supernatural senses: 
Di recente – secondo l’infallibile scelta contemporanea della soluzione suicida sia per il 
corpo come per lo spirito – si è preferito cominciare a lasciargli credere che i suoi 
cinque sensi possano servirgli benissimo, così come sono, anche alla vita 
soprannaturale. Tra natura e soprannatura non s’imporrebbe ormai più nessuno iato…. 




separando, opponendo o sovrapponendo corpo e spirito li ha perduti entrambi e va 
morendo di questa perdita? (231-232) 151 
Campo criticizes contemporary culture throughout her work, but her criticism is 
especially clear in this passage, where she states that contemporary beliefs on spirituality are 
the culprits for our supposed confusion, separation, and opposition of body and spirit. She 
maintains that instead of confusing or separating the spiritual and bodily realms we should 
recognize their distinction and complementarity to avoid the risk of annihilating both. Thus, it 
seems reasonable to suggest that in her later writings Campo intended to unveil the Platonist 
and gnostic tendencies hidden in the contemporary opposition of body and spirit that she 
laments here.152 Campo’s reflections on the distinction and complementarity of body and spirit, 
and her criticism of their philosophical and cultural confusion and separation can be linked to 
the reflections of the early Church fathers and mothers on heresies, for example Irenaeus’s 
reflections.153 
Similarly, and more recently, Brennan also criticized the development of modern 
Western culture and its suspicion of the body. In The Transmission of Affect, she criticizes, like 
Campo, the supposed self-containment of Western man, who renders him “discrete” and 
isolated from the affective influence and transmission of others and his surroundings (17). 
Brennan argues that the person was not always considered an “affectively contained” (2) and 






151 “Sensi soprannaturali” was published in 1971. 
152 For an in depth discussion of Gnosticism and its dualistic system see Von Balthasar, Hans Urs. “Introduction” 
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also notes that in our age “civil and religious codes may be remnants of a conscious knowledge 
of transmission” (118). 
In this regard, Campo notes that the modern and contemporary belief in the self- 
sufficency, self-containment, and isolation of Western man, his total reliance on his supposedly 
impenetrable five senses and/or intellect pushes him further away from any occasion of 
experiencing union and communion with others and with the Other. However, while Brennan 
focuses mostly on the “immanent”, social aspect of this isolation, Campo focuses on its 
transcendent, religious aspect: 
Chi si accosta, atratto ed atterrito, ai recinti sacri dalle vie del secolo, due angosce 
complementari…lo afferrano. Il terrore di “perdervi” i suoi cinque sensi (poiché, 
implicitamente o esplicitamente, gli fu insegnato che non possiede niente altro) e, 
all’inverso, il timore di rimanere troppo carnale per quei recinti. Che l’intimità col 
divino sia di quei cinque sensi la suprema occasione – l’occasione della metamorfosi – 
non sarà facile, non è facile da due secoli almeno, comunicarglielo. (231) 
While admonishing that one is not to confuse, separate, or overlap body and spirit, but 
to recognize instead their distinction and complementarity, Campo introduces the concept of 
metamorphosis, a process that she argues can take place through familiarity with the divine. 
The metamorphosis she refers to is also known as theosis. It is the process through which the 
divinization or union of the body with God takes place. 
Campo’s reflections on the familiarity with the sacred and her quote of a verse by 
Andrei Sinjawskij suggests that the idea of metamorphosis of the earthly body excludes any 




transformation of nature into something yet uknown. Campo believes this will be revealed at 
the end of times (244).154 
Campo’s reflections on the metamorphosis of the body go hand in hand with her focus 
on Christ’s corporeality. Remarkably, she leaves out the narrative of the Passion, perhaps 
because it is the most obvious source for depictions of Christ’s (suffering) corporeality. She 
focuses instead on other passages of the Gospels that describe Christ performing healing 
miracles. She uses a descriptive, realistic language to recount Christ’s bodily strain and effort 
when healing the sick and calling the dead back to life. She specifically notes how these 
actions involved the use of his breath, saliva, voice, and touch (234). 
By reading Campo’s descriptions of the human, bodily nature of Christ that is used to 
bridge the distance between Christ and those he encounters, one can find an example of a pre- 
modern, non-Western man who is clearly not self-contained nor isolated from others and the 
Other. Campo’s descriptions also stress Christ’s vulnerability, for example, the sadness 
reflected in his eyes swollen with tears because of Lazarus’ death, and the dramatic, bodily 
confrontation with death (ibid.): 
…le palme delle mani applicate ai corpi sigillati dal male, le dita infilate nei loro 
orecchi, la saliva posata sulle loro lingue, spalmata alle loro narici, impastata in uno 
sputo col fango per scucire le loro palpebre… come prima di ogni miracolo sospiri 
profondi, a volte gemiti, uscissero dal suo petto e come prima del massimo – l’alzarsi in 











pianto e dopo due lunghi fremiti che erano apparsi simili alla collera – embrimàsthai – 
fosse finalmente esploso in un grande grido. (234) 
Campo’s realistic language becomes crude when describing Christ’s death. Her goal 
appears to be that of conveying the suffering of Christ’s tormented flesh (235). The realism of 
her language is perhaps a reaction to what she believed was a religion that was gradually 
evaporating into the spiritual and losing sight of the corporeal (237). However, she also 
highlights the spiritual nature of Christ in her description of the work of the Holy Spirit in 
Mary’s womb. In this passage that contemplates and resumes two of the main tennets of the 
Christian faith, Campo juxtaposes crude and sublime images: 
La seconda Persona della Trinità non è concepibile se non si creda che il suo corpo fu 
maciullato nell’ineguagliabile supplizio riservato ai delinquenti di diritto commune; e 
non potrà contemplare la Terza, nella tenera irrisione della sua forma di colomba, chi 
non si sia velato il capo al dardo sidereo che ingravida un’adolescente iniziata nel 
segreto del Tempio. (235) 
Perhaps the aim of such vivid language is to shock readers and induce them to muse 
upon the paradoxical specularity of the sublimity and horror that characterize the doctrines 
concerning Christ’s life, such as the Conception and Crucifixion. Campo also illustrates how 
the belief in the inscindibility of Christ’s corporeality and divinity is connected to the 




points between the human and the divine dimension: “Per essere divorati, assimilati dalla 
divinità, divorarla dunque. Per essere fatti a Dio cibo e bevanda, cibarsene e berne” (233). 155 
Campo’s musings on theofagy and the integration of humanity into divinity continue 
with her mention of one of Symeon the Metaphrast’s prayers that emphasizes the unavoidable. 
The unavoidable can be understood as the materiality of the body and the importance of the 
senses in the encounter with the divine. By mentioning this prayer, Campo reinforces the idea 
that contact with the divine can transform the senses: 
Tu che sei fuoco che brucia gli indegni, non bruciare me, mio Creatore, ma piuttosto 
passa attraverso tutte le mie membra, le mie viscere, il mio cuore. Brucia le spine di 
tutti i miei errori, purifica l’anima, santifica i pensieri, irrobustisci le mie giunture 
insieme con le ossa…Purificami, lavami, abbelliscimi…(238) 156 
Symeon the Metaphrast’s prayer can be an example of bodily prayer, with its intention 
and desire for unity with the divine that involves one’s mind as well as senses, skin, bones, 
bowels, etc. The modern, Western self-containment that Brennan, like Campo, analyzes and 
criticizes, implies a scission and division from the other and the Other. These modern 
perceptions of self-containment and isolation are different from Symeon the Metaphrast’s 
attitude. Campo continues to underscore the existence of a human desire for unity with that 
which is sacred, and later declares the unity of word and reality contained in the divine word: 
“Nulla è soltanto metaforico nel dominio dell’invisibile, dove la parola è condizione della 
sostanza come la sostanza lo è della parola…” (239). 
 
 
155 See also Campo’s reflections on the effects that liturgical incense has on one’s breathing in “Note sopra la 
liturgia” in Sotto Falso nome (133-134), and the theatrics of Catholic liturgy that involve all senses in “Sensi 
soprannaturali” in Gli imperdonabili (245). 





In other words, Campo maintains that the scission between words and things that 
characterizes the human condition does not exist in the divine, “invisible” realm. She believes 
that this scission, exemplified by the metaphorical nature of human language with its gap 
between signifier and signified can be contrasted with the perfect correspondence between 
ideas (words) and reality (substance) of the invisible realm. 
In Campo’s reflections, the body sees, tastes, hears, and does things that, without the 
reception of the pharmakon athanasias, one would not be able to see, taste, hear, and do (239- 
240). Expanding on the idea of unity and exchange between flesh and spirit, Campo reflects on 
the inescapability of nutrition for the human body. She explains that its very inescapability is 
the reason why it is one of the most important elements in all religions or “alfabeti spirituali” 
(241). Nutrition is necessary for the survival and well-being of the body, and is the process 
through which the rest of creation or macrocosm is united to the microcosm of the body.157 
Nutrition is the opposite of self-containment and isolation. 
Moreover, the very nature of nutrition is transformation; our body transforms the food 
we eat through a mechanical and chemical process that incorporates it in our organism and 
transforms it into energy. Campo sees theophagy as that which leads to the union of soul, body, 
microcosm, and macrocosm, a unity that she believes will be ultimately attained in the coming 
of the “new heavens and new earth” prophesized in the Book of Revelation. Campo explains 
that during this time, the transformation and renewal of the entire creation will take place: 
Questo e null’altro è il “cieli nuovi e terra nuova” dell’Apocalisse, di cui tanto e così 
ingenuamente si va speculando oggi: corpo nuovo e mente nuova, microcosmo e 
 
157 For an in depth discussion of theophagy and the role and significance of the Eucharist in Christian liturgy, see 





macrocosmo unificati nell’estasi, liberi, appunto, dal molteplice. Nuova creazione 





Chapter 4. Dualism, Exile, Prophecy, and Reconciliation in Alda Merini’s Poetry 
In her book on Alda Merini, La tempesta originale, Franca Pellegrini draws a helpful 
spatial-temporal metaphor of Merini’s copious poetic production using the four cardinal 
directions.158 In Pellegrini’s poetic geography young Merini’s works from La presenza di 
Orfeo to Tu sei Pietro (1947-62) are situated in the North. Merini’s post-institutionalization 
work, La Terra Santa (1984), is situated in the South. Many consider the collection a 
masterpiece that marked a new season in her poetic life. The poems that Merini dedicated to 
her lovers, Per Michele Pierri (1991), La palude di Manganelli (1992) and Titano amori 
intorno (1993) are situated in the East. Pellegrini situates Vuoto d’amore (1991), Venticinque 
poesie (1995), Ballate non pagate (1995) and Superba è la notte (2000) ‒ a work which she 
defines as a “delirious meditation on opposites” as it presents the poet’s musings on the hard to 
reconcile coexistence of life, death, love, and absence ‒ in the West. Merini’s later, openly 
religious works, which include Corpo d’amore: un incontro con Gesù (2001), Magnificat: un 
incontro con Maria (2002), La carne degli angeli (2003) and Poema della croce (2004), 
among others, are situated outside and beyond this imaginary topography. (68) 
Pellegrini’s geographic metaphor helps Merini’s readers and scholars orient themselves 
thematically and chronologically in the thick forest of her works. Throughout the massive 
output of the Milanese poet ‒ a production not only extensive in time and ink, but in its 
passionate reach and voicing of her suffering ‒ carnality and spirituality are two recurrent 
 
158 Alda Merini (1931-2009) was an Italian poet from Milan. She began writing poetry when she was very young, 
and published her first poems when she was a teen ager. Her precocious talent was noticed and praised by authors 
of the caliber of Eugenio Montale and Pier Paolo Pasolini. What seemed to be a brilliant, poetic career was 
temporarily halted by Merini’s mental problems and her subsequent internment in the Paolo Pini psychiatric 
hospital of Milan from 1965 to 1972, to which followed periods of freedom and brief internment. The collection 
Tu sei Pietro (1962) was the last one she published in her youth. After a long silence, Merini published her 
masterpiece, La Terra Santa, in 1984. She was the recipient of several important literary prizes, among which are 
Premio Librex Montale and Premio Viareggio, in addition to being nominated for the Nobel Prize. Merini 





themes that express the distinctive marks of Merini’s poetic universe. In this chapter, I attempt 
to trace an additional roadmap that illustrates the development of Merini’s poetry. It will 
expand and further elucidate Pellegrini’s bibliographic roadmap. 
In addition to Pellegrini’s spatial-temporal metaphor of the poet’s work, Riccardo 
Redivo’s Alda Merini. Dall’orfismo alla canzone also presents a structure that can be helpful in 
orienting oneself with Merini’s massive poetic output. Redivo uses a chronological, tripartite 
structure to frame the different phases of Merini’s poetry. He reflects on the importance and 
success of Merini’s early poetry, on her post-psychiatric internment work, La Terra Santa, and 
the openly religious poetry written in the last part of her life. Like Pier Paolo Pasolini, Redivo 
argues that Merini’s mysticism is ostensible. Pasolini goes a little further, as Redivo remarks, 
and writes that sexual experience is the only kind of “transcendence” to which Merini really 
aspired (65-66). Unlike Maria Corti’s interpretation, that draws attention to the prophetic tone 
and mystical component of Merini’s poetry (9-10), Redivo argues that her poetry does display 
a certain religiosity, but it is not mystical poetry. He writes: “Il misticismo in potenza di cui ho 
parlato…non è altro che questa disposizione mistica che la vede colloquiare col divino senza 
però fonderglisi. ‘L’unità profonda tra uomo e Dio’ è assente, ma non lo è il dialogo, sempre e 
comunque personale, della poetessa con Dio.” (82) 
In this passage, Redivo gives a brief definition of mysticism, (seen as the profound 
union between man and God), and then problematically assimilates union with fusion.159 He 
maintains that Merini lacks an experience of fusion with the divinity and that in her poems she 
only engages in a dialogue with it. The problem with Redivo’s claim is that he appears to be 
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measuring somebody else’s degree of intimate unity with the divine, and then giving a negative 
judgment on it. Perhaps, at least judging from her poetic production and adventurous life, 
Merini does not belong to the same group of mystic “athletes” such as St. Teresa of Avila or 
St. Hildegard von Bingen. If this is the criterion, then Redivo’s claim makes sense. 
Nevertheless, the constant openness to and dialogue with the divine that he notices in Merini’s 
poetry does not exclude it completely from the category of mystical poetry. The analysis I offer 
attempts to show that the union that Merini reaches or tries to reach with the divinity ‒ partial 
as it might be and as far as her poems reveal ‒ appears to be based on her life’s sufferings and 
can be considered mystical.160 
Redivo also problematically equates mysticism with irrationality (92), and maintains 
that the religiosity that characterized the first phase of Merini’s poetry is present, but partially 
so, in her post-psychiatric internment work, La Terra Santa. According to his interpretation, in 
fact, this work deals mostly with the pain and trauma of Merini’s illness and forced sojourn in 
a psychiatric hospital. In his opinion, the religiosity that characterized much of Merini’s early 
work only makes a definitive comeback in the last period of her life. He considers this last 
phase of her poetry the only phase that displays a “regular” religiosity because it focuses on the 
central figures of Christianity.161 
However, apart from describing the pain of her mental condition and the traumatic 
impact with the reality of the insane asylum, La Terra Santa is also Merini’s intimate 
evocation and personal revisiting of biblical themes, from both the Old and New Testament. 
These evocations and re-visitations acquire a personal meaning in light of her suffering. What 
 
160 See several poems I analyze later, such as “Il mio primo trafugamento di madre”, “Sono caduta in un profondo 
tranello”, and “Vicino al Giordano.” 




seems to connect all the three phases of Merini’s work – to use Redivo’s helpful tripartite 
structure – is not the display of ostensible religiosity or mysticism, but is rather the poetic 
chronicle of the transformation, development, and maturation of Merini’s religious sense in 
relation to her often traumatic life experiences. The transformation, development, and 
maturation of Merini’s religious sense appear to include moments of both religiosity and 
mysticism.162 It is also important to keep in mind that not all of Merini’s work is of the same 
depth and quality, and not all of it reflects the poet’s interest in and experience of mysticism 
and religiosity. As Corti points out, Merini’s poetry is in fact like “[il] terreno di una solfatara: 
immergi il bastone qui e sprizza fuori il gas solforoso; immergi più in là e non viene fuori 
niente.” 163 
Merini’s poetry narrates its writing subject, it is an intimate revelation, a reaction to and 
the result of the poet’s dramatic life experiences; it is poetry of self-discovery and self- 
conquest. In many of her poems, Merini identifies with and makes her own some biblical 
themes and tones, as I show in the second section of this chapter. Corti writes that: “vi è prima 
una realtà tragica vissuta in modo allucinato e in cui lei è vinta; poi la stessa realtà irrompe 
nell’universo della memoria e viene proiettata in una visione poetica in cui è lei con la penna in 
mano a vincere.” (5)164 
Pain and trauma are modes of human suffering that may enable a deep engagement 
with any transcendental inclination we might already have. It is clear that a transcendental, 
religious perspective pervades Merini’s works; it emerges throughout the first, second, and 
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third phase of her poetry, which I divide as follows: (1) body and soul dualism; (2) “exile”, and 
transcendence of suffering; (3) body and soul reconciliation. 
In the first section, I discuss the opposition between body and soul that characterizes 
much of Merini’s first phase. I support my analysis of the poet’s conflictual relationship 
between her bodily reality and spiritual aspirations with Carla Gubert’s reflections on the 
significance of light and color metaphors in Merini’s early poems. Contrary to Pasolini and 
Redivo, I contend that the poet’s conflictual relationship with her body and sexuality might be 
indicative of an early stage of mystical experience called the “purgative way”. As such, at least 
some of Merini’s poems, already in this first stage of her work, can be considered mystical. 
Based on Evelyn Underhill’s classic treatise on mysticism, it would appear that the themes 
about which Merini writes at this point in her life are typical of the “mystic way”. I also draw 
attention to the dualistic, Manicheistic tendency present in the poetry of this phase that are at 
odds with Merini’s Christian sensibility. 
In her work on Merini’s La Terra Santa, Ambra Zorat points to the presence of biblical 
imagery, themes, as well as a biblical rhythmic structure. In the second section, I explore not 
only the themes, but also the forms and narrative structures that make her poetry prophetic 
poetry. I will look at some specific poems from La Terra Santa and illustrate how Merini often 
uses a prophetic narration style and lexicon inherited from the Bible. Antonio Girlanda’s 
definition of prophecy in Bibbia Tabor, and Tyler F. Williams’ “A Guide to Prophetic Forms” 
provide some theoretical tools to support my analysis of several poems from La Terra Santa 
and “O poesia, non venirmi addosso” from Poesie per Charles (1982). The questions I attempt 






In Poesia come profezia. Una lettura di Alda Merini, Chiara Saletti focuses on the 
figures of Mary and Jesus in Merini’s poetry, as well as her “modalità al femminile di 
annunciare Dio.” (9) Saletti’s analysis helps illuminate the Christological and Mariological 
dimensions of Merini’s poetry, especially as pertaining to her later collections. In the last 
section of the chapter, I focus on Merini’s Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria, and her poetic 
reflections and descriptions of the perfect conjunction between Mary’s body and soul. I 
contend that with Magnificat, a work from the last period of her life, Merini challenges and 
overcomes, at least poetically, the “painful chiasmus of flesh and spirit” that characterizes 
much of her work, and about which Laura Wittmann writes in her essay (518). Merini’s 
“uncanonical Christianity” as Wittman writes (501) appears to be, at least in the last phase of 
her poetry and particularly in Magnificat, a theologically canonical, poetical reflection on the 
life of Mary and her sacrifice of co-redemption. 
4.1 Body and Soul Dualism 
 
In the previous chapter, I discussed Cristina Campo’s critique of what she perceived as 
the ever-broadening spiritualization of faith in our time, the scission of body and soul, and its 
deleterious effects on people and culture. Campo read and praised Merini’s poetic talent; her 
poems were published together with those by Pier Paolo Pasolini, Margherita Guidacci and 
many other great names of twentieth-century Italian poetry in various literary journals with 
which Campo collaborated. Considering Campo’s numerous reflections on spiritualization 
versus corporality in contemporary art and religion, she probably noticed, as Gubert does in her 
article on Merini’s early poetry, a perilous opposition between body and soul in the poems of 





Concerning the first stage of Merini’s poetry, Gubert notes that there looms an 
anguished sense of sin and shame relating to the poet’s tormented experience with her body 
and sexuality, both of which she tries, unsuccessfully, to repress. Many of her early poems also 
contain a disquieting, double image of a sometimes gentle, and sometimes irate God: 
…l’idea angosciosa del peccato, del delitto della carne, creano sempre nella mente della 
poetessa una sensazione di colpa per la coscienza imprescindibile della sensualità del 
corpo che la induce, nei primi componimenti, a reprimere la propria personalità nel 
frustrante tentativo di somigliare ad una figura angelica, pura, di rendersi 
“assente”…L’apostrofe di questa poesia giovanile, Dio… è…superbo…nasconde due 
facce opposte: una positiva…ed un’altra oscura, angosciante…(16-18) 
If placed side-by-side, many verses from Merini’s early phase would form one, long, 
monothematic poem about the tormenting body and soul opposition. From a stylistic 
perspective, the use of mostly canonical verses, hendecasyllables and seven-syllable verses, 
enjambments, inverted syntax, a highly metaphorical language, and rare, refined terms 
characterizes this first phase. Salvatore Quasimodo was one of young Merini’s illustrious 
mentors; consequently, her early production bears the influence of hermetic poetry. 
In this phase, Merini often laments the strongly felt conflict between body and spirit, 
the dissatisfaction with the terrestrial nature of her body, and her longing for an ethereal one, 
which at times becomes a longing for death. Many of her verses reveal disgust and guilt 
towards her sexuality that she perceives as a poor imitation of mystical ecstasy, and 




about wanting to transcend her body, and often appears overwhelmed by the chasm between 
her impurity and God’s perfection.165 
Gubert argues that Merini expresses the conflict between earthliness and ethereality 
best by using light versus color metaphors. The light represents the soul, the realm of God she 
tirelessly tries to reach, whereas colors represent matter, the world that surrounds us and that 
always seems to prevail over the light in Merini’s experience (18-19). 
The poem “Come posso perciò trasfigurare” from the collection Tu sei Pietro (1962) 
provides a clear example of the clash between body and soul, while also displaying the 
canonical style that is typical of Merini’s first phase. This poem opens with a hendecasyllabic 
verse and has a four stanzas structure; the opening stanza is five lines long, the second one is a 
quatrain, the remaining two are tercets. Characteristic of the collection Tu sei Pietro is an 
intensified use of religious terms such as trasfigurare, preghiera, penitenza, santamente, Dio, 
pietà, inferni that are all present here: 
Come posso perciò trasfigurare 
il mio volto di donna 
se una mano carnale mi blandisce 
nella notte e nel giorno 
e mi umilia di inutili accensioni? 
 
 
Se non vuoi che mi immerga dentro un fango 
di realtà fatta più strenua luce, 
 
 
165 For space concerns, I did not include a side-by-side verse selection here. What follows are the titles of only a 
few among Merini’s “first phase” poems that could form one, long poem on body and soul dualism: “Colori”; “La 
notte”; “Lasciando adesso che le vene crescano”; “Principio”; “La Trinità”; “Ma sopprimere il tempo”; “Chi sei”; 
“Lamento di un morto”; “Solo una mano d’angelo”; “Possederti in Dio”; “Queste folli pupille”; “Se avess’io”; 





Dio della forza gettami nel grembo 
oro e staffili per le mie preghiere… 
 
In penitenza vivo divorata 
da una magica febbre, ma Tu solo 
sai come viva santamente il vate. 
 
Dentro la Tua pietà rendimi UNA 
perché è a Te che io tendo dalla vita 
prima che conoscessi questi inferni. (1-15) 
 
 
As the first three verses show, the struggle between spiritual aspirations and carnal 
impulses is the main theme of this poem. The poet mentions a touching hand, mano carnale, 
against which she seems to be putting up a desperate resistance. She asks God for help in her 
struggle against “useless” erotic impulses “inutili accensioni”; as she expresses the perceived 
impurity of her erotic impulses through the “mud-immersion” metaphor of verse six: “se non 
vuoi che mi immerga dentro un fango/…Dio della forza gettami nel grembo/oro e staffili…” 
(6-9). Merini’s invocation of God has a penitential tone as the request to receive whips in her 
womb implies. Her request for a mortification or “purgation of the senses” is of a mystical 
nature, and calls to mind St. Teresa of Avila’s request for purgation (138-140).166 
The poet also prays to receive gold in her womb, an element that might symbolize the 
preciousness and importance of her body and sexuality. The paradoxical juxtaposition of whips 
and gold may symbolize a desire for bodily and spiritual penance and embellishment that are 








illumination of self. A sense of powerlessness, guilt, and penance, reminiscent of the 
purification stage, pervades the poem: “Come posso.../e mi umilia di inutili 
accensioni…/...gettami nel grembo/oro e staffili.../In penitenza vivo divorata/da una magica 
febbre” (1-5-8-10). The poet’s main aspiration is reaching God, “perché è a Te che io tendo 
dalla vita” (14). Her yearning, however, is hindered by what she perceives to be a torment, the 
hell of the flesh that seems to follow an earlier period when this suffering did not yet exist “…è 
a te che io tendo dalla vita/prima che conoscessi questi inferni” (14-15). 
The poet’s difficulty with reconciling a human, corporeal dimension with a spiritual 
one, the non-acceptance of and repulsion towards her body reveal a dualistic, Manicheistic 
tendency that is apparent in verses such as these: “la luce mi sospinge ma il colore/m’attenua, 
predicando l’impotenza/del corpo, bello, ma ancor troppo terrestre” (10-12); “…adesso che 
trascino/la mia squallida spoglia dentro l’orgia/dell’abbandono”(8-10); “…e in un risucchio 
fondo ed angoscioso/gusto la dimensione dei miei sensi...”(9-10).167 
The torment to which she gives voice in “Come posso perciò trasfigurare” seems to 
give way to a will to surrender as expressed in “Ho avuto un grande desiderio e strano” from 
the third section of the collection Tu sei Pietro. Here, the apparently unresolved spiritual 
conflict leads to a longing for death: 
Ho avuto un grande desiderio e strano 
di velenose foglie per saggiarvi 
dentro la morte come fosse raggio 
da pulire i miei giorni ed ho sperato 
che chiudendole dentro la mia bocca 
 
 





io chetassi il mio strazio innamorato. (1-6) 
 
 
The opening line is hendecasyllabic and prominently uses a hyperbaton to emphasize 
the poet’s strange desire to ingest poisonous leaves to induce a purifying death “come fosse 
raggio/ da pulire i miei giorni” (3-4), and an end to her love torment “il mio strazio 
innamorato” (6). The enjambments in lines two through four heighten the sense of urgency. 
The sense of guilt and impurity Merini describes in many other poems may be the cause of her 
yearning for a purifying death. Another example among Merini’s early poems that presents a 
mystical component is “Luce” from her first collection La presenza di Orfeo (1953). As Gubert 
states, light in Merini’s poetry symbolizes an ethereal, otherworldly reality, the realm of God, 
which in Merini’s universe stands apart from the material world usually symbolized by colors: 
Chi ti descriverà, luce divina 
che procedi immutata ed immutabile 
dal mio sguardo redento? 
Io no: perché l’essenza del possesso 
di te è “segreto” eterno e inafferrabile; 
io no perché col solo nominarti 
ti nego e ti smarrisco. (1-7) 
 
 
In the first verse of the first hendecasyllabic stanza, the poet addresses the “luce divina” 
directly as in a dialogue. She describes the divine light as unchanging and unchangeable, 
despite a contact with her gaze. It seems as if the divine light had just visited the poet and left 
her gaze to proceed undisturbed on its way (2-3). The unchanging and unchangeable state of 
the divine light denotes an insurmountable difference with the mutability of the poet whose 




possible to know how one can possess this divine light (5). Trying to define and grasp it causes 
one to lose it (6-7). The poet’s description of her experience of the divine light – since the 
divine light in itself is impossible to define – appears to be in line with the mystics’ experience 
of divine reality: “this experience seems to be given rather than attained…this revealed Reality 
is apprehended by way of participation, not by way of observation” (224-225).168 
It appears that the poetry of the first phase of Merini’s production does indeed share 
some common elements with both the purification and even the contemplative stage of 
mystical experience as described by Underhill, even if only in an evocative way. Therefore, it 
is difficult to agree with Redivo’s and Pasolini’s remarks about the poet’s ostensible religiosity 
and mysticism, and her desire for a kind of transcendence that has sexual intercourse as its only 
aim. However, if one can agree that Merini’s poetry, including its earliest expression, has a 
mystical component, it is important to note that it does so in its own way. In fact, Merini’s 
mysticism in this first phase leans heavily towards dualism and Manicheism as many of her 
verses reveal. 
Merini’s early poems attest to the body and soul dualism that caused a division within 
and against herself, and a conflicting relationship with her body. It is hard to ignore the 
possibility of a link between the refusal of and shame felt towards her body and the 
psychological malaise that years later lead to her internment. In A Rage of Love, Merini 
comments on the troubled relationship she had with her body while also revealing a conflicting 











My mother, looking at me, said: “You have well set hips. You will be fertile.” 
Sure, fertile, a fertile soil in which to plant. But I also had a spirit and maybe my 
mother had not noticed it. I was delicate, shy and my prodigious body bothered 
me. I would stand apart, asking myself if my poetry was equal to my body and 
my body equal to my poetry. I wanted to be diaphanous, sweet and pale. Maybe 
that’s where the trap was set. (7) 
These words testify to the conflicting state in which young Merini lived, a state caused 
by the contrast between the projection of an ideal self-image and the physical reality of her 
body. Merini’s feelings of embarrassment and inadequacy seem to derive from a non- 
acceptance of her physical image and sexuality, which she experiences as corporeal hindrances 
to the spiritualization of her body and art. Some verses of “La notte” a poem dedicated to her 
lover and mentor Giorgio Manganelli from the collection La presenza di Orfeo prominently 
display feelings of non-acceptance of her body and sexuality. Here, Merini reflects on past, 
nightly encounters with her lover, as the use of the past tense indicates. In verse four, the poet 
refers to herself as a heap of ruins, whereas her lover is compared to the arrival of the month of 
May. In the closing stanza, a suffering poet, “braccia dolorose/angosce risollevo” (22-23) 
laments the anguish that the memory of those encounters with her lover still induces. These 
memories prompt a violent, apparently self-harming impulse in the poet: 
Quando su di me ti conducevi assorto 
come sulle macerie si conduce 
un aggraziato termine di maggio... 
E come ti sfuggivo inorridita 






della fragilità delle mie spine. 
La notte: quante mai disconoscenze 
mi spinsero ad urlare questo frutto 
di dannata certezza, 
quante dalle mie braccia dolorose 
angosce risollevo 
ad affogare in turbini sanguigni! (4-24) 
 
 
The use of the past participle “inorridita” (15) communicates a feeling of self- 
abhorrence and embarrassment that the poet experiences in relation to her body. She also 
describes her failed attempt to escape it, together with the ambiguous, contrasting attraction felt 
towards her own weak, failed resistance to the sexual act, as expressed by the metaphor of the 
thorns. 
At least two exceptions to the body and soul dualism typical of the first phase of 
Merini’s poetry are expressed in “Una Maddalena” from the collection Nozze romane (1955) 
and “La fuga” from Paura di Dio (1955). In the first poem, Mary Magdalene addresses Jesus 
and explains to him the unavoidability of her sin and need for sensuality, as well as her 
unreadiness for sanctity. In the last stanza, Mary Magdalene prays to Jesus to let her return to 
live her usual life in peace, without having to experience an excessive sense of blame and guilt: 
“So che la santità germoglierebbe/esercitando in me falsi connubi/ma assegnami una giusta 
tolleranza…/fa che il ritorno al vivere di sempre/non sprofondi nel buio di un abisso/ e che non 
mi si dia maggiore colpa/se come gli altri.../gioco il distacco dalla mia matrice” (58-66). 
Similarly, in “La fuga” Merini expresses the desire to remain carnal and human, even if in a 
state of sin. These verses call to mind St. Augustine’s plea to God: “Lasciami alle mie notti/ed 




assolverai delle mie pene: ma ora lasciami umana” (1-6).169 Here, the poet expresses the desire 
to abandon the impossible effort towards ethereality and disembodiment. She instinctively 
grasps for her humanity, as imperfect and sinful as it may be. 
As Gubert notes, in the last two collections of Merini’s first phase, namely, Nozze 
Romane (1955) and Tu sei Pietro (1962) there is a noticeable change in Merini’s experience of 
the divine, as sexuality is more explicitly paired with sacredness: “il divino partecipa alla 
bellezza dell’estasi erotica, non come giudice ma come amico” (28). This change in Merini’s 
understanding of sexuality and sacredness that takes place towards the end of the first phase of 
her work is a manifestation of the development of her religious perspective. 
Unlike Gubert, Elisa Biagini does not identify the source that allows a coexistence and 
eventual reconciliation of bodily and spiritual impulses in Merini’s poetry. At the very 
beginning of her essay, Biagini equates Platonism with Christianity, and does not seem to 
recognize the differences between the two. Perhaps, like Biagini, young Merini also confused 
Platonism, as well as dualism and Manicheism, with Christianity. At any rate, Biagini’s 
problematic equation between these different “schools of thought” probably accounts for her 
suggestion of Merini’s poetry being “truly” schizophrenic: 
La peculiarità della poesia della Merini è appunto la convivenza di due elementi tanto 
opposti e inconciliabili che fanno pensare...ad una natura realmente schizofrenica, al 






169 Mary Magdalene’s spiritual procrastination as portrayed by Merini calls to mind St. Augustine’s spiritual 





Biagini’s statements regarding body and soul opposition in Merini’s poetry is amply 
demonstrable (445). Merini’s early poetry offers many examples of the poet’s struggle with the 
reconciliation of these dimensions. However, what seems to emerge from Merini’s poetry, 
especially in the second and third phases, is that it is only when the poet starts overcoming 
certain Platonic and Manicheistic tendencies and begins to integrate sexuality, embodiment, 
and sacredness that a reconciliation can take place. As Gubert notes, Merini appears to 
overcome dualism in the late phase of her early work. 
4.2 Exile and Transcendence of Suffering 
 
Merini’s 1984 poetry collection, La Terra Santa, marks her return on the literary scene 
after twenty-two years of silence due to her hospitalization and publishers’ loss of interest in 
her work.170 Many consider La Terra Santa to be Merini’s masterpiece. As the title suggests, 
the poems contained therein have a specific, circumscribed, spatial backdrop. However, the 
Holy Land sung by Merini is not Israel or Palestine, but Milan’s now former psychiatric 
hospital Paolo Pini, a place of intense physical and psychological suffering for the poet who 
spent about fifteen years of her life there, more or less uninterrupted.171 
There are many allusions to and overlaps between the place of detention to which 
Merini refers in her poems and the actual Holy Land, rich in history and suffering, a place 
traditionally seen as a point of encounter with the transcendental dimension of reality. The 
geographically circumscribed space of Merini’s Holy Land takes on both autobiographical and 
universal meanings. Ultimately, we can read this collection as a depiction of the reality of 
suffering, an experience that we all share (albeit to different degrees) uninhibited by spatial and 
 
170 Borsani, Ambrogio (26). 





temporal barriers. As Zorat writes: “ai luoghi reali dell’internamento psichiatrico si alternano 
quelli dell’Antico e del Nuovo Testamento. Il Sinai, la città di Gerico, il Giordano e la 
Palestina vengono accostati all’Istituto Paolo Pini di Affori…” (160). At times, the poet 
explicitly overlaps her own experience of detention and suffering with the suffering of the Jews 
through an “operazione di sovrapposizione di campi semantici.” (ibid.) 
Apart from the numerous biblical references embedded in the collection title, and the 
metaphorical correspondences between the poet’s and the Jewish people’s experience as 
narrated in the Old Testament, some of Merini’s verses also call to mind the more recent 
tragedy of the Holocaust. In “Al cancello si aggrumano le vittime”, for example, there is an 
unmistakable overlap between the representation of the inmates’ isolation from the outside 
world, marked by the presence of a barred gate, and the sadly familiar Holocaust victims’ 
experience of deportation. These verses are evocative of so many Nazi camps prisoners’ 
images that we can see in World War II footages and photos: 
Al cancello si aggrumano le vittime 
volti nudi e perfetti 
chiusi nell’ignoranza 
paradossali mani 
avvinghiate ad un ferro. (1-5) 
 
 
The opening hendecasyllable describes the psychiatric hospital’s inmates as “vittime” 
 
(1) who are made into one entity like shed blood that coagulates ‒ a signifier of violence 
evoked by the verb “si aggrumano” (1) ‒ around a barred gate. Through an act of quiet, 
collective violence perpetrated by an indifferent or perhaps unaware society evoked in the 




combination of the noun “mani” and the adjective “paradossali” (4) describing the inmates’ 
hands clenched around the bars of the hospital gate, suggests the inherent contradictory and 
dehumanizing nature of their circumstances. In the Old Testament, hands are arguably one of 
the most frequently recurring metaphor for God’s and man’s activity, and they are almost a 
fixed presence in Merini’s poems. Additionally, both the Old and New Testament frequently 
make mention of body parts that at times have a literal meaning, and at other times express a 
metaphorical one. In this regard, Susan Stewart remarks that the pervasive presence of bodily 
parts in Merini’s poetry – like the mani and volti of this poem – makes her work “a space of 
bodily memory…parts of the body…have some of the disembodied power of sacred relics: 
hands, faces, mouths, loins, teeth…” (8). 172 
One could argue that the authenticity of any human action can only stem from a place 
of freedom. If this is true, the inmates’ hands in this poem are labeled “paradoxical” because 
all they can do is clench bars that constrict their bodies and, as an extension, their lives. In the 
second verse, the poet describes the inmates’ faces as naked and perfect, suggesting perhaps 
that human perfection shines through the essentiality or nakedness of our existence. The 
essentiality of life seems to surface especially during trials, when our humanity is stripped 
naked to its core, without ornaments nor distractions, revealing our fundamental helplessness. 
“Tangenziale dell’ovest” also depicts images of the inmates’ painful lack of freedom 
that are equally evocative of the tragic fate of the Nazi camps’ victims. As in “Al cancello si 
aggrumano le vittime”, the poet here depicts the image of a barred gate. Here, however, the 
personified gate clenches the victims and becomes “una parabola d’oriente/ accecata dal 
 
 
172 As Silvia Assenza remarks in her essay on Merini “Le sacre scritture sono, per la poetessa, la fonte ineludibile 





masochismo” (16-17). The adjective “orientale” followed by the participle “accecata” and the 
noun “masochismo” (16) may be references to scriptural reports of the suffering and 
enslavement of the Jews as evoked by the word “parabola.” Masochism seems to be the cause 
of the inmates’ sufferings: 
Qui la nuda ringhiera che ti afferra 
è una parabola d’oriente 
accecata dal masochismo, 
qui non pullula alcuna scienza, 
ma muore tutto putrefatto conciso 
con una lama di crimine azzurro 
con un bisturi folle. (15-21) 
 
The space occupied by the inmates is an accursed, deadly space that has neither room 
for healing, nor meaning – the word science with its connections to medicine and knowledge 
can be a reference to both – it has no room for life. The nouns “lama” and “bisturi” recall the 
menacing presence of the psychiatric doctors, and the dangerous degeneration of medicine: at 
the age of 39 Merini underwent sterilization; doctors considered her unfit for maternity because 
of her mental condition, despite being the mother of four girls. How can the readers not be 
reminded of Josef Mengele’s cruel experiments on Auschwitz’s inmates? 
Il dottore agguerrito nella notte 
viene con passi felpati alla tua sorte, 
e sogghignando guarda i volti tristi 
degli ammalati, quindi ti ammanisce 
 
una pesante dose sedativa 





attacca una flebo che sommuova 
il tuo sangue irruente di poeta. 
Poi se ne va sicuro, devastato 
dalla sua incredibile follia 
il dottore di guardia, e tu le sbarre 
guardi nel sonno come allucinato 
e ti canti le nenie del martirio. (1-13) 
 
 
This poem builds upon the opposition of perceptions and distinctions between sanity 
and insanity, and reverses their roles. Merini, using the cliché of the mad poet, depicts the 
unbalance of both dehumanized (and dehumanizing) rationality and unrestrained feelings, 
archetypically represented by the images of doctor/jailer and poet/inmate. The doctor is insane 
because of his lack of compassion in handling the patient. There is something cynical and 
sadistic in his interaction with the patient, whom he treats as a mere object, a problem to solve, 
a noise to cancel. Whereas the “patient” is there because she is truly a poet: it is her unbridled 
poetic nature, “sangue irruente di poeta” (8) that takes over, and causes her to be handled as an 
out-of-control nuisance to silence. Merini here describes the irreconcilable extremes of 
perverted rationality and impetuous irrationality that turn the doctor into a mad man and the 
patient into a victim/martyr. 
The three poems analyzed above all share vivid and realistic details on the limited, 
spatial whereabouts and psychological condition of the inmates of a psychiatric hospital. 
Barred gates, medical instruments of torture, cruel doctors, and suffering patients are recurring 
images. “Vicino al Giordano” also contains references to the peculiar spatiality of the 
psychiatric hospital. Here too the poet describes barred gates and the inmates’ painful mental 





converts the inmates’ experience into an ancient, therefore, timeless dimension of 
imprisonment and suffering that equates their suffering with those of the Jews of Scriptures: 
Ore perdute invano 
nei giardini del manicomio, 
su e giù per quelle barriere 
inferocite dai fiori, 
persi tutti in un sogno 
di realtà che fuggiva 
buttata dietro le nostre spalle 
da non so quale chimera (…) 
Tempo perduto in vorticosi pensieri, 
assiepati dietro le sbarre 
come rondini nude. 
Allora abbiamo ascoltato sermoni, 
abbiamo moltiplicato i pesci, 
laggiù vicino al Giordano, 
ma il Cristo non c’era: 
dal mondo ci aveva divelti 
come erbaccia obbrobriosa. (1-20) 
 
 
In this poem, Merini indirectly refers to the inmates using the collective pronoun noi 
implied in the adjective “nostre” and the verbs “abbiamo” (7-15). She includes herself in the 
inmates’ lot, a detail that reflects a true, life experience. However, one may also interpret the 
collective “we” as an indication of the universal experience of alienation, suffering, and sense 
of abandonment, which includes the readers. 
The Jordan River, mentioned in the title and the last stanza, is one of the numerous 





Testament many miracles are reported to have occurred in this river, Jesus was baptized in it, 
and crowds would cross it to hear him preach and to be healed by him as reported in the 
Gospels.173 However, the adverb “vicino” indicates that the inmates are not crossing the river, 
nor are they immersed in its water. As in the Gospel episode of the paralyzed old man who had 
been waiting for healing for decades by the pool of Bethesda, “vicino” is a metaphor for the 
inmates’ similarly marooned condition, their impossibility to move either backward or 
forward.174 Their experience of time reiterates their infirmity and immobility. Time, the 
essence of our mortal life, is wasted and turned into nothingness by both the inmates’ unhelpful 
confinement and mental bewilderment: “ore perdute invano…/tempo perduto in vorticosi 
pensieri” (1-12). Because of the scriptural references and the inmates’ sad condition, the phrase 
“giardini del manicomio” (2) can read as a cruel parody of the Garden of Eden. Moreover, the 
ironic absence of the Messiah highlights the inmates’ accursed state: “ma il Cristo non c’era” 
(18).The cruel irony of his absence is highlighted by the presence of all the other elements 
connected to his life – the Jordan River, the sermons, the multiplication of fish, and the 
sickness of the multitudes. Merini highlights this absence with the adversative conjunction 
“ma”. She perceives her lot as not being worthy of Christ’s salvific presence, which she turns 
into a punitive, vengeful one: “dal mondo ci aveva divelti/come erbaccia obbrobriosa” (19-20). 
Like “Vicino al Giordano”, “Io ero un uccello” has multiple intertextual references that 
point not only to Scriptures, particularly the Book of Lamentations, but also to Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”, and Charles Baudelaire’s “L’albatros.” 175 
The metaphoric dimension of this poem is arguably even stronger than the previous one. In “Io 
 
 
173 Matthew 3:13; Mark 1:9; Luke 3:21, 4:1; Matthew 4:25; Mark 3:7–8. 
174 John 5:1-15. 





ero un uccello” there are no realistic details about life in a psychiatric hospital, as opposed to 
the many we can find in the previous three poems. Here, Merini speaks in the first person and 
refers to herself using the metaphor of the bird that is caught, mocked, and killed for cruelty’s 
sake: 
Io ero un uccello 
dal bianco ventre gentile, 
qualcuno mi ha tagliato la gola 
per riderci sopra, 
non so. 
Io ero un albatro grande 
e volteggiavo sui mari. 
Qualcuno ha fermato il mio viaggio, 
senza nessuna carità di suono. 
Ma anche distesa per terra 
io canto ora per te 
le mie canzoni d’amore. (1-12) 
 
 
The personification of the first two verses refers to the innocent and vulnerable nature 
of the bird/poet, “bianco ventre gentile” (2), who is cruelly killed in the third verse. The 
anaphora of verses six to eight expand on the image of the bird/poet as a free, majestic 
creature. As in verse three, someone puts an abrupt end to the bird’s elegant flight. The first act 
of violence results in the silencing of the poet, “qualcuno mi ha tagliato la gola” (3), whereas 
the second one results in her immobility, “qualcuno ha fermato il mio viaggio” (8). The 
adversative conjunction of verse 10 highlights the poet’s incredible resilience by introducing 






The similarity between Merini’s and Coleridge’s poem is evident. In both poems the 
albatross’ carefree flight above the seas comes to an abrupt end because of someone’s 
unmotivated violence. As in Baudelaire’s poem, Merini uses the image of the violated 
albatross, a metaphor for the poet, captured and mocked by the crew. Both albatrosses/poets 
are rendered infirm and stranded where they do not belong; both poems depict the painful 
awkwardness and unnaturalness of the bird/poet’s situation. All three poems may have derived 
the image of the bird hunted down for no apparent reason from the Old Testament’s description 
of the persecution and downfall of Jerusalem: “My enemies without cause hunted me down 
like a bird.”176 However, Merini’s closing stanza has a hopefulness that is lacking in  
Baudelaire and Coleridge’s poems. Merini’s bird sings of love despite and beyond violence 
and death, in what seems to be an echo of the New Testament’s Resurrection. 
The five poems analyzed above depict the insane asylum as a place of cruelty, 
suffering, forsakenness, and imprisonment; the first three provide some realistic details about 
the inmates’ condition, whereas the last two are highly metaphoric.177 From her verses, we 
learn that the Holy Land/insane asylum is a spatially restricted, circumscribed place, with a 
barred gate, a garden, and beds where inmates become martyrs. It is also a metaphorical low 
ground from where the agonizing bird/poet sings of love, and a promised land without 
Messiah. Like the destroyed Jerusalem of the Book of Lamentations, the spatial elements of 







176 Lamentations 3:52. 
177 It is important to specify, however, that a highly metaphoric language characterizes all the poems of this 





overlap with the biblical Holy Land testify to the poet’s experience of exile in both its material 
and spiritual dimension. 
Zorat notes that Merini’s poetry, especially La Terra Santa, is characterized by an oral, 
biblical style recreated through the use of “ritmo percussivo…presenza di procedimenti 
iterativi…uso del parallelismo dei membri [che] rievocano lo stile orale della poesia biblica…” 
(162). Using Robert Lowth’s reflections on parallelism in the verses of the Old Testament, 
Zorat notices that Merini also uses structures of synonymous and progressive parallelism that 
expand and develop ‒ while reiterating via anaphora ‒ images and concepts. 
In addition to the biblical style of her verses, the suffering endured by Merini and 
recounted in La Terra Santa ‒ as well as in many other collections ‒ also lends a charismatic 
quality to both her writing and persona. In “In queste cadenze fragili” from the collection 
Corpo d’amore we learn of Merini’s awareness of the fascination she exerted on the people 
around her, and the difficulties with sustaining an uninterrupted, faithful relationship with God 
that has lead, at times, to the poet’s betrayal of God by her own admission: 
Molti mi guardano negli occhi 
e rimangono estatici 
perché capiscono che ti ho visto, 
che ti ho sentito 
o che perlomeno qualche volta 
ti ho anche tradito. (29-34) 
 
As far as Merini’s charismatic aura is concerned, it is sufficient to mention that in the 
last part of her life she became a veritable poetry icon and celebrity: she was a guest on 





songwriters. Despite her late life fame and accolades, the experience of suffering is what 
characterizes much of Merini’s life and poetry; some of her verses suggest that at times 
suffering is a direct result of her poetic gift. 
In “O poesia, non venirmi addosso” for example, Merini makes it clear that her poetic 
gift makes her suffer, that she is powerless against it, and cannot repress it. The poetic word 
comes to her unexpectedly, it is beyond her control, she is its prisoner: “l’insetto alacre è 
insonne/scalpita dentro la rete” (5-6). This metaphor suggests that the poet is afraid to be 
obliterated, or devoured by poetry, like an insect caught in a spider web. These verses also 
reveal that fear accompanies the manifestation of poetry, not unlike the fear-inducing, angelic 
apparitions to humans recounted throughout Scriptures: 
O poesia, non venirmi addosso 
sei come una montagna pesante, 
mi schiacci come un moscerino; 
poesia, non schiacciarmi 
l’insetto alacre è insonne, 
scalpita dentro la rete, 
poesia, ho tanta paura, 
non saltarmi addosso, ti prego. (1-8) 178 
 
 
The poet’s helplessness and fear to be crushed and overpowered by this uncontrollable 
entity calls to mind the prophet Jeremiah’s helplessness and unwillingness to become a vessel 




178 From Poesie per Charles. 
 





that the incontrollable calling to speak and proclaim God’s word is the mark of prophecy. 
Reflecting on the meaning of the word “prophet” Girlanda writes: 
Il termine profeta deriva dal greco prophetes e significa ‘colui che annuncia, che 
proclama.’ L’accento è posto più sull’attività dell’uomo che è chiamato a parlare che 
sulla capacità di predire il futuro, pur senza escluderla. Nella lingua ebraica il termine 
corrispondente è nabî’. Esso ha, però, un significato più vasto, in quanto racchiude 
anche quello di ‘essere chiamato’…La parola del profeta…suppone sempre un contatto 
con la divinità, la formulazione di un messaggio od oracolo, ricevuto attraverso 
l’ispirazione o la visione o la percezione del dio presso un luogo di culto o 
santuario…Un avvenimento…evidenzierà più di ogni altro la caratteristica propria di 
ciascun profeta: l’esilio… (1002-1003) 
Girlanda explains that “proclaiming” or “announcing” is the etymological root of the 
Ancient Greek word “prophet”. However, he also notes that the Hebrew word for prophet, 
nabî’, has a wider meaning that stresses the nature of being called to proclaim or announce 
God’s word.180 He mentions both the spatial, and mental-spiritual contact of the prophet with 
divinity, as well as the vocational nature of prophetic activity, a call that is hard to ignore or 
suppress, despite the suffering it generates, as expressed through persecution and exile. Merini 
recounts her exile-like experience in La Terra Santa, and despite her fear, reveals the 
impossibility of ignoring or repressing the word that she is called to proclaim by poetry itself in 










rima,” stands in direct opposition to the previous one: here Merini fearlessly embraces her 
poetic gift that seems to carry with itself a liberating force.181 
Merini is, therefore, ambivalent towards her poetic gift. “Abbiamo le nostre notti 
insonni” also demonstrates this ambivalence by conflating poets’ possible identity with 
dictators and prophets. Negative and positive examples here converge in the figure of the poet. 
The overlap between poetic and prophetic call is evident in this poem, with the action of 
proclaiming or announcing occupying the very first verse. What makes the overlap between 
poetry and prophecy even clearer is the declaration that poets proclaim the truth in the opening 
verse. Perhaps, the non-negotiable nature of truth is what makes Merini pair poets and 
dictators: 
I poeti proclamano il vero, 
potrebbero essere dittatori 
e forse anche profeti (1-3) 
… 
Abbiamo le nostre notti insonni, 
le mille malegevoli rovine, 
e il pallore delle estasi di sera (12-14) 
… 
e abbiamo esseri turgidi di male 
che ci infettano il cuore e le reni 
perché non ci arrendiamo… 
Lasciamoli al loro linguaggio, l’esempio 
del loro vivere nudo 
ci sosterrà fino alla fine del mondo 
quando prenderanno le trombe 
 





e suoneranno per noi. (17-24) 
 
 
Merini includes herself in the poets’ lot with the verb “abbiamo” (12), where she starts 
enumerating the poets’ sufferings. Verses 20 and 21 are reminiscent of an image Merini depicts 
in the first two verses of “Al cancello si aggrumano le vittime” where she writes “Al cancello 
si aggrumano le vittime/volti nudi e perfetti” (1-2). The image of nakedness presented in 
Merini’s verses evokes ideas of suffering, unadornment, essentiality, and a desert-like way of 
being in the world. According to Merini, the poets’ “naked living” enables them to be a support 
and warning sign for the rest of the world. In the last two verses, she implicitly compares poets 
to the angels who will sound the seven trumpets, as prophesized in the Book of Revelation.182 
Beside the biblical style that characterizes La Terra Santa on a semantic and rhythmic 
level, this collection also contains many thematic references to the Old Testament. I teased out 
six recurrent biblical themes and imageries, some of which are present in later collections as 
well, such as Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria. The biblical themes and imagery are 
comprised of the following: (1) fowlers, traps, nets, and persecution; (2) fertile and withering 
plants; (3) scorn; (4) quivering bowels; (5) abandonment and exile; (6) roaring angels’ wings. 
These recurring images in Merini’s verses appear to be inspired by the words of the prophets 
Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel, as well as the Book of Lamentations and the Book of Psalms. 
In addition to themes and imagery inspired by the Bible, Merini’s poetry also makes 
use of specific types of prophetic narrative. In his “A Guide to Prophetic Forms” Tyler F. 










Merini’s poetry uses four of these seventeen types, namely: (1) vision report; (2) prophetic 
word report; (3) symbolic action report; (4) prophetic story/legend. 
Williams explains that the vision report is an “autobiographical recounting of what the 
prophet sees or hears” (1), whereas the symbolic action report is a “1st or 3rd person 
description of the prophet’s performance of an act intended to symbolize Yahweh’s intentions 
or actions towards the people” (ibid). The vocation report is “an autobiographical account of 
the prophet’s experience of initial calling,” and prophetic stories/legends are “3rd person 
narratives with a prophet as the main character typically to…emphasize an attribute of 
Yahweh.” In the following verses from “Vicino al Giordano”, Merini uses vision, symbolic 
action, and prophetic story/legend reports in addition to thematic references to the Bible: 
Allora abbiamo ascoltato i sermoni, 
abbiamo moltiplicato i pesci, 
laggiù vicino al Giordano, 
ma il Cristo non c’era: 
dal mondo ci aveva divelti 
come erbaccia obbrobbriosa. (15-20) 
 
In these verses, Merini uses the second person plural of the verb “to have” and the 
second person plural pronoun, thus affirming that between her and the other inmates there is no 
difference, they belong to the same group. She equates herself and the others with disciples and 
prophets, who listen to sermons and multiply fish (15-16). Considering the autobiographical 
and at the same time creative/poetic nature of this collection, it is sometimes difficult to 
surmise what real life occurrence the poet might be referring to through these metaphors. 
Because of their scriptural origin, these metaphors overlap with what believers commonly 




other inmates suffered the same mistreatments; it appears that their experience of intense 
suffering disposed them to cultivate a spiritually attentive attitude, and therefore the common 
ability to hear God’s word described in verse 15. Perhaps food and other vital necessities, 
including love, were insufficient in the insane asylum, but the inmates found a way to share 
whatever resources were available to them just as Christ did when he multiplied fish for the 
hungry crowds gathered to hear him (16).183 
In the closing verses (18-20), the inmates’ condition recalls that of the Jews of the Book 
of Lamentations that narrates the destruction of Jerusalem and God’s rejection and punishment 
of His people. Similarly, in these verses the poet describes God as punishing the inmates by 
plucking them out of the world and abandoning them in a place of suffering. 
In the poem “Sono caduta in un profondo tranello” Merini mentions being ensnared and 
trapped in a muddy well (1-2). This image is reminiscent of the biblical episode of the prophet 
Jeremiah who was thrown into a miry cistern by his enemies for the words of counsel and 
warning he spoke to his people.184 Once again, the images of poet and prophet overlap: 
Sono caduta in un profondo tranello 
come dentro ad un pozzo acquitrinoso... (1-2) 
In fondo al pozzo stanno giunchiglie di ombre 
e il mio urlo sovrasta le acque. 
Il camaleonte gagliardo guarda dalle orride piante 





183 In a later reflection in prose, “Sei abbastanza infantile, tu che ti nascondi” from Corpo d’amore Merini refers to 
love as something that can heal a person from his/her mental and emotional ailments: “e tante volte coloro che 
salvano gli ammalati non sanno che sono solo malati d’amore e che basterebbe poco a farli fiorire: un bacio, il 
canto di una primavera, un fiore mandato al momento giusto…” (20-21). 





These verses too display a vision report narrative: the first person’s metaphors of being 
caught in a trap and falling into a muddy well refer to the poet’s condition of forced 
internment. The uninhabitable condition of the well combined with its darkness are reminiscent 
of the formlessness and void of the earth described in Genesis.185 However, unlike Genesis, in 
this situation of entrapment and isolation the poet is abandoned and left to herself and the 
sound of her own voice, which does not generate life, only a desperate howling.186 The 
reptilian of verse 6 also calls to mind the serpent of Genesis, who stares at the falling poet; its 
strength (gagliardo) suggests the poet’s defenselessness and the unavoidability of her fall and 
entrapment. 
In “Il nostro trionfo” the poet declares the proximity of folly and transcendence in the 
opening verses, “il piede della follia/ è macchiato d’azzurro” (1-2) just to deny it two verses 
later: “il piede della follia/non ha nulla di divino” (5-6). Merini’s affirmation and denial of the 
proximity between madness and transcendence highlights the uncertainty – as well as the 
paradox – of a contact between our fallible, suffering humanity and a transcendental, perfect 
dimension. The poet uses personification to describe folly, which she imagines as a footed 
entity, something that leads to where sane people cannot go, a shortcut to transcendence: “con 
esso abbiamo migrato/sui monti dell’ascensione” (3-4). Folly and prophecy overlap in verses 
14-20, where the poet describes the inmates/prophets helplessly bowing their heads, preys to a 
hallucinatory state they cannot control and that dictates a law unto them: 
E quando l’ombra cupa 
del delirio incombeva 
sulla nuca profonda 
 
185 Verse 5 appears as a sinister parody of Genesis 1:2: “the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.” 





noi chinavamo il capo 
come sotto una legge, 
la legge mosaica 
noi l’abbiamo composta 
ricavandone spezzoni 
dagli altipiani chiusi; 
ecco, il nostro trionfo 
viene giù dalle montagne 
come larga cascata; 
noi siamo restati 
angeli uguali a quelli 
che in un giorno d’aurora 
hanno messo le ali. (14-29) 
 
These verses display both a prophetic story and vocation report narrative: folly is the 
prophetic investiture of the inmates, including the poet who, like Moses, go up the mountain 
and receive the tablets of the law, but in an incomplete way, “ricavandone spezzoni” (21). 
Perhaps, receiving the sacred law is the triumph to which the poet refers: the inmates receive 
the painful privilege of transcendence, however confusing and incomplete it may be. They 
transcend their accursed state, despite themselves. They ascend to the mountains and bring 
their “triumph” down with them, like Moses did with the law tablets; this triumph then 
descends as a “larga cascata” (25). The image of the waterfall suggests that the inmates’ 
engagement with transcendence is of the same life-giving nature of water that they then bring 
“below” with them. In the closing verses, Merini describes the inmates as angels, once again 





effects that suffering can have: “angeli uguali a quelli/che in un giorno d’aurora/hanno messo 
le ali” (27-29). 
In “Laggiù dove morivano i dannati” the contrast between the imperfect, finite 
condition of the inmates and the transcendental nature of God is even clearer. Merini focuses 
on the psychophysical suffering and degradation that the inmates experience, and affirms that 
within this space of anguish and suffering it is easy to establish a contact with the divine. The 
poem recounts the paradoxical nature of this encounter: 
...e le fascette torride 
ti solcavano i polsi e anche le mani, 
e odoravano di feci, 
laggiù, nel manicomio 
facile era traslare 
toccare il paradiso. 
Lo facevi con la mente affocata 
con le mani molli di sudore, 
col pene alzato nell’aria 
come una sconcezza per Dio, 
laggiù nel manicomio 
dove le urla venivano attutite 
da sanguinari cuscini 
laggiù tu vedevi Iddio... (10-23) 
Iddio ti compariva 
e il tuo corpo andava in briciole, 
delle briciole bionde e odorose 
che scendevano a devastare 





In this poem, the vision report narrative is explicit: “laggiù tu vedevi Iddio” (23), and 
“Iddio ti compariva” (26). All the senses are involved in the experience of pain and 
transcendence. The sense of touch is exasperated by the constriction of dirty wristbands. The 
sense of smell is offended by the foul odor of feces. The ghastly sound of the inmates’ screams 
being suffocated by “sanguinari cuscini” (22) can be heard. This torture gives rise to a vision of 
God, and at this sight, the suffering body disintegrates into fragrant crumbles or particles of 
light, “briciole bionde e odorose” (28) to which swallows lay waste. Paradoxically, this 
“beatific vision” does not bring peace and joy, nor does it soothe the suffering body, it simply 
disintegrates it. The use of the imperfect tense implies the repetitive nature of this occurrence. 
Tragically, even the inmates’ contact with transcendence, namely the vision of God, turns into 
a kind of torture that evokes the cyclical punishments Dante describes in his Inferno. 
In line with the theme of punishment and torture, in “Il mio primo trafugamento di 
madre” Merini relates a sexual assault to which she fell victim while in the psychiatric hospital. 
The poem is divided into two thematic parts: the first five verses describe the assault; the 
following seven describe the reaction of God and the cosmos to the violence. Here, the 
experience of God is one of solidarity and compassion. God suffers with the victim, and the 
victim bears the mark of holiness: 
Il mio primo trafugamento di madre 
avvenne in una notte d’estate 
quando un pazzo mi prese 
e mi adagiò sopra l’erba 
e mi fece concepire un figlio. 
O mai la luna gridò così tanto 





e mai gridarono tanto i miei visceri, 
né il Signore volse mai il capo all’indietro 
come in quell’istante preciso 
vedendo la mia verginità di madre 
offesa dentro a un ludibrio (1-12) 
 
The themes of deception and ensnarement are as present here as in “Sono caduta in un 
profondo tranello.” The term “trafugamento” in the opening line refers to the deceptive and 
aggressive nature of the assault, and the involuntary entrapment of the victim, a theme that 
recurs throughout La Terra Santa. Lines 8, 9, and 12 are explicit references to Scriptures. The 
quivering bowels, scorn, and turning away of the Lord can be found in Isaiah 16:11, Psalm 22, 
and Lamentations 1:8. In addition to Old Testament references, the victim’s motherly virginity 
described in verse 11 is a clear reference to the Blessed Virgin Mary. Merini identifies with her 
by ascribing to her own motherhood the condition of virginity. It is not easy to fully 
comprehend and tease out the implications of this paradox. Nonetheless, one partial 
explanation might be that since a mother’s love for her children is chaste, selfless, and 
nurturing, it partakes in the wholesomeness and innocence of Mary’s virginity. Here, we learn 
that Merini’s motherhood is trespassed and offended; the assailant disrespects her womanhood 
and motherhood. Through the references to Isaiah 16:11, Psalm 22, Lamentations 1:8, and 
Mary’s virgin motherhood the poet seems to imply that her own suffering is joined to the 
sufferings of Jerusalem, the Virgin Mary, and Christ. 
4.3 Body and Soul Reconciliation in Merini’s Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria. 
 
Unlike La Terra Santa, Merini’s later poetry collections that were inspired by the major 





tormented tone that characterized some of her earlier works is softened. As such, suffering 
acquires a new, hopeful perspective. In these later works, namely Corpo d’amore. Un incontro 
con Gesù (2001), Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria (2002), Poema della croce (2004), 
Cantico dei Vangeli (2006) and Francesco. Canto di una creatura (2007) the poet depicts the 
interaction between these individuals and God, as it happens in and through their lives and 
bodies. According to Saletti, in this later phase of her life Merini, sustained by a rediscovered 
faith, no longer focuses on the impossibility of reconciling body and soul that was the hallmark 
of her early production, but sings of their complementarity and coexistence within a 
transformed, faith-based perspective: 
Perchè, se tutta la poesia di Alda Merini vive nella tensione ossimorica di 
materia e spirito e da questa trae motivo di canto e di cupa disperazione, è solo 
nella scoperta di Cristo quale corpo d’amore che l’ansia trova veramente riposo 
e l’anima il suo vero interlocutore per comporre un dialogo senza fine. In Cristo 
“la cifra dello spirituale è il corpo e la cifra della carne è lo spirito. Tra passione 
e mistica, tra desiderio e preghiera, vive la poesia che si fa carico di queste 
tensioni. (13) 
Notwithstanding Merini’s note to the readers about her free interpretation and personal 
homage to the figure of Christ in Corpo d’amore. Un incontro con Gesù, (which opens the 
religious season of her production), her verses still give rise to an accurate theological-poetical 
reflection on the Mother of Christ in Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria, the collection I 
analyze in this last section. Magnificat combines free verse poetry and prose. Contrary to 
Merini’s earlier production, the language here is simple and ordinary. Some poems depict 





person. In other poems, Merini describes Mary using the third person. Interspersed among the 
poems are Merini’s short reflections in prose on Mary, the angels, man’s suffering, and 
resistance to transcendence. Poems such as “Io sono la vera Gerusalemme”, “Spavento di 
Maria”, “Se Tu sei la mia mano”, and “Salvate la madre di Gesù” among others, are 
characterized by an anaphoric rhythm reminiscent of the chanting mode of the Psalms and the 
litanies. The collection follows a scriptural, chronological order: from the Annunciation of the 
angel to Mary to the Resurrection of Christ. 
The poem that opens the collection “Su questo libro tu sei sorto” recalls many pictorial 
representations of Mary surprised by the archangel Gabriel as she reads the word of God. The 
opening verses indicate that Mary is reading in fact, when suddenly the “angelo 
dell’Annunciazione” appears to her: 
Su questo libro tu sei sorto, 
angelo dell’Annunciazione. 
Io mai avrei pensato 
che queste pagine 
diventassero ali. 
Le ali degli angeli sono calde, 
il loro pensiero sta dentro la notte... (1-7) 
e non sapevo che la carne 
potesse sparire 
per dar luogo a un pensiero creatore. (16-18) 
 
 
These verses refer to the connection between God’s word, represented by the book that 
Mary is reading, and God’s creative intellect that gives rise to visible as well as invisible 





Merini describes Mary in the moment immediately following her meditation on God’s word, 
when the angel of the Lord, as an expression of God’s thought, suddenly appears to her, as if it 
were a continuation of her reading. The last three verses seem to point at the transcendence and 
omnipotence of a creator God that can create even in the absence of matter. 
Merini insists on the connection between God’s creative intellect and angels as God’s 
thoughts in the second poem of the collection “Questo pensiero” where the personified thought 
that kisses Mary’s forehead is a metaphor of the perfect conjunction between spirit and matter. 
God’s thought becomes a kiss that materializes in Mary’s body: 
Questo pensiero 
che è venuto da Dio 
mi ha baciata in fronte, 
perché gli angeli 
sono i pensieri di Dio. 
Questi pensieri 
come mani dolcissime 
mi hanno cresciuta e lavata 
fino a che, divenatata adolescente, 
queste mani mi hanno sciolto i capelli. 
Nessuna carezza 
è mai stata così silenziosa 
e presente 







187 Merini’s poetical account of Mary appears to be in line with Catholic theological teachings. As John Paul II 





Merini continues with the personification of God’s thoughts – the angels – that have 
hands who raised and washed Mary. This image reiterates the intimacy between God and 
Mary. Merini mentions Mary’s hair (loosened to signify her readiness to become a woman and 
mother), and the necessity for a human body to be raised and washed. She highlights God’s 
closeness to Mary’s reality of embodiment through Mary’s perception of God’s caress – a 
perception only a sentient being can have. These descriptions reinforce the sense of unity 
between the spiritual, as well as corporeal reality of Mary with the invisible, transcendental 
reality of God. 
In line with theological accounts of Mary’s experience of Christ’s Passion, in “Io sono 
la vera Gerusalemme” Merini focuses on the co-redemptive function of Mary. In verses 33 to 
39 Mary prophesizes about her participation in the physical, spiritual, and psychological 
sufferings of her Son.188 Merini reiterates the perfect unity between matter and spirit that takes 
place in the person of Mary in “Quando il cielo baciò la terra nacque Maria.” The kiss between 
heaven and earth is a metaphor of the loving, fertile encounter between transcendence and 
immanence that generates Mary. This poem has a calm, soothing tone that is striking if 
compared to the tormented tone characteristic of Merini’s earlier production. The repetition of 
the name “Maria” accompanied by an enumeration of her attributes contributes to the phonetic 
and linguistic soothing effects that these verses can have: “Maria…la semplice/la buona, la 
colma di grazia/Maria…il respiro dell’anima…/Maria discende in noi/ è come l’acqua che si 
diffonde…” (1-8). 
Many verses in this collection linger on Mary’s metaphorical identity with the purest 
and most vital elements of nature, such as water and air as in “Germogliava in lei la luce” and 
 




“Maria vuol dire transito.” In doing so, Merini indicates that Mary is part of nature like all 
other humans, but unlike all others, she paradoxically sanctifies nature with her presence, as an 
“ala che purifica il tempo” (3) because of her unity with what is at the origin of nature and 
beyond it.189 
In “Spavento di Maria” Merini focuses on the materiality, almost carnality, that faith 
takes on in Mary. Mary perceives the voice of God as a unity of flesh and soul, highlighting the 
absence of disaccord, separation, and contradiction in God: “Una voce come la Tua/…una voce 
di carne e anima” (1- 4). With the metaphor of faith as a hand that takes possession of a 
woman’s womb in verses 26-29, Merini describes the moment in which Mary’s faith 
concretizes in her human, womanly, and motherly reality: “…perchè la fede è una mano/che ti 
prende le viscere/ la fede è una mano/che ti fa partorire” (26-29). Like in the previous poem, 
here Merini stresses Mary’s humanity as an integral part of nature, and her conceiving of the 
Son of God as an event that includes and sanctifies all of nature. By insisting on her humanity, 
Merini presents Mary as a bridge between God and creation: “un figlio mio e dell’albero/ un 
figlio mio e del prato/ un figlio mio e dell’acqua/un figlio solo:/ il Tuo” (8-10). The references 
to various natural elements and their intimate connection with Mary underline the cosmic 
nature of the Son of the Creator.190 
In “A me, dico,” Mary asks God why she had to withstand the aggression of the angelic 





189 Maria vuol dire transito (3). 
190 Regarding Mary’s mediation between God and creation Von Speyr writes“…because the Son is engaged in an 
uninterruptible dialogue with the Father, Mary’s conversation is completely drawn into the divine discussion. 
Thus, she becomes the mediatrix between the human, natural word and the divine Word. She stands on the 





are reminiscent of an earlier poem by Merini, namely “O poesia non venirmi addosso,” where 
the poet tells poetry as personified being that she is scared and begs it not to assault her: 
Perché, mio Dio, mi hai aggredita 
con questa presenza angelica? 
Ho dovuto coprirmi la faccia 
e le orecchie e gli occhi 
per non sentire il rombo delle sue ali. 
Dio, che spavento, 
rombavano nell’azzurro 
come due grosse eliche. (6-13) 
 
 
Like the poetic word that comes to Merini unexpectedly, so does the angel to Mary. In 
“O poesia, non venirmi addosso” Merini writes that the manifestation of poetry is accompanied 
by sentiments of fear, which as I remarked in the second section, calls to mind the fear- 
inducing, angelic apparitions to humans recounted throughout Scriptures. The overpowering 
manifestation of poetry, like the formidable sight of the angel for Mary, also signify prophecy. 
It is perhaps not a coincidence that in “A me, dico,” verses 10 to 13 are a reference to the 
prophet Ezekiel’s account of his vision of the four Cherubim, the loud noise that accompanies 
it, and the wheels by their side.191 Mary, like the poet in “O poesia, non venirmi addosso” is 
imagined fearful and overwhelmed by the vision of the angel, but also capable of prophesizing 
hers and her Son’s future suffering. 
The poet’s identification or affinity with Mary’s special calling and suffering, 
especially that of being isolated and exiled from a normal existence, comes forth also in “E 
 
 





avevo perso di vista.” Here, Mary describes her nostalgia for her previous, “normal” life before 
the Annunciation: “E avevo perso di vista/i miei piccoli piaceri terreni/ e gridavo senza essere 
udita/che volevo le mie compagne/che volevo tornare da loro/che volevo mia madre” (1- 6). In 
the last six verses of this poem, Merini also brings to our attention the commonality of the 
sufferings of both Mary and Jesus, thus highlighting the function of Mary as Co-Redemptrix. 
Merini also highlights the sharing of Mary’s sufferings with the sufferings of women in 
particular: “…nella Bibbia è scritto/che la donna deve partorire/e tu non mi hai sottratta a 
questo dolore…” (15-17). 
In “Ho aperto le mie mani” and “Se Tu sei la mia mano” Merini emphasizes Mary’s 
openness and willingness to do God’s will as well as the perfect adherence and unity of her 
body and soul, not only with themselves, as in the pre-lapsarian condition, “nata immacolata/io 
ho conosciuto/il principio della felicità” (6-8), but also with God: “Se Tu sei la mia mano/il 
mio dito/la mia voce/se Tu sei il vento/che mi scompiglia i capelli/se Tu sei la mia 
adolescenza...” (1-6). Mary knows God as an omnipresent, almighty Creator, and cannot 
separate the existence of her body, nor of other natural elements from the existence of God. 
Like her Son, she will offer up her body and suffering as a perfect sacrifice of redemption: 
“…la donna è soltanto/ un pugno di dolore/Ma questo pugno/io non lo batterò/verso il mio 
petto/lo allargherò verso di Te/come una mano/che chiede misericordia...E poichè mi hai 
redenta/posi vicino a Te/la pietra della Tua resurrezione” (18-36). 
In “Non prendete mio figlio” Mary begs Jesus’ tormenters not to take her son away 
from her to kill him. The negative anaphora “non prendete mio figlio…non rapitemi il 
cuore…non toccategli il cuore…non straziatemi il grembo…non fate che il vostro odio…non 





the innermost of her flesh, “non straziatemi il grembo” (11). The anaphora contain the rhythm 
of petitionary prayer that acts as a counterpart to a preceding poem “Salvate la madre di Gesù” 
where the anaphora are instead positive exhortations. The humanity of Mary and her visceral 
suffering for the loss of her son come to the fore in “Non prendete mio figlio.” As such, it 
corresponds to the universality of a mother’s pain: Mary could be any woman who loses a 
child to violence. As in many other poems of this collection, the function of Mary as Co- 
Redemptrix is evident. Mary shares in the sufferings of Christ. His redemptive sacrifice occurs 
and is expressed also through Mary because of their indissoluble and universal mother-child 
bond: “Mio figlio/era l’intera popolazione/mio figlio/erano tutti gli ebrei” (24-27). 
The anaphora is present in the section of the collection on Christ’s Passion; Mary keeps 
praying that Jesus’ tormenters will not take him away in “Non portatemi via il figlio.” Both the 
structure and the title of this poem are very similar to the preceding one. However, in these 
verses, Mary’s anger and desperation are palpable. Mary’s petitionary prayer turns into a 
prophesy of doom for those who hurt her son: “Non portatemi via il figlio/o cadranno le vostre 
capanne/o cesseranno i vostri figli.” (1-3). Merini evokes Christ’s universal mission of 
redemption by having Mary identify him as the integral, most intimate part of every human 
being. She also points at the Eucharistic aspect of his sacrifice according to which Christ is re- 
integrated into the communicants’ bodies and souls and they are re-integrated in him: “Ogni 
parte di lui è nelle vostre anime:/non spezzatelo come un pane” (8-10). In the final verses, 
Merini describes Mary’s utter psychological and emotional annihilation at the foot of the cross, 
where she experiences the same abandonment and sense of failure as her son’s: “Io sono una 
madre/che oramai muore là/vicino alla croce/Io sono una madre/che non è stata nulla” (16-20). 





mourning extends across three poems, which correspond to the experience of Good Friday and 
Holy Saturday. 
In “Io non vedo niente,” which opens the section on Christ’s Resurrection, Merini describes 
Mary’s certainty that her Son is resurrected. Mary appears to be the first one to know, after the 
announcement of the empty tomb, that her Son is no longer dead, and is impatient with all 
those who are still mourning him: “Levatevi, donne, dal suo sepolcro/egli non ama le 
lacrime…/Donne, andate via/finalmente io rivedo/l’angelo del congedo/ma non vedo/l’angelo 
della morte” (11- 19). The knowledge of the resurrection of Christ passes through Mary’s 
body. She cannot see, “Io non vedo niente/è come una nuvolaglia di angeli/che mi sommerge” 
(1-3), and her impaired vision is a metaphor for the limited nature of intellect and reason, but 
she knows with her body that her Son is alive: “Egli è vivo/ è vivo/lo grida la mia carne di 
madre…/la mia carne brucia di dolore/ma il mio corpo esulta: egli è risorto” (23-30). Mary’s 
burning flesh is a reminder of the passion of her son and the mourning for his death, whereas 
her rejoicing body is a sign of his resurrection. Just like the resurrected Christ still carries in his 
flesh the marks of torture, so does his mother’s flesh. Merini creates a specular image of 
mother and son that reinforces the cooperative role of Mary in the sacrifice of Christ. Merini 
concludes her theological-poetical account of Mary’s life by reinforcing the co-redemptive role 
of Mary who, like Christ, “si lascia trafiggere/come una peccatrice…/paga tutti gli 




192 From “Io Dio sono la pace.” 
Regarding the common suffering of Mary and Jesus, Von Speyr writes “the physical-spiritual tie between Mother 
and Child remains an eternal mystery between the two…he takes her into everything he suffers and does, and thus 







This dissertation demonstrates that selected works by Dacia Maraini, Elena Ferrante, 
Cristina Campo, and Alda Merini propose a view of the body and the sacred as intertwined. 
The analysis of these authors’ literary and poetic representations of the interaction between the 
body and the sacred can be situated within a broader discourse that transcends the limits of one 
single discipline, namely literary studies. The point of view adopted in this analysis has drawn 
from and can be placed in a dialogue and in continuity with the reflections of various literature, 
philosophy, theology, and religious studies scholars. With its focus on contemporary Italian 
literary and poetic representations of bodies and their experience of the sacred, the present 
work can, therefore, be placed at the intersection between literary and religious studies. 
In recent years, scholars such as Jon R. Snyder, Francesco Diego Tosto, and Laura 
Wittman have been studying the persistence of the sacred in modern and contemporary Italian 
literature and culture. Philosophers such as Ann J. Cahill, Richard Kearney, and Brian Treanor 
have analyzed the problems inherent with a modern Western philosophy that sees the self as 
disembodied, and developed a carnal hermeneutics in response to “the uncritical acceptance of 
what one may call the cartesian/Kantian paradigm of subjectivity and cognition” (231)193. 
Theology and religious studies scholars such as Thomas Cattoi, June McDaniel, and Amy 
Hollywood have written about the human body’s experiences of the divine. These are only 
some of the scholars who have aided the present exploration of the theme of the body and the 
sacred in the selected works. The main outcome of this dissertation has been the exploration, 
reading, and analysis of these literary works through the lenses of scholarship that has 
challenged modern Western assumptions regarding a supposed split between body and 
 





mind/soul. This work takes the baton from relevant scholarship, examines the view of the 
intrinsic unity between body and mind/soul, and applies it to the study of contemporary Italian 
literature. 
In certain cases, specifically Ferrante’s first novel, Merini and Campo’s poems, as well 
as Campo’s essays, these authors have anticipated by several years the musings and findings of 
recent scholarship on the importance of an integral view of one’s body and mind/soul. For 
example, Campo’s notion of attention as a form of devotion, contemplation, and caring 
anticipates Teresa Brennan’s findings on attention as a form of love from the biological 
standpoint, as well as predating Christine Bell’s theory on the bodily effects and consequences 
of ritual and liturgy. One can read much of Merini’s poetry as a long, tormented cry about the 
devastation that a disembodied, conflicted view of the self can have on one’s life, a view that 
she overcomes only in her later production. Ferrante’s L’amore molesto can be read as the 
story of a woman’s overcoming of psychological and physical trauma through the (bodily) 
performance of certain ritual actions. Anorexia and societal maladjustment, the maladies that 
afflict Chiara Mandalà, the fictional co-protagonist of Maraini’s novel, can be metaphors for 
the rejection of a culture that either ignores, represses, or separates one’s desire for 
transcendence from the “material” desire of being a “happy body.” 
In La letteratura e il sacro Giuseppe Langella writes that when studying the 
contemporary poetic landscape, “bisogna prendere atto che l’inquietudine morale…il 
sentimento del sacro, l’apertura al divino, continuano ad essere…uno degli assi portanti.” 
(3:13) 
The chapter on Alda Merini offers an analysis of her poetic production from the 





themes mentioned by Langella, which are far from being mere incorporeal, intellectual 
abstractions or poetic inventions. The argument of this chapter is that in Merini’s poetry moral 
disquiet, the sentiment of the sacred, and the opening to a divine dimension go hand in hand 
with her often traumatic life experiences and shed light on the poetic representations of her 
physical, moral, psychological, and spiritual suffering. Merini’s poetry can be defined as 
mystical. The interaction between suffering and transcendence of her early production, which 
is characterized by the torment of a perceived split between body and soul, marks the first stage 
of her spiritual and poetic development. Because of years of internment in psychiatric 
hospitals, Merini’s suffering intensifies and she adopts biblical tones and themes in her 1984 
masterpiece, La Terra Santa, where she identifies her and her fellow inmates’ confinement (or 
exile) with that of the chosen people of God. This identification is characterized by the 
adoption of biblical modes of prophecy and narration, references to and personal re- 
elaborations of some events narrated in the Old and New Testaments, as well as descriptions 
that call to mind the concentration camps.194 In the last decade of her life, Merini’s poetic 
language and themes, as in the collection Magnificat. Un incontro con Maria testify to the 
poet’s overcoming the painful body-soul dualism that characterized her early years and the 
torment and isolation that characterized the poetry of her internment years. I show that there is 
an easing of tensions in Merini’s later poetry through the close-reading analysis of her verses 
on Mary, the Mother of God. Here, I contend that her portrayal of Mary is theologically 
accurate and is in line with the reflections of Adrienne von Speyr and John Paul II on the figure 
and function of Mary. Merini depicts Mary as the woman who, together with her Son, 
 
194 Regarding Merini’s adoption of biblical tones and imagery, as well as the poetic-theological nature of her last 
works, Massimo Naro’s reflections on the narrative and poetic language of the Bible are helpful: “è già nella 
Bibbia che la teologia si esprime in forma narrativa e orante, dunque in qualche misura poetica, più che 





reconciles heaven and earth in her own body, the woman who resolves in and through her body 
real or perceived divisions and contradictions between the realms of immanence and 
transcendence. 
The chapter on Maraini’s Chiara di Assisi. Elogio della disobbedienza analyzes how 
the co-protagonist, Chiara Mandalà, embodies a dissatisfaction with the order of the world. 
Antonino Crimaldi writes about our primal dissatisfaction with the way things are when he 
explains the multivalent nature of religious sensibility in his reflections on the presence of 
religion in literature: 
“le molteplici diramazioni della sensibilità religiosa … si dipartono nella percezione di 
una insoddisfazione originaria del soggetto umano nei confronti dell’assetto del mondo o del 
tutto, nella sensazione della totale opposizione, indifferenza, estraneità dell’ordine del mondo o 
del tutto alle esigenze di finalità-felicità nutrite dall’uomo…” (1:346) 
In Maraini’s novel, Chiara’s physical and spiritual malaise stems from a maladjustment 
to the order of the world. I point to the connection between Maraini’s and Luisa Muraro’s 
thought, since Chiara’s overcoming of her malaise by the end of the novel is aided by 
Maraini’s representation of a “teologia in lingua materna,” to use Muraro’s expression (26). 
For both Maraini and Muraro, in fact, it is necessary to recover women’s history, including 
religious women’s history, to finally inscribe them in the symbolical order, the order of culture. 
Within the trajectory of the novel, this inscription is what helps Chiara recover from her 
psychophysical malaise. Maraini’s realistic portrayal of St. Clare as a woman open to 
transcendence can be connected to Emmanuel Levinas’ reflections on the face of the other that 
points to infinity and Luce Irigaray’s critique of phallocentrism as a static, narcissistic closing 





narrativization of the importance of the maternal role in a woman’s psychological and spiritual 
development. It also emphasizes the significance of the maternal mirror structure based on the 
examples of St. Clare, her mother Ortolana, as well as St. Clare’s imitation of Christ. Chiara’s 
desire to become a present-day follower of the Scriptures and the need for help in her mimetic 
project can be compared to Serene Jones’ reflections on contemporary women’s experience 
within their church communities. The author’s representation of the transformation of her own 
point of view through her dialogue with Chiara is highlighted — by the end of the novel, in 
fact, the author comes to accept the plausibility of a life based on the search of and desire for 
God. 
The chapter on Elena Ferrante’s L’amore molesto argues that the transformation of 
Delia, the protagonist of the novel, happens gradually, through a series of actions identified as 
ritualistic. These ritual actions are links to the presence of the sacred in Ferrante’s novel. The 
classification of Delia’s actions as ritual actions was aided by the work of several religion 
anthropologists such as Robert N. McCauley, and Thomas Lawson. Thanks to their research, as 
well as René Girard’s reflections on the scapegoat and violence and Julia Kristeva’s analysis of 
the abject, the case for the intrinsically ritualistic nature of Delia’s (and her mother Amalia’s) 
actions becomes plausible. These actions are divided into the categories of sensory pageantry, 
ritualized behavior, salvific sacrifice, and scapegoating. The point of view adopted in the 
analysis of Ferrante’s novel echoes Francesco Diego Tosto’s and Mircea Eliade’s observations 
on the persistence of religiousness and ritual behavior in modern man in forms that are not 
easily recognizable. This view posits that a desire for transformation and improvement of one’s 
psychological, physical, spiritual, and existential condition is what lies behind these ritual 





dell’uomo moderno] è l’originaria e vitale tensione verso il superamento della propria 
condizione” (1:6). L’amore molesto can be interpreted as the literary representation of a 
woman’s inner transformation and overcoming of trauma through ritual steps initiated by her 
mother’s salvific sacrifice, which begins the novel. 
The chapter on Cristina Campo explores and analyzes the trajectory and development 
of Campo’s thought by considering some of her essays and poems. The chapter connects 
Campo’s earlier reflections on certain capacities of the human mind — such as attention, 
imagination, and the proclivity for beauty — to her later writings. Her later writings deal 
mainly with the transformation of one’s bodily and spiritual senses through prayerful and 
liturgical action. Campo suggests that the self is indeed embodied, and when performing 
certain spiritual or ritual actions it can be transformed and elevated in its entirety. As Thomas 
Cattoi recently noted, in modern western thought “there was no experiential ladder linking 
heaven and earth, the only link to God was through faith — or perhaps ethics. Alternative sorts 
of perceptions could be superstitions, but they could also be heresy…” (2) In this regard, it is 
important to note that between the late Sixties and the early Seventies Campo started writing 
about the dualism between experience and faith that afflicted modern western perception. 
The present work can prompt future research to an integrative exploration and analysis 
of the interaction between works of literature, art, and religious experience and expression in 
contemporary culture. The relevance and resonance of this type of research in our time are 
further proven by a successful exhibition that is taking place this year at The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York City, namely Heavenly Bodies: Fashion and the Catholic 
Imagination. The very title of the exhibition with its apparently paradoxical juxtaposition of 





well as aspirations to transcendence that can be inscribed and narrativized on one’s body. The 
way in which religious aspirations and experience can inform literary, artistic works and shape 
our sense of self, embodiment, and relationship with others is worth studying because it is a 
fundamental part of our human experience. It seems particularly urgent to explore such matters 
in the present age when “secular” and “religious” sensibilities and ways to interpret and 
understand reality are increasingly clashing. 
It is evident that in the west we live in a culture in which we are increasingly 
connected, and yet disconnected, disembodied, isolated and split in half, as it were, because of 
the virtual reality and digital interactions that submerge us. Suicide rates are on the rise in the 
western world.195 It is arguable that extreme individualism leads to destructive isolation and 
that our virtual connections increase our sense of loneliness and isolation. Perhaps the current 
situation of loneliness, alienation, and isolation from others as well as from oneself results at 
least partly from the modern western split between body and soul. As the works analyzed in 
this dissertation show, this split perilously represses and diminishes the totality and complexity 
of our human nature and personhood, and our openness to the other. Future scholarship that 
wishes to explore the role of embodiment and transcendence as portrayed in literature and the 
arts in general might find a helpful building block in the present work, as well as the relevant 
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